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Abstract 

 Over the course of 2009, I decided to work with the United States one-cent piece, 

more commonly known as the penny, in a series of artistic pieces. Each artistic piece 

examined a particular aspect of how I believe the penny interacts with the general 

populace. The first artistic piece focused on my interaction with my surroundings: for 

over a year, I recorded every penny I found in my local town of Lubbock, Texas, along 

with both the side (heads or tails) facing up and the day on which the penny was found. 

The second artistic piece was an installation where I deposited over a thousand pennies 

on the ground in a public location and, for one week, witnessed the interactions between 

the site and its large number of pennies. The final pieces involved using the found coins 

from the first artistic piece in a series of more traditional artistic works. The first of these 

works was a photo-scan documentation of those coins with obscured dates of mint; this 

series of photographs showed the interaction of the pennies with their environment. The 

second work involved the pennies with readable dates, which I arranged chronologically 

in a column, reflecting the decay of the object as time progressed.  

 A number of current theoretical ideas are relevant to my investigation of the 

penny, at the center of which is an examination of nomadicism as seen through the 

writings of Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari (1987). In relation to this concept is an 

investigation into collecting as presented by scholars such as Susan Pearce (1998). This is 

incorporated into the examination of concepts discussed concerning site-specific art as 

seen through the writings of Miwon Kwon (2002). The final concept investigated is the 

aesthetic quality of entropy as demonstrated by the work of Robert Smithson (1966). 
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Developed through the artistic pieces and the consideration of the relevant theoretical 

concepts, I generate my own idea of an analytical nomadic perspective.
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Chapter I 
Introduction 

 

 The purpose of this document is to provide a first-person examination of my 

recent project It Makes Good Cents (2009). This type of project is an example of a 

particular type of artwork in which I examine a single object through several artistic 

pieces, each focusing on a different medium. My investigation into the object is directed 

through my personal viewpoint as a nomadic individual. The purpose of this investigation 

is to provide a first-person insight into my creative process.  

 I was born in Minot, North Dakota, but I have little memory of the place I was 

born since I left it when I was three. Until the age of seven, I lived on the island of Guam, 

I consider this time to be extremely formative for my later life. In particular, I consider it 

relevant that, at such an early age, I was immersed in a culture other than the one I would 

later come to know in the continental United States. In Guam, I grew up in a military 

neighborhood, meaning that the majority of residents around my family were all 

Americans from different cultural and racial backgrounds. I went to school at the local 

Catholic elementary school because my mother did not feel the education of the military 

schools to be satisfactory. St. John’s Elementary was a predominantly Guamanian 

institution and, as far as I can remember, I was the only Caucasian child in my class. This 

aspect never occurred to me until I was much older and happened upon an old class 

photograph. This implies to me that the concept of race was not one that ever bothered 

me as a child, because the memories I do have are fond ones of playing with my 

classmates. 
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 I believe the roots of my nomadic thinking began in those early years on that tiny 

island. Although many aspects of my early childhood are unclear, I believe that I grew up 

with a sense of otherness at this time. I knew enough to know that the island was not my 

home: I was not born there, and I certainly was not part of the dominant culture of the 

Guamanians. I was never bothered by this fact; instead, I grew up thinking it was the 

norm. I developed a sense of comfort that existed beyond the familiarity that one might 

know from being in one’s own culture. To me, life was about adapting, adjusting, and 

finding means to understand a culture where the language and ways were foreign. I very 

quickly learned how to assimilate local ideas and identity by developing methods of 

comparison and adjustment. 

 My family left Guam for Southern California after two significant events 

occurred. The first of these events was the separation of my mother and father due 

primarily to my father’s alcoholism. The second event, which had a greater impact on my 

family, was a gas explosion that destroyed our rental property. This event left me 

completely blind for a few months of my life. Although I do not have significant 

memories of the explosion or of the subsequent period I spent recovering in the hospital, I 

believe that it certainly had long-lasting effects upon me, about which I can only 

speculate. The most obvious of these effects would be my preoccupation with using audio 

in my artistic pieces. The incorporation of this secondary media into my otherwise two-

dimensional canon can be seen as an outgrowth of the period during which I was blind. 

After leaving Guam, my mother, my brother, and I moved in with my mother’s parents 

and my aunts and uncles. My extended family members were close to same age as my 

brother and myself: close enough to make us feel unwelcome during the summer we 
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stayed with them. I don’t blame them. They were teenagers, and I’m sure helping to take 

care of their now eight-year-old nephew was simply not in their plans. After spending a 

very long summer with them, my mother relocated us to the suburbs of Los Angeles. 

 Over the next few years, my family relocated numerous times, first with solely 

my mother and later with my father as he rejoined our family. We moved from Los 

Angeles to Riverside (3 sites) to Moreno Valley back to Riverside, which amounted to 

seven locations in roughly seven years. With each new location, I had to change schools, 

neighborhoods, and of course friends. I think of this period as a formative time in terms 

of my personal thinking about objects. I learned that having many possessions meant that 

those possessions would end up in a garage sale before the next move. I learned to enjoy 

small toys, namely action figures, for this reason. This is also the time period that I began 

to collect toys as a conscious act: I think of this as another outcome of the nomadic life I 

was living. For me, having a set of objects where I knew all of the variations that were 

available was a comfort to me. Within the tightly-controlled narrative universes of Star 

Wars or G. I. Joe, it was easy to identify all the characters I could possibly find. More 

importantly, collecting action figures was something that I could do no matter where I 

might live. As long as there was a store that one of my parents could drive to, I could 

continue to collect my little universe of characters. This was a constant source of activity, 

but also a thread of stability in an otherwise transient existence. From this point in my life 

forward, I would always have a collection of something going in my life. I went from 

toys to baseball cards to stamps to comic books to books to records and eventually back 

to toys. 
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 My parents moved from California to Kansas when I was seventeen years old. I 

moved with them, but, after finishing high school in three years in California, I decided 

that I would go to college rather than live at home. I moved away to Manhattan, Kansas, 

where I enrolled as an undeclared freshman. I quickly changed schools after roughly a 

year and enrolled at Kansas University located in Lawrence, where my brother was 

attending. From here I was accepted to the Art Institute of Chicago, which I attended for 

about a year and a half before moving to St. Louis, Missouri. I lived for several years at 

several locations in St. Louis where I received my Bachelor’s degree in Fine Arts from 

Webster University. From here I moved to Virginia where my parents had moved after 

growing tired of Kansas. 

 My move from the Midwest to the East Coast was typical of the type of move I 

had experienced for most of my life. I owned a Ford Ranger pickup truck, complete with 

camper shell, and I made a rule that I would not own more possessions than could fit in 

the back of that truck. With my parents living in Christiansburg, Virginia, I took up 

residence in Blacksburg, a town roughly twenty minutes away. It was during this time 

that I lived closest to what I would consider urban nomadicism. Although technically I 

was considered homeless, I spent close to a year sleeping on whoever’s floor or couch I 

could in an effort to stay as much of a free spirit as possible. I would see my parents 

roughly three days a month, which prompted them to eventually suggest that I seek my 

Master’s degree at a local university. Radford University forms a triangle with 

Blacksburg and Christiansburg each being roughly twenty minutes in separation. 

Although I lived in Blacksburg, its local university, Virginia Tech, did not offer a MFA. I 
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eventually moved to Radford where I would finish my degree and eventually meet my 

future wife. 

 After receiving my MFA and being accepted to Texas Tech University, my wife 

and I moved to Lubbock, Texas. After moving to Lubbock, my nomadic lifestyle has 

sharply changed in some ways and manifested itself in others. This is seen most 

apparently through my change in living in a single space for several years rather than 

traveling to different housing options in this city. Having a fixed location has prompted 

me to exhibit my nomadic behavior in other ways, namely through my toy collecting and 

daily walks. For me, these two activities seem necessary in order for me to function in 

any normal fashion. 

 Toy collecting is an activity that I engaged in as a child and that I have returned to 

in large frequency over the most recent years of my life. This activity consists of me 

driving to various locations in a quest to find toys for the various reasons previously 

noted. Personally, I spend an average of two hours a day going to stores such as Wal-mart 

and Target to see if anything has changed. Although I frequent these stores on a daily 

basis, I hardly ever buy anything, but rather go into the store check the toy section and 

leave. It usually takes a few days of this activity before the employees get used to seeing 

me on my rounds. If this activity were solely about finding toys, I would be better off 

sitting at home using a computer to order online. Instead, this activity is also about 

understanding my community and watching as things change within it. I know more 

people who work at stores like Wal-mart and Target than the entirety of my other 

relations. This might sound like a strange way of meeting people, but these are also 

people that I would never be able to meet any other way. They to me are a clear cross 
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section of the populace, people whose lives are the stories of this city. In addition to the 

employees that I know, I feel I see a representation of the populace of this town at some 

point in my travels. I also see the seasons change both inside and outside the stores. By 

traveling to the same locations, I observe how the changes occur at those points. I see 

parking lots wear down and eventually become repaved; I watch the leaves change and 

fall from the trees; I see the birds come and go and where in town they happen to be 

particularly heavy this year. For me the point is not so much the toy at the end of the day 

but a chance to see how my world has changed from the day before. 

 Before proceeding, it should be noted that in addition to the locations I have lived, 

I am an avid traveler. From my youth my family took frequent trips across the United 

States, mostly from California to Arkansas where my grandmother on my father’s side 

lived. We also took one family vacation where we drove from Arkansas to Florida in 

addition to making several trips to Hawaii. As a middle school student, I went on trips to 

both Washington, D.C., and also to Japan where I lived with a family for ten days. As an 

adult, my traveling spirit became heightened with several trips by car from Kansas to 

California. When I was an undergraduate, it was not uncommon for me to travel by car 

with my friends in any direction for three to four hours every weekend. As an adult I have 

traveled to Europe twice and, along with my wife, have driven from Lubbock to Virginia 

and back six times. 

 When I lived in Chicago, I had no vehicle other than public transportation and my 

two feet. From this time forward I became an active walker, traveling distances by foot 

that most people who shy away from. When I moved to Lubbock I began walking quite 

frequently when I was quitting smoking in an effort .to release tension and think while 
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moving. As regular exercise, I take a twenty- to thirty-minute walk around my 

neighborhood almost daily. I see this as an extension of my nomadic thinking since many 

of the same ideas are addressed that I find from toy collecting, but the difference between 

these two activities is the personal nature of a walk versus that of traveling by car. I often 

see neighbors while walking, or I see stray animals I am accustomed to feeding. I 

generally experience life at a slower pace during my walks but still observe the key 

aspects of change that I find intriguing. 

 I consider myself to be a nomadic individual since I have, as a regular practice, 

moved every four to five years of my life. My artwork is informed by this perspective 

and my artistic methodology evolves from my nomadicism. I create work that often 

centers on concepts of cultural exploration and documentation, mirroring much of the 

thinking processes that I engage in as a person who is continuously moving. A recent idea 

that has been integrated into my work is the examination of concepts associated with site-

specific artwork, a focus that directly springs from my perspective as a nomadic 

individual. 

 As an artist, one of my activities is a long term examination of cultural objects 

through artistic investigation. I perform this study by way of qualitative triangulation 

generated by approaching the object in several different artistic pieces (Hesse-Biber, & 

Leavy, 2006). I am interested in understanding how certain objects behave in a cultural 

landscape and how, through various artistic pieces, that understanding can be personally 

defined and examined.  
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Research Topic 

 I will examine It Makes Good Cents (2009), a year-long art project, where over 

several artistic endeavors I investigate the US one-cent piece, which is more commonly 

known as the penny. In particular, I will consider what role my nomadic thinking had on 

the formation and process of this project. I will also use the work of other artists as a 

source of comparison to the ideas I have presented. This comparison will exhibit parallels 

in thinking and process that I believe are relevant to the discussion of my work.  

 It Makes Good Cents (2009) was a year-long project I undertook that investigated 

the penny. Part one of the project involved traveling around Lubbock, Texas, in an effort 

to document the pennies I found in my travels. The second project involved my creation 

of a public installation involving a large number of pennies in one place. The final project 

examined a viewing of the aesthetics of two pieces I created involving the pennies found 

from my collecting. 

 The first project consisted of my collecting pennies and documenting on what day 

it was found and which side of the coin was facing up. At the conclusion of 2009, I not 

only totaled the overall number of both heads and tails found over the entire year, but 

also tallied the number of heads and tails by month, week, and day. In addition to this 

information, I also recorded the year of mint stamped on each penny, not counting those 

pennies upon which the date was unreadable. These tallying activities can be thought of 

as the conclusion of the initial conceptual project but also the beginning of the latter 

aesthetic artistic pieces. 
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 Secondly, I also constructed, with the permission of the Texas Tech University, 

an installation where I deposited a large number of pennies near the front of a building in 

order to further understand people’s interaction with the object. With the first piece, I was 

interested in my interaction with the object as presented by the public. For the second 

piece, I wanted to reverse the interaction and create a situation where I was responsible 

for the object being at a location and see what occurred over a period of time. I wanted to 

create a situation where my interest could be presented to the public. 

 Thirdly, there was a visual aesthetic component to the project in the form of two 

separate pieces. One piece was a chronological arrangement of the collected coins from 

my year-long piece. With this piece the coins were arranged into a single column with the 

newest pennies being located towards the top of the column. By arranging the pennies in 

this fashion, I created a method of observing the decay that the coins had undergone over 

the years that they were in circulation based on the frequency of the coins found. The 

other piece was the documentation through high-resolution, color scanning of the pennies 

that had eroded to a point where the coin’s year was no longer recognizable. This digital 

image archive presented the entropic effects that the surrounding environment had on the 

coins, rendering them outside the schematic of time. 

 

Theory 

 My theoretical framework as seen through these projects has several significant 

aspects that should be addressed. The first of these considerations is the idea of nomadic 

thinking as perceived through the theoretical concepts of Gilles Deleuze and Félix 

Guattari (1987). The second of these aspects is a theoretical look at the concept of 
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collecting as seen through the work of Susan Pearce (1998). In addition the concepts of 

site-specific art are examined through the work of Miwon Kwon (2002). The final 

theoretical idea is the concept of entropy as expressed through the writings of Robert 

Smithson (1966) as well as Yve-Alain Bois and Rosalind Krauss (1996).  

  As an individual who travels as a regular practice in my life, my viewpoint as an 

artist is consistent with the ideas on the subject as presented through Deleuze and 

Guattari’s A Thousand Plateaus (1987). The idea of nomadic subjectivity, where the 

individual focuses on situational adaptability over long-term planning, can be seen as a 

product of constant movement. This concept can also be seen in the manifestations of 

artwork where a focus upon a close haptic1

The importance of collecting is found in the object collected and in the fashion by 

which the collection is shown. The particular choice of object can be very illuminating in 

reference to the collector. By establishing what to collect, collectors create rules in their 

existence pertaining to not only the immediate object, but also to the fashion in which 

they will collect that object. This includes what situation to collect in, how much 

 space is often experienced. 

A second theoretical area directly relevant to my work is the concept of 

collecting. I feel my need to collect is based on the idea of establishing order in an 

otherwise chaotic existence. This idea extends beyond my concepts of collecting as 

commented on by James Clifford (1988): 

Some sort of “gathering” around the self and the group—the assemblage of a 
material “world,” the marking-off of a subjective domain that is not “other”—is 
probably universal. (p. 218) 
 

                                                 
1 The term haptic refers to the sensation of touch, which I closely associate with the tactile aspects of art. 
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economically will go in to this collection, and also the amount of time that will be spent 

collecting (Pearce, 1998). 

Extending from these ideas is the recasting of the artist’s role in public situations 

as presented through the ideas of Susan Lacy (1995) in what she terms “new genre public 

art”. What is questioned through her work is the specific role of the artist when 

interacting with the public and how the role of the artist can be varied depending on the 

artistic project in question. Paramount to her discussion is the changing of the theoretical 

and practical role of the artist with a specific community. 

 My theoretical idea of location identity and site-specificity is further shaped by 

Miwon Kwon (2002), who examines ideas associated with the role of the artist in 

reference to site-specific art. She investigates the concepts of site-specific thinking 

through such artists as Christian Müller and Fred Wilson, whose work has developed a 

new relationship involving the artist traveling as an aspect of their art. The importance of 

her discussion is found in the reforming of location identity through artists using a 

nomadic practice, as found directly in the case of Müller’s illegal border crossings from 

1993 or indirectly in the case of Wilson’s Mining the Museum (1992). In either case, the 

emphasis of her discussion is upon the artist’s personal identity in reference to the 

specific site in question. 

 The discussion of my theoretical use of location identity in reference to site-

specific art can be furthered by the inclusion of vocabulary first used by James Meyer 

(2000). Meyer postulated the formation of a functional site as opposed to a literal site, 

which would encompass any site-specific piece that must, for a variety of reasons, remain 

where it was created. In his own words:  
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…the functional site may or may not incorporate a physical place. It certainly 
does not privilege this place. Instead, it is a process, an operation occurring 
between sites, a mapping of institutional and textual filiations and the bodies that 
move between them (the artist’s above all). (p.25) 
 

Meyer’s essay shows that the concepts of site-specific work can have more of a fluid 

foundation depending on what is being observed. My art, through this idea of a functional 

site, investigates the interactions of the site I am observing. 

 Another theoretical idea that I investigate in my work is the concept of entropy. 

The concept of entropy I will use differs from a purely scientific definition to that of an 

intellectual one (Serway, 1990). For this purpose I will refer to my use of entropy as an 

intellectual property rather than a scientific term. In order to facilitate this, I will use the 

term “conceptual entropy” in order to separate the intellectual idea from that of the 

scientific measurement. 

 Conceptual entropy can be defined as a process of blending between two objects, 

and/or forces that leads to a sense of uniformity. This process cannot be reversed, 

meaning that any change that occurs moves forward in a direction leading to the blending 

of the two objects or forces (Bois & Krauss, 1996; Smithson, 1966). The importance of 

this concept can be viewed from its uniqueness as a process of interaction.  

 Robert Smithson’s (1966) interest in entropy can be found in the final product of 

the process when the objects have reached an end point. Here the scientific concept of 

entropy has affected the ideas of the artist, where the idea of entropy is thought to be a 

possible end to the universe. It is widely believed that as the universe continues to expand 

and heat is transferred the inevitable outcome would be a uniformly empty cold space 

(Cohen, 2007). Robert Smithson (1966) sees this outcome as a positive result and also 
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sees many of the concepts present in much of the minimalist sculpture of his period. For 

Smithson, entropy is a way of freeing objects from the constraints of time and emotional 

interpretation. Objects containing this type of display of the end product of entropy 

exhibit qualities that are only definable through the work and not the situation that the 

object is found in. 

 While Smithson (1966) focuses on the end result, I see the process of entropy to 

be more interesting than the final product. For me, the blending of these materials leading 

to the final product contains a certain aesthetic that is unique. This aesthetic, which is 

often seen as an erosive aspect in many objects, shows the blending of the object with its 

surrounding elements. The object in question often contains within it the history of this 

process. This is achieved by viewing the object in comparison to the state it was in prior 

to the entropic process.  

 

Methodology 

 One of the activities I engage in as an artist is to focus on a particular object that I 

find culturally or personally relevant for a series of artistic pieces. By using a single 

object in a variety of artistic endeavors, I am able to generate different qualitative 

information regarding how that object functions in both a personal and cultural dynamic. 

I associate this method of artistic production with the idea of qualitative triangulation 

(Hesse-Biber, & Leavy, 2006). With each individual piece, I am concentrating on a 

particular medium through which to express a certain idea contained within that object. 

Collectively, the pieces provide information regarding that object’s possible cultural and 

artistic use. 
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 In reference to the art project under examination, It Makes Good Cents (2009), I 

focus on three separate pieces that form the basis of my work with the penny. With each 

of the pieces, a different aspect of artistic thinking is approached with some overlapping 

occurring. With the first piece I am focusing on my interaction with my environment 

through the process of collecting. In the second piece I am creating a situation in a public 

sphere, where the coin is used in a mass number to highlight its presents to the public 

present.  The final pieces focus on the visual aesthetics generated from the previous work. 

The use of visual aesthetics can be a method of presenting many of the conceptual ideas I 

see relevant to the object. 

 A second key concept generated through my methodology is the idea of 

collecting. In particular, when engaging in a project where an object is the center of the 

artistic endeavor, such as It Makes Good Cents (2009), it is necessary to create a large 

number of examples in order to justify aspects of my thinking. This type of activity 

requires a studio methodology that extends into my daily life rather than a specific time 

period as one would find in a more traditional studio practice.  

 

Discussion/Analysis 

 The form of discussion I generate in this paper will examine implications of my 

work culturally and aesthetically. Included in this discussion is the aspect of writing as a 

form of documentation surrounding my explorations into the penny. The discussion will 

involve the use of other artists as mentioned prior and their relevance in connection with 

my work. The primary focus will be on how, through triangulation of artistic projects, I 

am able to examine a single object.  
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 From this project, my interest is the penny’s interaction with my environment. 

The commonality of the object in connection with its function as part of my daily 

existence is the focal point. Allan Kaprow’s (2003) investigation into the personal aspects 

of art provides a significant foundation in connection with this project. Susan Hiller’s 

work with specific objects and their relation to our thinking is another source of interest. 

In her piece Monument (1980-1990), the artist collects images of a series of plaques 

commemorating accidental deaths. She collected her images from public parks where the 

plaques mostly go unnoticed (Hiller, & Einzig, 1996; Godfrey, 1998). 

 

Significance of Research 

 I see my work as a continuation of many of the current trends in thinking in 

relation to site-specific work. I feel my work presents a unique viewpoint as presented 

through my lens as a nomadic thinker in relation to the subject of collecting and site-

specific art. My work can serve as a method of viewing nomadic thinking in relation to 

larger theoretical issues including conceptual entropy and location.  

 The significance of my work can also be found in the methodology I use. My 

dissertation will provide an example as to how the triangulation method can be used in 

the sense of a multi-media approach by creating a document that demonstrates how a 

single object can be explored through multiple pieces.  

 

Limitations 

 The intention of this paper is an examination of the influences, investigations, and 

ideas surrounding a body of my work. From this, a conclusion can be drawn that the 
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largest limitation is the paper’s subjectivity in that implications arise from the personal 

nature of the document. Rather than focusing on a larger spectrum of artists, I will focus 

on a few individuals and artistic pieces that I feel are directly relevant to my work. 

 

Nomadicism and Collecting 

 Thus there is in the life of a collector a dialectical tension between the poles of 
disorder and order. (Walter Benjamin, 1931) 
 
 
 The most predominant memory I have as a child is that of moving. My early life 

consisted of a steady cycle of moving every three or four years. As I have grown older 

and continue to live in this nomadic fashion, and I have realized that this transitory aspect 

of my life has affected my perspective as an artist more than any other individual factor2

                                                 
2 I use the term “nomadic” to refer to an individual who exists in a state characterized by frequent 
relocation instead of having a single, long-term, established home. Existing without a permanent dwelling, 
a nomadic individual associates a sense of movement and travel with his or her life. This movement usually 
forms an integral part of the individual’s existence, and the need for basic necessities is the impetus for 
continual travel. By contrast, a non-nomadic individual bases existence around a permanent domicile 
located within an environment that readily provides major necessities. Non-nomadic individuals may even 
move several times in their lives, but the frequency of their occupation in any given area usually reflects a 
desire for a more permanent residence. 
 Granted, there are a variety of individuals who exist between what would be considered temporary and 
permanent dwellings. In addition, with the continued progression of technology, more individuals are able 
to travel large distances for personal and professional reasons, so it becomes more common for individuals 
to relocate several times to a variety of locations. Thus the idea of an individual who is born in and plans to 
spend most of his or her life in a single location seems to be becoming more and more obsolete in our 
culture. 
 I consider myself to be nomadic because of the frequency in which I move from one location to 
another. The longest I have remained at a single residence is roughly five years, and the average is closer to 
three years. For me, living in several locations seems perfectly normal way to live. With each location in 
which I stay, I usually start feeling the urge to move after a few years. 

. 

My viewpoint is constructed from a myriad of locations rather than emerging from a 

single geographic center: I draw parallels despite geographic or cultural distances. As a 

product of moving frequently, my concept of the familiar, which most people might 

associate with a hometown, is scattered throughout numerous locations. In order to find a 
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center, I believe I found comfort in creating structure through the parallels I draw 

between locations. The need to establish a sense of structure in my existence has 

manifested itself most predominantly through the act of collecting. 

 As far back as I can remember, I have always been a collector. Although the 

objects have changed depending on my particular age, I have always collected something. 

My earliest childhood collections were action figures; but unlike most boys I knew, I 

would only collect one type of figure at a time. I would focus on a particular line of toys 

and try to obtain as many different little people as I could. These early habits would set 

the standard for my future collecting: a narrow focus with an obsession over different 

variations. As I grew older, the desire to collect action figures was replaced with other 

collecting desires that were considered more age- appropriate. I moved on to baseball 

cards, stamps, books, and records, but recently, I have found my way back to collecting 

action figures.  

 Of significance beyond the objects I accumulate is the method I use when 

collecting. What has always been of key importance to my idea of collecting is the 

concept of variation. I have always searched within a fairly narrow parameter of 

collecting, establishing a system within which to collect objects. I see this type of 

collecting to be tied to my nomadic life. As a child, establishing a single system was a 

reaction to the ever-changing existence that I lived. Being able to collect an item despite 

any geographic flux I experienced was appealing. No matter where I lived, I knew that 

the action figures I collected would be essentially the same in any given location; this 

knowledge provided some measure of comfort to a child who had few such guarantees. 
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 In addition to providing systems of order, my collections are also representations 

of places where I have lived or traveled. Despite the massive quantities actually 

produced, each object functions as a specific reminder of the location and circumstances 

in which I acquired it; this method serves as a system for cataloging experiences. Thus 

my collections become subtotals of experiences that can be perceived through examining 

individual objects  

 

Finding a Method 

 As my work has evolved over the years, I have realized that my art has become 

more about how I view the relationships among numerous objects. In my studio, the 

practice of creating one object has slowly given way to the creation of multiple, related 

objects. I feel that creating multiple objects with a distinct relationship is a reflection of 

the patterns of thinking I established through the act of collecting objects throughout my 

life. In particular, my art shares two distinct similarities to collecting: (1) utilizing a 

narrow format and subject matter and (2) concentrating on the variables that exist 

between objects. 

 These similarities first became apparent in the series of paintings I created for 

Reality Construct (2005). In these paintings, the art object was composed of multiple 

panels, usually four in number (see Figure 1.1). The aesthetics of the painting were 

governed by the relationship of the panels to each other with the central idea being the 

wholeness presented through the parts.  
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Figure 1.1: Return to Reality #1 (1995). Oil on panel, 4’ x 4’. 

 

What is noticeable about this painting is that its concept is quite similar the previously 

mentioned system of collecting. I consider the entire painting to be reminiscent of an 

object collected. Within the painting, there were four separate panels; each identical in 

terms of measurement and palette. What separated the individual panels was the varying 

application of paint on the surface of the work, which resulted in each panel retaining a 

unique identity. By presenting the panels together, the focus became not only the 

variation between the individual pieces, but also the structure being used to compare the 

panels. If one of the panels were presented in isolation, the comparison would obviously 

be lost and the paintings’ purpose would rest on their uniqueness rather than upon the 

concept of variation.  

 This connection among objects that vary began to be the focus of my interest, 

overriding considerations of the individual objects themselves. Instead of investing my 

energy into a single painting, I began developing systems by which I could create 
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multiple paintings that were variations of one another. An example of this can be found in 

the series we are what we create (2007), where I created close to four hundred paintings 

using a regulated system (see Figure 1.2). The paintings were developed around a 

thematic of representing a figurative form constructed by using an “O” as the head and an 

upside down “U” as a body. 

   

Figure 1.2: we are what we create #2, 9, and 14, (2007). Acrylic paint on paper, 3” x 5”. 

 

By creating art in this fashion, I was able to produce work that mimicked the mental 

structuring I developed as a collector and nomad. This type of creation mirrored the 

establishment of a confined system that places significance on the variations present 

among the images. In order to accent this relationship, after they were exhibited, the 

paintings were presented in a book format to further the concept of comparison.  

 At this juncture, I began to become particularly interested in the nomadic root to 

my method of creation. In addition to the steady cycle of my childhood moves, I am a 

person who engages in frequent travel both within and outside of my immediate 

community. Whenever possible, I take a daily walk averaging half an hour, five days per 

week. I also drive through my town of Lubbock, Texas, quite frequently as a part of my 

collecting. On average, I spend four hours a day in some form of self-imposed transition. 
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I desired to incorporate this aspect of my existence into my studio practice, so I 

developed a project that would mirror my collecting in many ways. 

 The first project came about with my work using the International Symbol of 

Accessibility (ISA), more commonly known as the “handicapped sign,” in 2008. The first 

art piece that I decided to construct was a collection of digital photographs that I took on 

a trip from Lubbock to Roanoke, Virginia (see Figure 1.3). The piece started simply 

enough with the idea of photographing an ISA at every stop along the journey. I would 

then collect the images and publish them as a group in the book restricted landscapes 

(2008). 

 

  
Figure 1.3: Photographs taken for restricted landscapes (2008). 

 

 The photographs that were taken were all shot from a similar viewpoint in order 

to create a sense of commonality. I found that by engaging in this method of 

documentation, I was able to create a situation where I could observe the sign as it 

behaved in a public locale.  

 During the process of creating restricted landscapes, I discovered that the 

photographs revealed aspects of the sign that I had not noticed previously but found quite 

appealing from my aesthetic point of view as a nomadic person. The first of these newly 

noticed aspects was the sign’s frequency. The ISA symbol is one of the most common 
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signs found in the public world, giving it a very wide geographic and social range. Such a 

large number of the signs are present in the United States that there are few people who 

will not witness at least a single ISA on a daily basis.  

 The second appealing aspect of the sign was the sheer amount of variation in the 

symbol’s presentation. It seemed that in every town I stopped, there were different signs 

to be found, all of which were variations of a stylized individual in a wheelchair. I was 

amazed at the diversity of colors used: everywhere from the standard white and yellow to 

more bizarre choices such as pink. I also found a significant amount of variation in the 

figure stenciled on the ground. Some appeared to be professionally applied while others 

appeared to be an amateur stencil done with spray paint. There were also combinations I 

had never considered: for example, I might find one figure facing left while the vast 

majority faced right. Here in a single, uniform symbol was as much diversity as one 

might find in any organic specimen. 

In every large parking lot, I would encounter at least four to five signs that were 

likely created by the same hand at the same time. These signs, although uniform at first, 

became different from one another over time depending on the nature of the erosive 

qualities that affected each sign. I found that two signs that began almost as identical 

twins departed on different paths of circumstances that, no matter how similar, would 

have different effects. These erosive effects caused the signs to fade, morph, and 

eventually become individuals. In some instances, previously painted signs underneath 

become visible, creating a complexity that engaged the two forms across a temporal 

aesthetic element.  
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As I contemplated the discoveries that I had made from restricted landscapes, I 

began to realize the importance of what I had observed. What made each sign so 

wonderfully unique was not just the traffic or environmental conditions that played upon 

it, but rather the fact that each sign was affected by the locality of its site. Contained in 

each sign were the marks of every person that had parked on, walked over, or interacted 

with the sign. Each sign functioned as an anonymous signature of its location.  

It was from this project that I realized that, by using my method of collecting, I 

was able to generate a series of thoughts, ideas, and questions through my work that 

would not have appeared otherwise. In restricted landscapes, I had not realized the 

complexity of the image I was capturing until after I was able to make observations 

through the total collected digital images of the signs. The process of investigation that I 

had generated through my work became in itself quite appealing as a method of personal 

and cultural exploration. I wanted to expand upon what was occurring: I decided to create 

additional art pieces using a single object (in this case, the ISA) as a parameter. I settled 

upon creating two other pieces using the ISA but knew that variation of concept was 

necessary. Rather than generating an additional piece that would create the same type of 

art as restricted landscapes, I wanted to make art that focused on different artistic 

concepts and would thus provide different sets of information. 

As I developed my second project using the ISA, I considered what aspects of the 

previous project I would like to modify. Firstly, in restricted landscapes I was reliant 

upon the situation created by other people: I had in no way affected the signs I had 

photographed, I was not responsible for the original creation of the sign, nor was I a part 

of the erosion present on the surface. I was merely an observer of what had transpired at 
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the site. In the first piece I had used multiple signs, capturing each sign for only a single 

moment of its existence. For the second project I decided that I should document the 

decay of a sign that I created from its beginning to end, capturing its whole existence. 

This created an obvious dilemma of medium: in most cases, the ISAs found in 

parking lots are created with industrial paint meant to last for years. I had neither the time 

nor a specific site to create this type of sign. In the end I decided it would be more 

practical (and legal) to construct a sign in a public park rather than a parking lot, using 

chalk rather than paint. On October 28, 2008, I constructed a larger than actual size 

International Symbol of Accessibility in a basketball court in my local park (see Figure 

1.4). I continued to observe the sign and photograph it until a heavy rainstorm finished 

the piece on November 22, 2010 (see Figure 1.5). 

  

Figure 1.4: Photograph taken from   Figure 1.5: Photograph taken from 
installation site 10-28-2008.    installation site 11-22-2008. 

 

While the erosive qualities of the chalk made it an imperfect analog for the paint, 

it provided a method by which to observe a similar erosive quality over a much shorter 

period of time. In addition, the public location offered an element of human interaction 
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that was considerably different from the first piece. Instead of cars being the primary 

instigators, in this case human foot traffic provided the greatest erosive quality. The 

knowledge I gathered from these two projects involving the ISA made me think of the 

sign as a symbol of transition as much as a symbol of access.  

For the third and final piece using the ISA, I decided to create a piece that would 

in some way counteract the temporal qualities of the sign in addition to its site-specific 

nature. I attempted this through my third piece, Lubbock to Bluefield (2008), for which I 

created two 4' x 4' rubber mats (see Figure 1.6), each featuring a different ISA taken from 

restricted landscapes. The use of the ISA symbol in this fashion directly contradicted 

many of its essential qualities. First, the signs were moveable instead of being fixed upon 

the asphalt. Second, the signs now had non-erosive qualities. Finally, by capturing 

specific ISA signs at a single moment in time, I was presenting the signs free of their 

natural life spans. 

 

Figure 1.6: Installation view of Lubbock to Bluefield from the Texas Tech University 
School of Art lobby, 4/16/08. 
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A separate aspect presented through Lubbock to Bluefield was the comparison of 

the sign over geographic distance. With one site being from Virginia and the other from 

Texas, a considerable physical distance was demonstrated through their juxtaposition. 

This created a situation unique to the viewer, where the signs were presented as 

obviously different from one another rather than as almost identical, as one might assume 

they appear in public. The aim of this juxtaposition was to inspire consideration of the 

sign and its diversity. In addition, the transportable nature of the mats meant that they 

could be placed in a variety of locations, imparting questions of locality. 

After creating these three art pieces centered upon the ISA, I retired my 

investigation into what I could do with that particular sign. This was done in large part 

due to my consideration of what the sign means and the unavoidable consequences of that 

meaning: the sign simply became too fixated in concept for non-political exploration. The 

conclusion of this project was fortuitous since it had served as the start of another project 

where, using similar methods, I could investigate a different object, symbol, or idea. I 

wanted to find a point of investigation that would serve the same function of discovery, 

but I wanted a larger cultural framework from which to work. I wanted to begin an 

investigation into a single object that would, as a matter of process, generate questions 

and perpetuate new art pieces. 

 

Developing a Project 

As I considered what sort of project I should undertake, certain key points became 

clear from my work with the ISA. First, I knew I wanted to create multiple artistic pieces 

involving a single object. Second, I wanted my initial project to be open-ended, meaning 
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that I wanted the freedom to invent the secondary pieces after I had drawn conclusions 

from working on the first piece. In my previous work with the ISA, I was only able to 

generate significance in the second piece by first making observations and asking 

questions from the first piece. The ability of the pieces to involve different artistic 

practices was also of importance: I wanted to be able to explore a variety of avenues of 

aesthetic thought. Finally, I planned to continue my investigation of collecting and the 

significance that it had on my artistic thinking. These parameters would be focused 

through my nomadic tendencies, and I wanted the project to be able to reflect this aspect 

of my thinking.  

It was from this point that I began developing the idea of a project using the 

United States one-cent piece, more commonly known as the penny. I felt that the penny 

had an ample amount of potential exploration, an aspect that personally appealed to me as 

an artist. Knowing that with the penny’s rich history and cultural significance I would 

have plenty of room for different varieties of investigation, I decided upon the first piece 

for my project: I would collect pennies from my local environment for an entire year and 

record the date I found the coin and which side of mint was found facing up. 

Through my research into other artists’ comparable projects, I knew that I wanted 

to engage in an artistic process for a length of one year. I had first been influenced by the 

work of Linda Montano and Tehching Hsieh, in which the artists were tied together for a 

one-year period. What particularly interested me was how the artists described the 

engagement to the time period as much as the art concept. According to Grey (1998), by 

creating a situation based on chronological behavior, the artists had become more 

cognizant of their actions. This type of internal observation appealed to my personal 
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investigation into my own nomadic behavior. I reasoned that creating a project involving 

my daily travels along with my practice of collecting would be ideal for such a one-year 

observation. Additionally, my interest in developing a piece of art that was generated 

from my personal behavior stems from the ideas of Allan Kaprow. His advocacy of art 

that is intertwined with personal actions is well documented (Kaprow & Kelley, 2003). 

By developing art that was created specifically from my nomadic behavior, my art should 

be a closer reflection of my existence and artistic viewpoint. 

With these considerations in mind, on January 1, 2009, I began to collect pennies 

from my environment and document my findings in a tiny journal entitled It Makes Good 

Cents.  
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Chapter II 
Review of Literature 

 

Nomadicism  

 A nomadic viewpoint or lens created through a life based on transitions, whether 

they be physical, mental, or geographic, is an idea that has surfaced as an issue in our 

modern culture. With the shifting dynamics present in the international community as 

well as in contemporary society where travel is becoming a greater norm, the concept of 

differing viewpoints arising from the consequences of movement and transition is an area 

of theoretical interest. One key difficulty in discussing nomadic behavior is the wealth of 

theoretical foci that all share the same basic terminology, including diaspora or forced 

nomadicism, international borders and issues of political transition, and also the nomadic 

thinking present in a contemporary culture generated from the shifting aspects of modern 

society. For the purposes of this paper, I will limit my discussion primarily to the third 

concept of modern nomadic behavior that is generated from contemporary western 

culture and from a life of transitions.  

 My definition of a nomadic viewpoint comes primarily from Gilles Deleuze and 

Félix Guattari’s A Thousand Plateaus (1987). Here, the definition of a nomadic 

viewpoint is generated from the concept of spatial relation in reference to mental 

processing. In Ahab and Becoming-Whale: The Nomadic Subject in Smooth Space, 

Tamsin Lorraine (2005) explains Deleuze and Guattari’s general approach:  

The normative subject of contemporary culture orients herself with respect to 
continental notions of space and time. The ‘nomadic’ subject that appears in the 
work of Deleuze, and Deleuze’s work with Félix Guattari, experiences and thinks 
of space and time in terms of blocks of space-time that are not necessarily linked 
into a rationally whole measurable units. (p.159) 
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 The nomad, because of his or her ever-changing surroundings, establishes a fluid 

mindset that focuses on the immediate situation rather than a direct chain of events. The 

nomadic viewpoint rests upon the notion of flexibility in the individual rather than upon 

notions of establishing concrete foundation. This characteristic viewpoint develops from 

a shifting ontological basis generated through a person’s existence as a nomad or, as 

suggested earlier, as a product of the shifting dynamic of contemporary culture. 

According to Deleuze and Guattari (1987), the concept of nomadic subjectivity arises 

when an individual’s every aspect, including personality and behavior, become transitory.  

 This concept can have ethical implications when the nomadic viewpoint is 

established as a part of contemporary culture rather than being viewed as a singularity. 

Nomadic subjectivity has arisen as a cultural issue, as examined in Transpositions by 

Rosi Braidotti (2006). Braidotti particularly questions the idea that the nomadic 

viewpoint creates a desire for constant newness, which develops into a desire for extreme 

societal moments of high and low. Through this craving for the new, the focus is lost on 

the long term and any process of societal change is mired by a focus on the immediate, 

and individuality is lost in favor of a variable persona.  

 A second key point of analysis comes from Deleuze and Guattari’s A Thousand 

Plateaus (1987), where the authors offer a description of nomadic aesthetics; this 

description is developed through a limited historical analysis of writers and concepts 

pertaining mostly to the northern European nomads.1

                                                 
1 To me, there seem to be multiple problems with Deleuze and Guattari’s analysis from an art historical 
approach. The ability to make adequate comparisons between European sources and the diversity of other 
cultures mentioned should be examined; there is also a lack of sources pertaining to the relevant fields. 
Lastly, the use of painting as a primary vehicle of discussion should be questioned since painting is one of 

 By setting up a series of three 
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dichotomies, Deleuze and Guattari attempt to explain the concept of nomadic aesthetics, 

creating a prescription for nomadic thought. These three dichotomies are: (1) abstract 

line–concrete line, (2) haptic space–optical space, and (3) close–distant views: according 

to the authors, the nomad favors the first element in all three of these dichotomies. For 

Deleuze and Guattari, environment influences the thinking process of a nomad and leads 

to the creation of an artwork that is reflective of their condition. The idea of a haptical-

close viewpoint is the key to much of the authors’ discussion, and the two viewpoints can 

be seen as interlocking terms. According to Deleuze and Guattari, when a nomad creates 

a two-dimensional object, the viewpoint is one that favors a close inspection over 

situating the object in a field of view, which can be seen as being generated by the lack of 

specific environment. Thus the nomad’s concentration on an object is one that removes 

the object from a subjective background in order to focus on inherent qualities in the 

object itself (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987).  

 A Thousand Plateaus also discusses the nomad’s use of abstract line over a 

concrete line, which can be viewed in two related ways. First, Deleuze and Guattari 

suggest that the idea of fluidity is present in an abstract line over a concrete or classical 

line. The idea of expression of movement as perceived in an abstract line over a classical 

line can be found in the change of direction present in the line. A classical line moves in a 

single direction with every turn being a precise angle. The abstract line moves in an 

unexpected way with the change of direction being less precise and more chaotic in 

nature. The second key aspect discussed is the creation of space that is imbued with a 
                                                                                                                                                 
the most non-nomadic forms of art. In addition, the authors’ focus on two-dimensional material leaves a 
significant amount of artistic enterprise unexplored, including sculpture, an art form widely practiced by 
the nomadic groups mentioned by the authors. Also, any contemporary artistic practice that might be 
included in a nomadic lens of creation is ignored entirely by the authors. 
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concrete line. As a concrete line is created, Deleuze and Guattari suggest that it imbues 

the art with a sense of grounding and a description of an actual space. With the inclusion 

of multiple analytic or concrete lines, the object or scene described becomes rooted in a 

manner not found in an abstract description (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987). 

 I feel that the concept of nomadic subjectivity is demonstrated through my work 

in this project. The idea of how nomadic subjectivity arises should be questioned. 

Lorraine (2005) summarizes a key principle proposed of nomadic aesthetics: “[t]his 

[nomadicism] can, in turn, lead to a creative response uniquely suited to the actual and 

virtual relations of the present situation rather than a repetition of habitual patterns of 

action developed in the past” (p.167). What I find problematic about Lorriane’s statement 

is that nomadic thinking is devoid of “habitual patterns of action developed in the past.” 

As demonstrated in part through my use of the penny, I believe that establishing patterns 

forms the core of the nomadic mind’s subjectivity. Simply stated, I believe the nomadic 

consciousness is characterized by creating habitual patterns as a method of structuring a 

subjective understanding.  

 The root of nomadic subjectivity can be found in the concept of 

deterritorialization as perceived by the nomadic mind. It should be pointed out that the 

concept of nomadic thinking as displayed by Deleuze and Guattari is related to a 

conceptual thinking process rather than to studies concerning any actual nomadic group; 

on this, Christopher Miller (1993) has stated: 

Consulting sources on African nomadism that Deleuze and Guattari did not use 
shows that the concept “nomad” does not tend to remain pure if it is confronted 
with actual studies. Jean Chapelle’s Nomades noirs du Sahara (a book that was 
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written in the 1950’s but not published until 1982) shows that nomads are great 
appropriators, slaveowners, and territorializers in their own way. (p.25)2

This argument works against the free-flowing concept of the nomadic mind established in 

Deleuze and Guattari’s theory, but also provides a solution to the dilemma. I feel the 

nomadic mind works on a set of analytic structures in a similar way to that of a non-

nomadic person, with the key difference being that the nomad develops an internal 

analytic structure rather than relying on one specific set of structures already generated 

by society, culture, or geography

 
 

3

 Deleuze and Guattari (1987) do discuss the nomad’s idea of territory when they 

state that “the nomad has a territory; he follows customary paths; he goes from one point 

to another; he is not ignorant of points (watering points, dwelling points, assembly points, 

etc.). But the question is what in nomad life is a principle and what is only a consequence 

(p. 167).” What this statement reflects are the principles of systems around the nomad 

that must be observed. The authors continue by stating that these points are only seen by 

a nomad as a point to move away from, and that the transition from point A to point B is 

of much higher relevance than the locations themselves. The authors then further remove 

the idea of territory by stating, “[i]t is in this sense that nomads have no points, paths. Or 

land, even though they do by all appearances. If the nomad can be called the 

Deterritorialized par excellence, it is precisely because there is no reterritorialization 

afterward…” (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987, p. 381). 

. 

                                                 
2 From Miller’s article “The Postidentitarian Predicament in the Footnotes of A Thousand Plateaus: 
Nomadology, Anthropology, and Authority”, Diacritics, 23(3), 6, where the author thoroughly examines 
the sources referenced by Deleuze and Guattari. 
3 For the sake of not representing cultures beyond my argument, I will focus on my personal experience 
rather than presenting broader claims to every nomadic experience and the multiple facets that occur in 
each aspect of nomadic thought, including free-choice nomadicism, Diaspora, and immigration, to name 
but a few.  
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 Here I differ with the authors on the issue of reterritorialization. In my experience 

rather than seeing it as absent, I feel that reterritorialization to a nomad is a self-directed 

process, leading to the nomad’s own personal form of analytic system. This analytical 

system can be seen as an outgrowth of the concept of nomadic subjectivity, with the basis 

of that subjectivity being found in the personal reterritorialization of ideas, information, 

and geography. In my work, this process is most visibly evident through my project of 

collecting and investigating the penny.  

 

Collecting 

 Ideas associated with collecting can vary depending upon the context of the 

object; variations can include personal versus institutional collecting and purposes of 

display. My interest in the subject is associated with personal collections and the meaning 

constructed through the activity of collecting for personal use. James Clifford (1998) 

makes a clear distinction between collecting from a personal standpoint as opposed to the 

idea of collecting for an institution. While many aspects of collecting types converge, 

distinct separations are apparent in the purposes of the collections, with the institutional 

collection usually being focused on presenting a balanced display over acquiring items 

through personal choice.  

 The history of collecting is a diverse subject, but it can be clearly seen to be a 

subject of some interest dating back to the ancient world. This historical interest is 

evident in the numerous writings, from the ancient world to contemporary times, 

collected in the four-volume series The Collector's Voice: Critical Readings in the 

Practice of Collecting, edited by Susan Pearce (2000-2002). Pearce is a preeminent voice 
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in the scholarship on collecting, as demonstrated by this formidable series, along with her 

other works. Also focusing on the historical account is Lock, Stock, and Barrel: The Story 

of Collecting by Douglas and Elizabeth Rigby (1944), which endeavors to present a 

comprehensive early history of collecting. Through these sources, it becomes apparent 

that scholarly interest in the history of collecting has been present as a phenomenon for 

quite some time.  

 One concept that is a theoretical mainstay of most writing about collecting stems 

from the removal of function of the object collected (Baudrillard, 1968; Clifford, 1988; 

Stewart, 1984). Functional removal transcends discussion of time period and is usually 

considered a basic feature of any object collected. The removal of the primary function of 

the object creates in the object an identity that, to the collector, is different from the 

object’s intended design. Once an object moves to the level of a collection, its meaning is 

then dictated by the collector, albeit as an aspect of the entire collection. 

 Modern collecting differs greatly from historic collecting because of the changes 

that have occurred in contemporary society that make it easier for one to collect. These 

aspects include the abundance of materials available in western culture and the 

heightened ability to procure collectables because of modern technology. The concept of 

collecting is engaged with frequently in western society given that as much as thirty 

percent of the public identify themselves as collectors, plus an additional number who 

collect without identifying themselves to be collectors.  This number, calculated through 

the work of Susan Pearce in Collecting in Contemporary Practice (1998), is a 

representation of the British public; this figure could be even higher in the United States 

where the abundance of materials would likely present an ideal situation for collecting.  
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 Collecting in modern society is an activity that bridges barriers between cultural 

or economic classes. From the information gathered, members of society from different 

backgrounds collect and do so along very similar paths. According to Pearce (1998), the 

object collected can vary depending on the economic background of the collector, but the 

concept of collecting is not unique to any economic class. In addition, the concept of 

collecting breaches the ideas of culture within the western world. Despite the racial 

background of the individual, studies have shown that race does not play a role in the 

concept of collecting (Pearce, 1998). Sexual orientation is another factor that can be 

ignored in collecting: according to Pearce, there is no significant difference found 

between different sexual preferences and ideas of collecting. 

 A clear distinction can be found when one examines the different sexes and the 

concept of collecting in western culture. According to Paul Martin (1999) and Pearce 

(1998), women engage in the practice of collecting much more actively than men. In 

addition, the ways that men and women collect are thought of in general terms as being 

quite different, with the female collector concentrating on qualitative aspects of the 

object, while men focus on comparative aspects of collecting (Martin, 1999; Pearce, 

1998). These concepts can be thought of as an extension of the perceived gender roles in 

western culture rather than an individual situation that highlights difference.  

 Pearce (1998) finds that women’s collections are more focused on the aspects of 

the object that are relevant from a personal historical level. Concepts of interest include 

the history of the object, how it was obtained, and how it relates the story of a greater 

event. Pearce suggests that the object often becomes a symbol of the situational aspects 

of the object’s acquirement. Objects are valued for reasons of personal value over any 
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perceived economic value the object might have on the market. For example, the fact that 

an heirloom comes from a family member makes its value much higher to the collector 

than the resale price the object might fetch. 

 Conversely, Pearce (1998) states that the collecting practices of men are usually 

based on concepts that are inherent to the object rather than any personal history the 

object might have. This type of thinking leads to ideas of classification and comparison 

over a focus on the individual history or meaning represented by the object. In this, the 

male collection is viewed as a whole entity over the consideration of any of the individual 

items. There might be prize pieces in the collection, but the reasons for the value of these 

objects are dictated by the objects themselves rather than through an interpersonal value 

(Pearce, 1998). This differs from the individual emotional context prized by the female 

collector where the object is almost without comparison due to the isolated personal 

reasons that determine the objects’ worth. 

 Pearce (1998) associates male collecting with domination and competition, 

suggesting that the object is used as a vehicle for the completion of these desires. By 

completing or maintaining a given collection, the male is able to engage in the activity of 

control, albeit a limited, personal one. This same concept of collecting can be a point of 

competition amongst male collectors; societal devices such as collectors’ clubs and 

online communities help contribute to the competitive nature of male collecting. 

 This aspect of control found in male collections can be seen as a reflection of the 

difference between the genders in the function of collecting. Pearce (1998) finds that 

women’s collections are often based on concepts of exhibition within the home 

environment, with their display being based on the aesthetics of the home over other 
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qualities of the object. Given that the collections are often dictated by the home space 

with the objects being an aspect of that space, women’s collections often represent 

displayed aspects of family history and personal experience. 

 Pearce (1998) continues in this vein by stating that the reverse is often true of 

male collections, which are often hidden completely from the domestic space of the 

living environment. In this the concept of control over a private domain can be seen as a 

reflection of western society’s gendered home environmental conditions. With the 

majority of the home aesthetic being based on the collections of females, Pearce suggests 

that men often seek refuge in their collecting as a form of independent space. This creates 

a situation where the male collector is engaging in a private and very personal activity, as 

opposed to the exposition qualities present in the opposite sex’s collecting tendencies. 

 Conversely, Susan Stewart’s (1984) On Longing creates a separation between the 

quantitative object and the qualitative object that is not based on gender. By using the 

separate terms “souvenir” and “collection” she is able to establish a dichotomy to explain 

how people perceive objects. Her concepts involve reflection of history as perceived 

through objects, with the “souvenir” being a reflection of the past as found in the present. 

This differs from a “collection,” which removes concept of history in favor of 

classification, with the history of the object collected being of lesser value than the 

qualities inherent in the collection.  

 Stewart’s (1984) terms reflect the gender bias of collecting as perceived through 

Pearce’s (1998) studies by attributing female collecting to the concept of the historical 

“souvenir” and the male representing the comparative concept of “collection.” Although 

certain gender trends may be present in western culture as perceived through collecting, 
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these trends can differ considerably in each individual. Stewart’s approach of 

deemphasizing the concept of gender bias present in forms of collecting and establishing 

instead two primary ideas associated with collected objects frees the subject from 

reflecting the gender bias of their society. It could be argued that women in western 

culture are more interested in souvenir collecting rather than comparative collecting, but 

by collecting in a comparative way, a woman is not necessarily engaging in an 

exclusively male activity.  

 In addition, the traditional gender roles found in today’s society are shifting, and 

concepts such as the established domestic sphere are not always relevant in every 

situation. This basic dichotomy that exists in the traditional concept of the heterosexual 

home simply has no use in certain discussions. The inclusion of different vocabulary such 

as Stewart’s (1984) is necessary in order to create a broader understanding of personal 

relationships to collected objects in western culture. Thus for the purpose of my 

investigation, the ideas associated with qualitative collecting will be referred to as 

“souvenir collecting,” while quantitative collecting will be referred to as “comparative 

collecting.”4

 The reasons why someone collects a particular object can be as wide-ranging as 

the objects that can be collected. According to Pearce (1998) two dominant themes occur 

in collecting: objects that are collected based on financial value and objects that are 

obtained for non-economic reasons. The concept of economy inherent to western culture 

provides a method of competition through the concept of economic collecting. The 

 

                                                 
4 A second example of gender neutral collecting terms can be found in a discussion with Susan Hiller 
(1996) where she converses about the ideas of collecting. In this she places the ideas of an analytic 
collection as a “true collecting” rather than associating it with male collecting. 
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collector competes against the economic system itself in the collecting of objects thought 

to be worth an inherent amount of money. These objects as an aspect of the collecting are 

expected to retain and hopefully increase in value despite the fact that these objects are 

hardly ever sold by their collectors.  

 While reasons for collecting other than financial gain are too diverse to condense 

into a single argument, what are noticeable are the personal aspects that are reflected 

through the objects collected. In most instances, the reason for collecting stems from a 

personal aspect of the collector. Pearce (1998) finds that the different genders collect 

objects deemed appropriate by western culture, with both sexes collecting objects 

associated with their gender stereotype; objects are also selected for personal reasons 

including employment or personal family history where the collection is often inherited 

either directly or indirectly. In both instances the desire to collect is focused as a 

particular aspect of the individual collector: the collection in this case is generated as an 

aspect of personal identity. 

 Martin (1999) sees the idea of personal identity as found in collections to be a 

driving desire behind collecting as much as it can be a reflection of the individual 

collector. The quest for identity can be found first in the need for the creation of a 

personal space within an environment that is controlled by someone else. This idea, first 

mentioned in connection to why male collections are often viewed as private worlds 

constructed in a family unit, can be extended to the perspective of individual in modern 

society. In this, the individual uses a private collection as a method of creating a world 

within the constraint of society where he or she is forced to interact in situations with 

little personal input. In a society where the majority of individuals have little or no 
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authority over that society, a desire is created to construct a world where this aspect of 

control is central.  

  According to Martin (1999), collections can also be a reflection of identity when 

viewed as an aspect of the hyper-movement present for individuals in contemporary 

society. As western culture advances and many individuals are experiencing a more 

mobile life, the idea of site becomes an important aspect of thought. Modern individuals 

engage in travel at a higher frequency than at any other point in history, with the idea of 

traveling to different locations as a part of business or pleasure being perceived as the 

norm. In addition the concept of a home town is also fading away as individuals’ 

movement to different locations is seen as a normal aspect of their life. This type of 

frequent movement, whether springing from employment, education, or other reasons, 

creates a situation where the comfort zone that would usually be established through the 

familiarity of living in one location is simply lost. Thus Martin suggests that collectors 

amass a world of objects around them as a method to create a controlled world and a 

sense of familiarity. This aspect of collecting, with the goal to establish an ordered, 

familiar world, can be found in both souvenir and comparative collecting (Martin, 1999). 

 This concept of collecting to establish a sense of familiarity can be seen as a 

direct engagement with the concepts of nomadicism generated by Deleuze and Guattari 

(1987). In this view the nomadic individual collects as a method of combating the 

shifting dynamics that result from nomadic subjectivity. The individual, without his or 

her own identity, seeks to construct an identity by way of collecting and securing a world 

of their own. In addition, the ideas presented by Braidotti (2006), where the subject feels 

compelled by and driven to the new, also find resonance in the basic nature of collecting, 
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where the goal is to obtain new material, a feature of any of the arguments found on the 

subject, both historical and modern. 

 

Objects 

 My use of the penny raises certain theoretical questions including the 

reproducibility of the object and the use of the coin as an art object. Walter Benjamin 

(1936b) directly speaks to the coin as a particularly reproducible object; he states, “[t]he 

Greeks knew only two procedures of technically reproducing works of art: founding and 

stamping. Bronzes, terra cottas, and coins were the only art works which they could 

produce in quantity” (p. 218). From this passage, we see the coin placed in a context of 

being not only one of many reproducible objects, but one of the first. Benjamin’s (1936a) 

“The Work of Art in the Age of Its Technological Reproducibility”, discusses the effects 

of reproducibility on the interpretation of the work of art; according to Benjamin, 

reproducible arts create in their viewer a separate sensation than would a form of art 

where the original object is observed. One of Benjamin’s primary points is the removal of 

a specific history relative to the object; instead, multiple objects created through 

reproduction exist free from the concept of time. Thus the reproduced object, removed 

from time, can extend to locations and situations where a unique or an original piece of 

art might not be found. The loss of authenticity found in multiples extends from this idea 

and is seen as a disconnection to the tradition that a singular piece of art might have if 

located in a specific area and reflecting a particular time period. 

 When related to my use of the penny, such ideas both confirm and are 

problematic for Benjamin’s (1936a) assessment of reproducible objects. First, it should 
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be noted that Benjamin makes no distinction between a work of art that is reproduced and 

a work of art that is reproducible. The difference between the two is substantial, with the 

first being the act of copying a piece of art and the second being the production of 

multiple original pieces of art with no singular, originating object being copied. The 

penny, as would any coin, follows the second concept: the penny is a reproducible 

multiple object with no one coin being thought of as the original object. The images 

featured on a coin can be considered to fall within the first category of “reproduced” 

since, for example the Lincoln Memorial is an actual place.  

 The penny as a multiple retains a sense of authenticity because of its inherent 

economic value. This economic authenticity stands in contrast to the ideas of 

reproduction and is generated from a different source than the artistic authenticity that 

Benjamin (1936a) talks about. The image of the Lincoln memorial is also removed from 

Benjamin’s comparison of artistic authenticity due to the relative size and color 

difference of the original. Each reproducible coin then becomes its own object because of 

its monetary value and its disjunction in scale to the actual images seen on the coin. 

 Certain aspects of my work with the penny agree with Benjamin’s (1936a) 

assessment; most notably, the penny loses any association of specific time because of its 

reproducible nature, unless the specific date of mint is read. If the object is inspected 

from a distance from which it is only generally recognizable, it can be seen as a penny 

with an unspecific age. When closely inspected, the year of mint can often be revealed to 

the viewer despite the overall condition of the coin. Here the penny stands both lost in 

time because of its nature of being a multiple, but also secured to time because it is 

stamped with its specific year of creation. 
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 My use of the penny follows the historical trajectory of found objects as art. 

Marcel Duchamp (1917), in a discussion of his Readymades, states the idea of removing 

a normal item’s context by renaming it, thus creating a different identity. The decision of 

the artist in selecting the object is the artistic act, and the presentation of the object in a 

new context elevates the normal item to the level of artistic thought (Duchamp, 1917). 

One of the key aspects of a Readymade is that it exists as a multiple: in order to create a 

new context for the object, the artist must choose an object that is prevalent in everyday 

society. 

 This idea is further explored in Terry Atkinson’s (1969) discussion of art objects. 

Atkinson proposes four categories of artistic recognition through which we can examine 

why an object is considered art. The first of Atkinson’s categories recognizes an object’s 

particular art history, created with an established lineage in mind (e.g., traditions such as 

paintings or ceramics). The second category follows the first with the art object adhering 

to a tradition despite new additions made to the established genres: Atkinson offers 

collage as an example, which he suggests is a new aspect of the history of painting. 

Thirdly, Atkinson states that one perceives an object as art by placing it in an art context; 

as found in the Readymades of Duchamp, the object becomes art. Atkinson’s final 

category of artistic recognition is similar to the third, but no physical object is used; 

instead the art consists of a series of actions or conceptual ideas that the artist enacts or 

observes. 

 My use of the penny, an artistic choice largely informed by the third category of 

Readymades, also extends to the other categories presented by Atkinson (1969). 

Additionally, by selecting a coin, I am relying on the history of the object to form its 
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definition as a piece of art: this uses the first category. Also, the collecting of the coin and 

the statistical information gathered, although centered around an object, are considered 

actions and are part of the fourth category of art. With my use of the penny, I am taking 

an object with a distinct artistic history (category 1), but I am presenting as art (category 

3) separate from this history, and also engaging in activities that investigate concepts 

separate from the physical object (category 4). Although the first aspect of the coin is 

undeniable, my use of it in the third and fourth categories of art speaks to the diversity of 

the object used.  

 A further distinction can be made in the use of the coin as a Readymade. Dierk 

Stemmler (1978) offers two categories of thinking as seen through the comparison of the 

work of Marcel Duchamp and Joseph Beuys. Here, Stemmler suggests that the idea of a 

“demonstrative object” as seen in Duchamp’s Readymades is different than the 

“presentative symbol” seen in the work of Beuys. According to Stemmler, the 

“demonstrative object” is an art piece where the point of the work is the acceptance of the 

object as a piece of art; the artistic consideration process lies wholly in the object itself 

rather than extending beyond the object. A “presentative symbol” functions in a different 

fashion with the object seen as a vehicle to other ideas rather than being the idea itself; 

this form of art object is used to reintroduce aspects external to the object rather than just 

presenting the object in an isolated context (Stemmler, 1978).  

 I see my work with the penny as a “presentative symbol” rather than a 

“demonstrative object”. For me, the penny becomes a symbol of the ideas that extend 

beyond the object: nomadicism, site specificity, and entropic decay. The “presentative 

symbol” aspect of the penny can be seen in the variety of art pieces, including sculptural 
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columns, digital scans, and performance acts. Rather than presenting my pennies 

exclusively as “demonstrative objects” with an established history, I go further; I use this 

aspect of the penny as a starting point to present other concepts considered through the 

object’s placement in contemporary culture.  

 

Site 

 Personal movement and fluidity in contemporary society are under investigation 

in many current practices associated with site-specific installation and performance-based 

art. Concepts associated with location and site as one of their primary elements are being 

reexamined in the context of this new phenomenon of transient participation.  

 According to Miwon Kwon (2002), as installation art began to focus on site, 

concepts dealing with the social, political, and cultural aspects of a location became 

central aspects of the art. Site became redefined as a place characterized by the human 

interaction present at the location. Kwon suggests that what matters in this form of site-

specific thinking are the situational aspects of the site as dictated by the cultural and 

political institutions. Site-specific work has transformed to investigate the selective 

history of a location as seen through a particular lens, usually generated by an individual 

that has an authoritative viewpoint because of a cultural reasoning (Kwon, 2002). In 

many cases the artist, as a part of the work, incorporates performance as an aspect of the 

site, reemphasizing the viewpoint of the artist over the space. 

 Suzanne Lacy’s (1995) concept of new-genre public art uses the concept of site in 

conjunction with the actions of an artist in order to promote an interaction with the public 

that is usually based on principles of social activism. In this form of interaction with site, 
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the artist uses the specific political and cultural aspects of the location to generate an 

interaction based on the principles of social change (Lacy, 1995). Thus the location of the 

work, although not always a direct part of the piece, is the fundamental generator of the 

situation.  

 In both site-specific installation and new-genre public art, the interaction between 

individuals and the site represents the key to the artistic concept. The art is based on 

situational aspects generated by cultural and political roles that certain individuals have in 

the interaction of that space. These ideas, although well-received, raised other 

fundamental questions that stem from the modern state of location identity experienced in 

contemporary culture. The first of these issues, as stated by Kwon (2002), arises when 

examining the viewpoint present in the work. In many situations, the idea that an under-

privileged opinion somehow creates validity is now being reconsidered through the 

context of location. The idea that because certain ethnic, cultural, or religious groups 

have a particular insight that should be valued higher than other opinions is thought by 

some to continue a tradition of ethnocentric thinking (Kwon, 2002). 

 Kwon (2002) highlights a second key issue stemming from a modern 

investigation into location identity that confronts the idea of the nomadic self experienced 

in contemporary culture in reference to the concept of location. The nomad’s fluidity of 

experience, as mentioned above in the context of collecting, has also created a complex 

situation for site-specific art. Ramifications come from certain sites being transitory and 

fluid rather than a site of one obvious cultural or political designation. This conflict 

comes from the movement that characterizes individuals in contemporary culture and the 

distinctively nomadic viewpoint generated from their actions. 
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 The fluidity of a location is a concept explained by James Meyer’s (2000) 

investigation into the terms “functional site” over a “literal site.” In the modern age, the 

ideas of site and location present a shifting dynamic, and many sites that are under 

current artistic investigation are the ones where movement forms the basis of the sites’ 

identities. Several cultural or political pluralities are usually present at any location, 

shifting between groups of people sharing separate opinions, all of which are valid in 

reference to the site. This more fluid form of site is a reflection of the nomadic thinking 

by Deleuze and Guattari (1987), as previously mentioned. In Meyer’s analysis, the ideas 

associated with an individual nomadic perspective are extended to the idea of site.  

 Both Kwon (2002) and Meyer (2000) state that one of the key characteristics of 

many modern individuals is the concept of movement. Personal travel and the movement 

of most people among diverse locations over a single lifetime due to employment or 

education create a separate viewpoint based on ideas of transition and change. The 

concept that a person is a distinct representation of a fixed cultural or geographic area is 

being replaced by an identity based less on particular location and more on an 

individual’s collected experience.  

 As mentioned previously by Martin (1999) in reference to collecting, this removal 

of a personal cultural underpinning can create situations where the individual feels the 

need to create a sense of balance through other means. This contemporary nomadic 

viewpoint is often the subject of investigation in reference to the idea of site-specific art. 

What does the concept of site mean in the modern age where the fluidity of identity and 

experience is based on a myriad of locations rather than upon a single place? 
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 According to Rugg (2010), when the investigation of site reaches a global 

parameter many of the concepts of transition and movement become key points of 

discussion. Concepts focusing on territorial boundaries in addition to finding parallels 

between cultures transcend the ideas of space in terms of geographic understanding. In 

addition many ideas that are core to the concept of site-specific art are being reexamined 

through the context of diverse locations in a global stage. 

 

Entropy 

 Arising from the discussion of this transitional aspect of modern identity is the 

idea of entropy, which has taken on a role that extends beyond its original scientific 

background into other cultural areas. Here, entropy permeates as an intellectual concept 

that can be viewed as a form of non-reversible interaction between two separate bodies. 

The term entropy is used to encompass any number of processes where the end result is 

seen as a blending together of separate ideas. This blending can be seen as symbolic of 

the scientific process of entropy that is present in the closed system of our universe. 

 The scientific concept of entropy is generated from the second law of 

thermodynamics, which states that the transference of energy will always result in a loss 

of energy between two bodies. As explained in the documentary series The Universe 

directed by Douglas Cohen (2007)5

                                                 
5 From the episode “Cosmic Apocalypse”. 

, as the universe expands and bodies become more 

distant, the energy used becomes transferred between these objects. The end product of 

the interactions present in the universe is theorized to result in a cold, empty space where 

all bodies have the same uniform temperature. Many scientists view this eventual 
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outcome to be the end of the universe as we know it since no life would likely be 

sustainable in this end state.  

 The scientific principle of entropy was transformed into an intellectual concept, 

which the world of visual art started employing in the theories of the 1960s, most notably 

by Robert Smithson (1966) and Rudolf Arnheim (1971). The meaning of the term shifted 

greatly to incorporate the concept of disorder along with the concept of two bodies 

blending together. In addition, the term also came to symbolize decay and disintegration 

as a product of the process, and the outcome of the entropic process began to be viewed 

negatively. Lastly, entropy is also viewed as the superfluous material excreted from the 

process of change by Yve-Alain Bois and Rosalind Krauss (1996); here the additional 

material is compared with the measurement of entropy as the amount of unusable energy 

from an exchange.  

 One of the earliest theoretical applications of entropy to the visual arts can be 

found in the essay Entropy and Art by Rudolf Arnheim (1971). In this work, Arhheim 

argues that the state of order is a universal goal that all things, organic and inorganic, 

seek to attain. The concept of aesthetic beauty is found in this recognition of order, which 

the human mind strives to discover. Arnheim argues that this point is proven by the 

aesthetic comfort found in natural shapes that conform to this concept of universal order. 

With each interaction between two bodies, two systems of order are present and clashing. 

Entropy is then thought of by Arnheim as the clashing of these orders, creating an 

environment of chaos presented by the disharmony of the two systems of order. The 

author concludes by stating that the concept of entropy present in an object can only be 
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viewed over a period of time and in reference to other objects, rather than viewing the 

object as a single, unconnected item. 

 I find Arnheim’s (1971) essay to be problematic based on the concept of order 

presented in the essay. His understanding of order seems almost Platonic in nature, with 

the author of this order being hidden from the conversation as demonstrated in this 

passage: “But it is hard, perhaps impossible, to find examples in which the order of a 

given object or event is limited to what is directly apparent in perception. Rather, the 

perceivable order tends to be manifested and understood as a reflective of an underlying 

order, whether physical, social, or cognitive” (p. 2). Whose order is the author discussing 

and why do all things strive towards this concept? Ideas of order and disorder are relative 

to the individual making the definition, and I find it unbelievable that inorganic material 

would strive towards this same system of order. Arnheim does raise an interesting point 

in the idea of comparison being present in the entropic object. If a viewer is to conceive 

of a disorderly arrangement in any object, it must be based on a notion of what that object 

should resemble. This comparison will occur from either comparison to another object or 

the memory of what the object, usually in a new state, would resemble. 

 The use of the term entropy as an aspect of artistic thought is championed by the 

artist Robert Smithson, whose writing and work often reflect the concept as seen in visual 

aesthetics. The first of the instances where Smithson (1966) discusses entropy directly 

can be found in the article “Entropy and The New Monuments”. In this article, 

Smithson’s attention is focused on minimalist sculpture; he sees the work of such artists 

as Donald Judd, Robert Morris, and Dan Flavin as symbolic devices that show the end of 

time as perceived through entropic decay. In these works of art, one of the primary 
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concepts is a removal of narrative content in favor of pure perception; as stated by 

Smithson: “It [the minimalist sculpture] is brought into focus by a strict condition of 

perception, rather than by any expressive or emotive means” (p. 14). 

 The process of entropy that would lead to the final state that Smithson finds in 

minimalist sculpture is commented upon in greater detail in an interview with the artist as 

conducted by Alison Sky (1973) entitled “Entropy Made Visible”. In this interview, 

Smithson expresses his idea of entropy to be a breaking down of systematic order, a 

removal or deterioration as an aspect of time. Probably his most telling statement can be 

found in the following: “…it is evolutionary, but it’s not evolutionary in terms of any 

idealism” (p. 303). Here, the idea of entropy as a process is acknowledged, but it should 

be noted that the process does not ascribe to the concept of a greater idea as proposed by 

Arnheim (1971). Smithson views the effects as a necessary negative, the breaking down 

of established systems in both a geological and political sense6

 A key piece of literature in discussing entropic displays in the visual arts can be 

found in Yve-Alain Bois and Rosalind Krauss’s (1996) A User’s Guide to Entropy. This 

text is based roughly on Georges Bataille’s (1929–1930) concept of a critical dictionary 

where Bataille engages some of his fundamental ideas through a dictionary format. 

Included in this dictionary is a discussion of key ideas such as the formless, where the 

idea of form is a necessary part in establishing order. Here Bataille questions whether the 

universe has such a form or remains open and undefined. This work, in addition to using 

.  

                                                 
6 In addition to his writing, the majority of Smithson’s earthworks feature entropy as a primary factor in 
their composition. For example, in Asphalt Rundown (1969), located in Rome, a truckload of asphalt was 
poured down a hillside consisting of dirt with a different tone from the asphalt. As the asphalt was poured 
and filmed, an entropic relationship was created. As time progresses the black stones of asphalt will 
disperse as entropic mixing blends the stones into their environment. 
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Bataille’s dictionary format, also uses entropy as a method of discussing many of 

Bataille’s philosophical concepts.  

 Bois and Krauss (1996), examine many of the ideas associated with visual and 

conceptual entropy directly associated with visual art. In addition, their work provides a 

wealth of examples of how this principle is active in the work of certain contemporary 

artists. Their examination can be seen as discussing entropy in three key ways: as a 

decaying process, as an additive process, and finally as extending to the ideas of urban 

society and human interaction. 

 Bois and Krauss’s (1996) first examination of entropy focuses on the decaying 

aspect present in the blending of multiple objects. Here they use classic arguments and 

examples to illustrate the entropic process and include Smithson heavily as an example of 

discussion. Each of the authors cover separate subjects in the critical dictionary, but their 

ideology can be seen as copasetic. Included in this discussion alongside visual entropy, 

the concept of intellectual entropy is also maintained. Bois and Krauss mention ideas 

such as the synthesis of the figure/ground relationship and also Kaprow’s concept of 

removing separations between art and life. By defining the term entropy in a general way, 

the authors create a situation where the usage could be applied to almost any condition 

where a nonreversible blending occurs; in this entropy becomes a simple idea of 

interaction between two bodies where a new product is created with an unusable amount 

of the product remaining in some instances. 

 By addressing the concept of entropy through the use of fluids, as found in the 

chapter, The Sweats of the Hippo, the authors (in this case Bois) demonstrate that entropy 

can be a process of additive decay as well as subtractive. Here the idea of entropy can be 
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seen as a building process where the bringing together of ideas can result in a situation of 

unordered overabundance. This idea has particular relevance to visual art where the idea 

of entropy can be seen as a process of blending that doesn’t lead to decay, but rather to a 

superfluous amount of disorder.  

 Over-abundance as a form of entropy is a concept that can also extend to the idea 

of physical space and location. Bois and Krauss’s (1996) work points to artists such as Ed 

Ruscha and Gordon Matta-Clark who have used nonfunctioning real estate in the context 

of the city as a symbol of urban waste through over-production. Here the idea of entropy 

is viewed as the waste of a new order that has been established from divergent sources of 

order. As society progresses in one location, ideas of geographic boundaries are redrawn, 

often with aspects removed; this, in addition to the massive amount of abandoned 

buildings, empty lots, and other forms of urban decay, shows the entropic waste of the 

system that has produced it (Bois and Krauss, 1996). 

 My work re-examines Bois and Krauss’s theory of entropic space in A User’s 

Guide to Entropy on intellectual rather than strictly physical concepts. As the idea of 

space is reexamined with the ideas of modern fluidity present, the ideas associated with 

entropy can be viewed in the context of culture and personal relationship to space as well 

as to a physical action such as blending of materials.  

 

Conclusion 

 While the information presented above contains diverse subject matter, the 

discussed concepts all directly pertain to my artistic use of the penny. The ideas of 

nomadic thinking, as first presented through the work of Deleuze and Guattari’s A 
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Thousand Plateaus (1987), resonate not only through my activities but also through the 

presentation of artistic material. Their idea of a close haptical space can be seen 

prevalently throughout my art in addition to the nomadic enterprises inherent in my 

collecting pennies. The concepts of collecting as presented through this project further 

supports my individual use of the coin as stated primarily by Pearce (1998). Here the 

removal of the coins’ function in favor of a personal usage can be found in my work. The 

selection of the coin as an artistic object follows the ideas of reproducible art expressed 

by Benjamin (1936a), and as exemplified by Readymades, with my use of the penny 

being considered a “presentative symbol” as stated by Stemmler (1978). With the coin 

and my actions being found in a public sphere, the concept of site becomes relevant; I use 

the penny to question ideas associated with site-specific thinking as discussed by Kwon 

(2002). The concept of a functional site as stated by Meyer (2002) can also be found in 

my work, with the fluidity of the location as the relevant aspect. Finally, the concept of 

entropy can be seen as relevant, as stated through the work of Smithson (1966, 1973) and 

the writing of Bois and Krauss’s (1996), where entropy can be viewed as both a physical 

and conceptual nonreversible blending process. 
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Chapter III 
It Makes Good Cents (2009) 

 

On January 1, 2009, I began an art piece entitled It Makes Good Cents in which, 

for an entire year, I collected and documented each penny I found in my daily travels. 

After finding a coin, I recorded two pieces of information in a journal: the date found and 

what side of mint (heads or tails) was facing up. At the end of the year, I analyzed the 

information so that relevant parallels about the piece could be drawn. This art piece 

served as the beginning of a series of works where I would examine the role of the penny 

through various artistic methods. 

 The reason I decided to collect pennies for It Makes Good Cents came from a 

variety of ideas I saw crossing through this single object, including the coin’s history, 

chance occurrences, and entropy. My realization of these ideas was guided by my 

particular viewpoint into artistic activities: the perspective of the nomad. I see the penny 

as an object that I can use to define aspects of my life and surrounding culture, a lens 

through which I can investigate concepts as diverse as physical reality, art history, 

transactions between individuals, and my individual relationship to all of these concepts. 

 

How to Find a Penny 

 Pennies are one of the most easily found objects in contemporary American 

society. According to the United States Treasury (2007), they are the most widely 

produced coin in U.S. history. A penny can be found in almost any location: I receive 

pennies in transactions involving cash, see them hiding in various small spaces of my 

house and car, and discover them resting in the pockets of my clothing, to name only a 
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few places. This is in addition to the myriad of locations where pennies can be found in 

public completely abandoned. It was these abandoned, public pennies that sparked my 

interest when initially formulating It Makes Good Cents. 

 Given the number of pennies present in my immediate environment, it became 

necessary to establish what I meant by collecting pennies before I began the piece. I 

wanted the pennies I collected to be found rather than acquired as part of a commercial 

transaction. I realized that it would be too easy to count pennies that I received as a part 

of normal cash purchases. In addition, I decided that I would not allow myself to actively 

try to obtain pennies. Going to a bank or any other type of institution where I could 

exchange paper money for pennies also became against my personal rules for the art 

piece. Finally, any public location that functioned as an area of deposit, such as fountains, 

charity collectors, or give-a-penny-take-a-penny cups, was also designated taboo. I 

wanted to collect pennies from public locations where they had been left behind by their 

previous holders rather than obtain them as a part of some other function.  

 Upon starting the project, I began finding pennies in two different types of 

location having to do with geographic distance and mode of travel. The first of these 

types was a location generated from walking in areas surrounding my residence. I often 

found pennies during the daily walks I took (and continue to take), which averaged 

twenty minutes per day, five days a week. By walking around my neighborhood, I found 

pennies in parking spaces, along the side of the road, on sidewalks, in front of residences, 

and occasionally left in semi-public buildings like a laundromat. A second location type, 

areas of larger public and commercial circulation, consisted of local stores, parking lots, 

drive-thru windows, and sidewalks where the penny could be easily found. Frequenting 
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such locations, where a large number of people would often be present, dramatically 

increased my chances of finding a penny. The more people present at a location 

exchanging currency, the higher the probability of finding a penny. In addition, certain 

days of the week provided higher chances given the amount of relative traffic on 

weekends versus weekdays.  

 As I searched for pennies in these two different types of locations, I wanted the 

pennies I collected to have been left behind in a way that removed any continuing 

economic function. I was interested in the debris concept of pennies, the idea that an 

object with a distinct financial value could be considered worthless enough to abandon. 

Once it became debris, the penny functioned not as a direct symbol of currency but rather 

as something discarded. It functioned as a by-product of the culture that created it, 

existing in the same locations as much of the litter commonly found in public locations.  

 A clear difference between the penny and other forms of debris came from the 

object’s relative size and weight. According to the U.S. Mint website (2010), the penny is 

only 19.05 millimeters in diameter and 1.55 millimeters in height, but weighs 2.5 grams, 

a relatively heavy weight for such a small object. While most objects considered to be 

debris are free-moving in the face of environmental conditions such as wind (e.g., pieces 

of paper, aluminum cans, empty plastic bottles, etc.), the penny’s mass, small size, and 

relative closeness to the surface of the earth makes it a more permanent resident. In 

addition, the physical aspects of the penny camouflage it well in certain settings. The 

copper tone has a range that likens it to darker shades that can often resemble the road 

surface. In addition, at only 19.05 millimeters, this small object often eludes the casual 

eye. Pennies can reside in locations for years unless acted upon by a significant force, 
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usually human contact. This makes the penny an object created by a person, left at a 

location by a person, and bound to that location until some form of human interaction 

moves it. 

 The size of the penny also creates an intimacy with the individual who inspects 

the coin. As Robert Morris (1966) discusses in his Notes on Sculpture II, the relationship 

of an object to the viewer is dependent upon the scale established by the human form. 

Since a coin is of such small stature, the scale relationship described by Morris dictates 

that, in order to inspect a coin, an individual’s vision must be focused solely upon the 

coin. Although this aspect of a sculpture usually lends itself to a personal relationship 

with the object, the penny’s low value and high pervasiveness dispel an intimate 

relationship. What occurs instead is that the object becomes lost because of its small, 

intimate size. Since a certain amount of concentration is necessary to identify an intimate 

object, the penny practically disappears. 

 Paradoxically, the monetary value of the penny makes it less prone to be 

permanently disposed of, unlike other forms of debris. This became clear to me when I 

observed a site known to yield a high probability of finding pennies: a local car wash. 

Located next to the car wash were several large dumpsters utilized by many of the 

customers to finish cleaning out the interior of their vehicles. The immediate area around 

these dumpsters was frequently a source of finding pennies. It would seem that while 

people were comfortable disposing of other trash, they would discard the pennies on the 

asphalt surface rather than throwing them in the garbage.  

 This display follows what I observe to be the curious relationship between the 

public and the penny. While the penny is often perceived as an unwanted object, it is still 
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respected and, in some ways, revered. This reverence can be explained by considering the 

penny’s two inherent values. First, the penny has an inherent value, a financial value, in 

our economic system. The idea of throwing away money is unacceptable for some people 

despite the almost useless denomination (one hundredth of one dollar) involved. Second, 

the coin has patriotic symbolism as a representation of both the president imprinted upon 

the surface and the country of issue.1

 This level of respect can be contrasted with the tangible legal issues pertaining to 

the destruction of United States currency. While many people feel it is against the law to 

damage or dispose of a coin in any permanent way, the likelihood of that individual 

facing any legal consequences from disposing of pennies is false. Firstly, it is simply not 

against the law to dispose of a penny: according to the U.S. Code, issues pertaining to the 

illegal destruction of U.S. currency must involve fraud.

 These two values create a level of respect amongst 

people who feel it improper to disfigure or destroy objects that have national symbolism. 

2

 From this situation, where there is both a sense of respect for the object as well as 

a sense of uselessness due to the small economic value of the coin, pennies form 

 Secondly, even if it were against 

the law to throw away a penny, the idea that the federal government would actively seek 

out and prosecute individuals for such actions is absurd.  

                                                 
1 A parallel that demonstrates symbolic value can be found in the many legal battles that have ensued over 
the desecration or destruction of the American flag. 
2 US Code Title18, Part I, Chapter17 § 331. Mutilation, diminution, and falsification of coins. 

Whoever fraudulently alters, defaces, mutilates, impairs, diminishes, falsifies, scales, or lightens 
any of the coins coined at the mints of the United States, or any foreign coins which are by law 
made current or are in actual use or circulation as money within the United States; or 
Whoever fraudulently possesses, passes, utters, publishes, or sells, or attempts to pass, utter, 
publish, or sell, or brings into the United States, any such coin, knowing the same to be altered, 
defaced, mutilated,  impaired, diminished, falsified, scaled, or lightened— 
Shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than five years, or both. 

What is at issue here is the intent of fraud, meaning an attempt to generate money through illegal means 
rather than simply willful destruction of the item.  
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accumulations. In their abundance, pennies accumulate at the bottoms of purses, beneath 

cushions, underneath car seats, and throughout the public domain despite areas designed 

specifically to contain them (e.g., penny jars, piggy banks, automobile coin slots, etc.). It 

is the penny’s dual symbolism and uselessness that leads individuals to abandon the coin 

once it has been dropped or discarded by human hands. Many individuals simply feel it 

not worth their time to pick the coin up, making it prominent especially at centers of 

currency transaction such as below the checkout area of cash registers, underneath drive-

thru windows at restaurants, and in places where individuals exit their automobiles. These 

locations formed the largest areas of penny accumulation and became particular sites of 

interest as I began It Makes Good Cents. 

 

In Circulation  

 Taking my first steps outside my door in January, I had no idea of what direction 

this art piece would take. I first expected to collect approximately one hundred pennies 

over the entire year, a number that would prove to be remarkably smaller than my final 

total. As I took my walk on that first day of the year, I began scanning the ground for 

objects that might potentially be pennies. At first this observation was casual in nature: I 

would stop at any object that upon inspection resembled a penny. As I began finding 

objects that were both my desired target as well as other interesting tidbits, I realized that 

It Makes Good Cents was as much about observation as it was about collecting.  

  In addition to finding pennies, I became aware of many objects in my 

surroundings that I normally overlooked. By searching for a single object with very 

specific characteristics, I began noticing the characteristics of every object that was 
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approximately the same size. An entire world of small objects became visible beneath the 

surface of objects that I usually recognized. These objects had always existed, but 

without looking specifically in their direction, they had been invisible to me, a casual 

observer. The process of collecting in which I was now engaged was affecting my 

perception of my surroundings.  

 With most of my visual perception being directed forward, the ground usually 

remained on the periphery. What would normally be lying on the edge of my vision now 

had to be considered in a more detailed fashion. Objects that once had little consideration 

beyond the hazard they may have immediately posed now became a focused aspect of my 

thinking. This implied that given a length of space, my experience through that space was 

dependent upon what I observed. If my focus was straightforward I might not find a 

single penny, while if I was focused upon the ground, the same space could yield a large 

number of pennies.  

This form of multiplicity extends beyond just my observation to include the 

multiple paths possible between any two points. As I traveled, I had to make certain 

choices about where to go, the direction to take, what time of the day to go, and whether I 

should travel by foot or by car. Enclosed in any journey was a host of variables in which I 

as the artist had to immerse myself in order to collect pennies. When the concepts of 

perception and path are combined, the great variety of choices that composed a single 

penny hunt becomes obvious. This created a situation where my decisions dictated the 

number of pennies I would find, despite the fact that I had no direct control over finding 

coins.  
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 The two methods that I employed when looking for pennies, traveling by foot and 

by car, each addressed the journey’s variables in different ways. Although I was able to 

look for pennies in either mode of travel, the number of decisions I had to make as a 

person walking were greater than those I had to make while driving. As I walked, I 

moved through my environment in a direct way, making choices on a frequent basis. I 

was exposed to my every choice, and I could examine closely the environment between 

point A and point B. With every step, I was searching for my desired object rather than 

waiting until I reached a location to begin hunting.  

 Conversely, when traveling by car, my destination became the specific point of 

my journey.3

                                                 
3 Once in a while, I would find a penny while driving and leave the car with its engine running to pick one 
up, but this was a very rare occasion. 

 My ability to find pennies was limited to the sites at which I stopped: upon 

arrival I walked through otherwise isolated sites connected only by my stopping there. 

Rather than having a continuous line of searching, I was trapped by single points on a 

map. In this fashion my search for pennies was started and stopped in rapid succession, 

instead of being the continuous flow that I experienced from walking. 

 Using this method, I collected 506 pennies from various locations around 

Lubbock during the year 2009. The results of my collecting are listed below in Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1: Pennies Collected from 2009 

Month Heads Tails Total Coins 

    

January 14 21 35 

February 12 13 25 

March  20 25 45 

April 27 28 55 

May 29 25 54 

June 13 24 37 

July 26 24 50 

August 20 19 39 

September  19 24 43 

October 20 14 34 

November 

December  

29 

15 

31 

14 

60 

29 

Total 244 262 506 

 

What are the Chances? 

 I view the penny as a symbol of the myriad of concepts that I engage in as an 

artist. By using the penny as a lens into my thinking, I am able to transform this object 
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into a symbol of multiple ideas. Although my awareness of these ideas was not wholly 

present as I began collecting, the discovery of these concepts speaks to the versatile 

nature of the object chosen. In order for the art piece (and the larger project that is my 

work with the penny across multiple art pieces) to be successful, it must reflect aspects of 

my thinking, in some way challenging my total perspective and also confirming other 

views. I use my work as a method to generate questions as much as create statements. By 

engaging in this process, I am able to take any object and, through a series of 

investigations, generate a variety of meanings within the object. This process is evident 

through my work with the penny. 

 One significant concept that I associate with the penny has to do with the basic 

nature of reality. As I examine the world around me, I move past the principles of 

classical reality as governed by Newton’s laws and begin to examine the substructures of 

reality where the concepts of chance and probability become more meaningful. At the 

subatomic level, these concepts form the basis of our understanding of interactions 

between particles. This type of probability is most commonly seen in the duality that 

exists in a photon, or as it is also known, light.  

 Photons create the structure of our visual reality, with light being fundamental to 

how we perceive objects. Contained in a photon is one of the basic mysteries of 

existence; light, depending on what experiments are performed upon it, exists as both a 

particle and as a wave. The reality is that light is neither (or perhaps both) of these forms 

at the same time. Instead, a state of indeterminacy exists until an experiment is performed 

upon the photon, measuring it as either a particle or a wave; here, the viewer decides 

what the photon will be by choosing what type of experiment to conduct, taking an active 
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role in defining the object (Leighton, Sands., & Feynman, 1995; Greene, 2004; Ouelette, 

2005). 

 This concept of indeterminacy or existing in a state of nonspecific being continues 

into other areas of the subatomic world. According to Greene (2004) and Gribben (1984), 

subatomic particles can remain connected to one another despite geographic distances. 

The most common instance of this behavior is found in the concept of particle spin, 

where two particles that were connected will affect one another.4

                                                 
4 According to Greene (2004) and Gribben (1984), the concept of spin in a particle refers to the axis spin of 
particles such as protons. These authors state that the spin of a particle can go one of two directions, but 
much like many other features of the subatomic world, it remains in a state of indeterminacy. 

 Thus while an 

experiment to determine the spin is being conducted upon one particle, it is also 

somehow affecting the other particle despite any physical distance the two particles might 

have at the moment of experimentation. In this the observer is determining certain aspects 

of the particle through the act of experimenting while also somehow affecting the fate of 

particles they have yet to witness (Greene, 2004; Gribben, 1984). 

 I believe these scientific concepts to be related to the penny in several ways, most 

of which are generated by the coin’s basic duality. Coins by design have two sides, with 

the edge negated as a possible side due to its minimal characteristics. I see this basic 

duality of the coin to mirror the duality that exists in light. To define a coin as either 

heads or tails is to make an observation into one aspect of the object, but not the entirety 

of the object. A coin exists as both heads and tails simultaneously, and the act of 

observing a coin defines its side. It is impossible to look at both sides of a single penny 

unaided—it must be either heads or tails—but at the same moment it also exists simply as 

a coin.  
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  It is for this reason that coins are used to illustrate principles of probability. 

Flipping a coin offers a basic method of creating a fifty-fifty situation, but when this 

concept is multiplied using more than one coin, the aspect of probability becomes closer 

to how I view the world at a sub-atomic level. As I circulated through my environment 

looking for coins, I also contemplated the probability of finding them. I thought of each 

coin I found as a piece of the random structure that the universe possesses. As I found 

multiple coins on one trip, I often wondered if they were related, if somehow they could 

be affecting one another. This might seem strange at first, but on certain days where I 

found a large number of coins and patterns seemed to appear, the impossible can 

certainly become believable.  

 Patterns can form in ways unperceivable to the naked eye. Recent discoveries in 

chaos theory show that what was once thought of as complete disorder is in fact full of 

patterns. Edward Lorenz’s 1960’s contemplation of weather patterns, which later led to 

the more commonly known idea of fractal patterns, illustrates how an underlying 

equation can produce what was considered chaos (Gleick, 1987; Ouelette, 2005). Reality 

is filled with such types of patterns in addition to the visual patterns seen with the naked 

eye. There are also truly random situations in life that extend far beyond one’s conceptual 

understanding. These events, however random, are often governed by a probability of 

occurrence.5

                                                 
5 Weather forecasts are examples of this type of probability: one might not know that an event is definite, 
but meteorologists can still measure the chances of its occurrence. 

 For example, on a simple walk I gave myself a ten percent chance of finding 

something interesting other than a penny. I did not readily know what the thing would be 
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or where I would find it; I could only estimate the probability of the event happening 

(Mlodinow, 2008). 

 As I picked up pennies, I considered the probability of my finding that coin in that 

particular situation. I thought about all the chances the coin had to go through in order to 

reach its destination. I wondered if the side of mint was affected by the previous coins I 

found on that particular day, or month, or even last Monday or Tuesday. Everything then 

became a series of probabilities, and the pennies became symbols of the chances that 

each coin represented in connection to the other coins I found and could find in the 

future.  

  Once I found a number of coins, I began looking at the many manifestations of 

patterns in connection with the idea of probability. These patterns became obvious to me 

as a collector when I was forced to try and remember what side of mint I had found the 

coins on. Remembering the sides of five coins independently proved difficult, but when 

the coins were found heads, tails, heads, tails, heads, I could generate a pattern quite 

easily. This type of pattern appeared frequently when dealing with small numbers of 

variables like those of a coin; other examples were finding all of one side of mint, or two 

heads, two tails, two heads, etc. Patterns appeared only to disappear again as I found 

more coins. Patterns then re-formed when even more coins were found or when the 

information was viewed in other ways. Patterns emerged in the number of coins found on 

a certain day of the week or on particular days such as Friday. Examples of this included 

finding the same number of coins the first day of every month or finding the same 

number of one side of mint every second Thursday. Determining such patterns was 
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limited only by the information I collected, my ability to analyze it, and my desire to find 

patterns. 6

A History of Transactions 

  

 

 As I began to move away from contemplating scientific principles and began 

engaging in ideas associated with material, I realized that the penny was also a symbol of 

the historic art legacy that produced it. When I think of the history of civilizations, the 

development of art has always been a significant indicator of a culture’s success. The 

idea of standardizing weights and measurements can also be seen as an integral 

component to a civilization’s modernization. The coin finds itself in the unique position 

of being the product of both of these essential ingredients to modernization. The concept 

of coinage in Western society can be traced back to where most forms of western art 

originated: ancient Greece. Although there are in existence older examples of coins from 

both the Lydian and Persian cultures, the Greeks were the first to widely embrace and 

distribute coins systematically (Howgego, 1995). 

 What differed greatly from the present-day perception of coins was the 

tremendous number of variation that existed in ancient Greek coins. With over 2000 

possible minting sites as opposed to the two currently used for the U.S. penny, the ancient 

Greek drachma could vary greatly in size and weight (Wallace, 1947). In addition, the 

process of minting those coins also introduced a great deal of variation. When compared 

with coins minted today, where every flaw is removed at the moment of mint, the first 

                                                 
6 See Appendix A for a comprehensive list of all the patterns I observed while collecting pennies for It 
Makes Good Cents. 
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coins consisted of a wide range of imperfections. The great number of city-states that 

existed in ancient Greece also created a system of variables; with coin designs changing 

and different mints appearing in different states, the first coins featured a wide range of 

images (Howgego, 1995, Milne, 1931).  

 Other coin aspects have not changed significantly over the ages; viewing western 

coins confirms that most share a very similar layout. Coins from ancient Athens circa 450 

BCE had two sides stamped with the head of the goddess Athena on one side and an owl 

on the reverse side. As western culture progressed into the Roman Empire, this basic 

layout became the dominant norm with only a few examples not following this general 

plan. What is of particular interest is the massive amount of variation that existed in the 

reverse or tails side of the coins. Often on the reverse was a shift of artistic scale, which is 

very similar to the shift found on the front and back of the United States penny as 

demonstrated by the enlarged profile of Abraham Lincoln contrasted with the small-scale 

imprint of the Lincoln Memorial. 

 From their origin, coins have traveled and have been a part of exchange. Given 

the diversity of Greek cultures and the geographic distance among its locations, this basic 

form of exchange was destined to be associated with travel. Coins were used by the 

Greeks as a method of naval pay; with that function considered, it is easy to see how 

these tiny objects began to circulate throughout the Mediterranean. Ultimately, the 

concept of coinage was to be spread even further with the empire of Alexander the Great 

and the larger spread of the Hellenistic world (Howgego, 1995).  

  I view pennies to be symbolic of all coins, physical reminders of the history of 

coinage. The rich history of coins as they extend across time and culture makes them an 
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almost universal object. It is difficult to find any culture from the ancient world to the 

present day that has not engaged in some form of coinage, making the object a 

commonality across cultures despite differences of time or geography.  

 Through the choice I have made to investigate a U.S. penny, I can reflect upon the 

history and culture of the United States. The particular year, 2009, during which I chose 

to collect the penny is of historic significance to the lineage of the coin itself. According 

to the United States Department of the Treasury website (2007), the penny featuring 

Abraham Lincoln on the obverse was first introduced in 1909 to mark the one-hundredth 

anniversary of the president’s birth. Given that the penny is one hundredth of a full 

dollar, the inclusion of the number one hundred is of significance to the coin. The U.S. 

Treasury website (2007) states that the Lincoln obverse design was created by Victor 

David Brenner, whose initials VDB can still be seen on the surface of the coin. The 

original penny reverse featured two wheat sheaths and the words “ONE CENT.” This 

version of the penny would change into the version most commonly known in society 

today with the Lincoln Memorial present on the reverse as designed by Frank Gasparro in 

1959 (U.S. Treasury, 2007).  

 According to the U.S. Mint website (2010), with 2009 being the one-hundredth 

anniversary of the penny, the United States government decided to honor this occasion by 

redesigning the tails side into four separate backs, each featuring a prominent scene from 

Abraham Lincoln’s life. In 2010, the coin’s back was redesigned again to the current 

"Preservation of the Union" back featuring a shield with thirteen stripes inspired by the 

frescos of Constantino Brumidi (U.S. Mint, 2010).  
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 The historical component of the coin aside, the penny can also be thought of as 

the basic unit of our economic system, another cultural reflection of the United States. 

Contained within this is the concept of transaction, which is based upon the economic 

relationship between two individuals. Since the penny functions as the lowest common 

denominator for economic transaction, it is arguable that every individual beyond a 

certain age has circulated a penny. This form of economic transaction creates an 

unknown personal history for each individual coin. With every year that a coin is in 

circulation, the number of holders of that object can reach exponential proportions. 

Money is transferred from one hand to another sometimes over large geographic 

distances: when looking at a penny, I often marvel at how old the penny is and how many 

transactions this tiny object has been part of before reaching my hands. 

 This concept of transaction is clouded by the coin’s enigmatic ability to keep its 

previous holders a secret. When I observe a coin from an older date, I always assume that 

it has had to traverse through a multitude of hands in order to reach mine. This might not 

be the case; instead, despite the year of mint, the coin might have had only a single 

circulator before I found it. Even the rarest of coins could potentially fit this scenario; 

because of their small size and relative mass, coins have the ability to disappear for years 

only to be rediscovered at a later date. What the coin becomes then is a symbol of its own 

mysterious history. Unlike most objects, coins are stamped with a date, giving them a 

precise point of origin. From that point in time forward, one can only speculate as to any 

number of narratives involving this object of mystery and its previous ownership; 

however, the truth of its history will never be known.  
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Collecting Myself 

 The desire to collect may spring from our nature as animals: for example, 

numerous instances exist of creatures hoarding food. Animals collect for other reasons, 

some of which have no particular known function. I can think of numerous stories of rats 

collecting and hiding objects; one of my cats is in the habit of stealing and stashing an 

occasional item behind the couch. The history of collecting is as old as the concept of 

having items to collect. In archeology, instances of collections date back far into the 

ancient world. One particular example of note can be found in a Persian coffin that has 

been dated around the same time as the age of the first Greek coins. In this coffin, an 

individual was buried with approximately two hundred separate stamp seals from all 

across the ancient world (D. Rigby and Rigby, 1944). This collection, which features a 

large amount of diversity for even a modern collector, must have been precious enough to 

the individual that he wanted to be buried with his passion. 

 Another more contemporary example can be found in the vast collections of 

Thomas Jefferson. At his Virginia estate of Monticello, Jefferson’s collection 

encompassed all corners of the collecting world, from objects that would be considered 

fine art to items of pure human curiosity. According to Robinson (2003), the purpose of 

this collection was to study the world and the systems that operated in it, to provide 

personal examples of interest. Jefferson’s passion extended beyond just the act of 

collecting and included the display of his materials, which he designed to illustrate 

relationships between objects and form studies (Robinson, 2003). 

 This concept of a reverence for one’s collection is an almost universally accepted 

aspect of collecting. This reoccurring aspect, found throughout history, remains a 
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mysterious part of our existence. While few collectors can tell you why they have a 

passion for what they collect, one thing is evident: their love for their collection. While 

such desire is universal amongst collectors, the personal reasons as to why a specific 

object might be wanted can vary greatly between collectors of identical objects. Once 

acquired, these objects enter into a unique, personal relationship with the collector 

(Benjamin, 1931; Muensterberger, 1994).  

 In addition to desire, the other key aspect noted by scholars of collecting such as 

Jean Baudrillard (1968) and Walter Benjamin (1931) is the removal of the object from 

functional usage. An object that is collected is not an object that is used for its intended 

purpose. While a collector of teacups might have certain cups out of which they drink tea, 

those cups would be separate from the teacups in the collection. Also, the market value of 

the item is lost in the new relationship that is formed between the collector and the object. 

This relationship can be accented by the function of the object in reference to the other 

objects in the collection. The sacrifice of the utilitarian use of the object transforms it into 

a piece of information as much as a passion fulfilled. 

 Once an object is collected, other aspects can be similarly disregarded. In 

particular, the historical context within which the object was found is often removed from 

the final collection. As stated by Susan Steward (1984), “[t]he collection replaces history 

with classification, with order beyond the realm of temporality. In the collection, time is 

something to be restored to an origin; rather, all time is made simultaneous or 

synchronous within the collector’s world” (p.151). The object then becomes imbued with 

a personal relationship and an internal context known only to its collector. The world of 
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the collector is a private one of self-created meanings and discoveries that are generated 

through the objects collected.  

 From my perspective, the two most formative aspects of my personality lie in my 

nomadic perspective and my compulsively collecting nature. These two aspects form a 

balance: one, my nomadic nature, represents my desire to discover, while my collecting 

nature represents a quest for structure and order. On one side, I accept that the world 

around me is completely beyond my understanding, filled with unknown principles and 

objects I am overwhelmed with enthusiasm to discover. The other side features a burning 

desire for a closed world where I can see all of the end results, comparing and contrasting 

the qualities of that system. I see both of these sides of my personality to be methods of 

viewing existence, neither being dominant and both interacting to form a single 

viewpoint.  

 Collecting pennies is a perfect representation of this dualistic system of thinking. 

As I move out into my world, I search the unknown for something very familiar. This is 

undoubtedly a reflection of my life, where, given the frequency of moving I have 

engaged in, I have never had a firm foundation where I could create a closed system. I 

have always collected in order to generate a foundation for my existence. This mode of 

thinking has generated a perspective of seeing plurality in objects such as the penny. I 

find beauty in the variety that can be generated from the object’s meanings and in the 

great diversity that exists despite the uniform nature of the coin.  

 This perspective reflects the aspect of collecting in which the collector uses his or 

her obsession as a method of self-examination (Baudrillard, 1968). My own examination 

is centered upon three aspects of collecting that reveal certain personal insights: (1) the 
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choice of the object collected, (2) how the object is collected, and (3) what is done with 

the object of collection after it has been acquired. By collecting pennies, I have been able 

to discover my own relationship with the object in addition to discovering the previously 

mentioned associated ideas. Through this process, I extended my research into future 

artistic pieces involving the penny. These additional pieces investigate other aspects of 

the penny and reinforce many of the ideas I have discovered through collecting.  

 While collecting has always been in my nature, finding pennies in the manner I 

have described represents the first time I have consciously selected the object I was going 

to collect. All of my previous collections have come from a sequence where collecting 

would occur in a fashion that grew from a few objects over time. These few objects 

would then develop from a passing interest into a fixation. I decided to choose an object 

to collect as part of this project rather than let the fixation develop naturally. By 

consciously picking my object of compulsion, my goal was to develop a better 

understanding of the object and why I chose it. 

 One of the significant reasons that I selected the penny as my object of collection 

was to further my quest to find a more widely understood symbol for my audience to 

connect with.7

                                                 
7 This idea of a universal symbol can be traced through my work previous to It Makes Good Cents (2009), 
as shown in the Introduction. My preoccupation with a universal symbol can be seen in my work with the 
International Symbol of Access where I used a public symbol in an effort to capture a wider audience in 
reference to the work. I continued this quest to create a more universal symbol with my series of paintings 
we are what we create (2007), where I create a simplistic symbol for a human form that is as generic as 
possible, using the most minimal components. I feel this desire for universality is generated from my 
nomadic background and the wide diversity of locations in which I have lived. I want viewers to develop a 
personal relationship to my work. In order to do this, I investigate and search for symbols that I feel reach 
the widest possible audience of individuals. 

 The penny’s wide application in contemporary society and presence as a 

guaranteed factor in most individual’s lives proved appealing in connection with my 

previous work. These characteristics of the coin moved beyond any personal aspect that 
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might preclude an individual from having a personal relationship to the object, including 

sex, race, religion, sexual orientation, age, or economic background. While an 

individual’s interpretation of the penny could vary greatly because of any of the above 

aspects, none of these personal factors precluded the individual’s basic familiarity with 

the penny.  

 The penny was an object that would be practical to collect. I knew before I started 

collecting the coin that it would be something I could find in almost any situation when I 

was outside of my home. The frequency of the coin and the fact that almost every 

member of society had access to the object dictated that it would be available anywhere 

that a person had been. This created a situation where the search for this object would 

become a permanent part of my life at any moment I left the house. As a collector, this 

would be an ideal situation: I am always collecting, and I can find my prize in any place I 

go. My collecting was generated from and complementary to my nomadic behavior: in 

order to collect pennies, I had to travel. In this one object, I was able to incorporate both 

dominant aspects of my personality, that of a nomad and that of a collector, creating a 

personal symbol that represented a balance between these two prominent aspects of my 

thinking. 

 I also selected the penny because of the fundamental ideas of chance that are 

incorporated into the object. One of the reasons I began the collection of pennies over a 

one-year period was as an investigation into the percentage of tails pennies that would be 

found. In American culture, it is considered good luck to pick up a penny that is heads-

up, reflecting the natural chance properties of the coin. With every coin, a person has a 
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fifty-fifty chance at having good luck.8 My investigations into the public’s response over 

this concept would later lead to interest into other people’s attitudes towards the penny.9

 The way in which a collector obtains his or her items of collection can vary 

considerably depending on the object and individual. In this instance, the object I chose 

  

  Since coins are a symbol of chance and since the activity of finding pennies is 

also based on chance, this art piece agrees with the overriding concepts I associate with 

reality, as mentioned above in Chapter III. I see the structure of reality to be constructed 

upon concepts of chance, so by engaging in this idea in my work, I am pursuing an 

activity that mirrors my perception of reality. By creating in a fashion that mirrors my 

understanding of reality’s structuring, I reflect not only on the concepts of chance, but 

also display my perception of my ever-changing environment.  

 Generating coins from my local environment also reflects aspects about my 

existence. By choosing the U.S. penny to collect, I show that the activity occurred within 

the locale of the United States in addition to showing the specific year that I am 

collecting. With each coin bearing the date of its mint, the farthest date forward is an 

instant indication of when the piece occurred. With 2009 being of particular significance 

to the penny, as mentioned previously in Chapter IV, this particular year proved an 

integral part in the collecting process. Due to the changing reverse of the penny, I saw 

2009 as a hallmark year in the evolution of this coin. 

                                                 
8 Although I do not personally believe this concept and have had much better days when I find more tail 
side up pennies than heads, I am aware of the concept as it exists to the general public. In addition I found 
no significant difference in the coins found with tails side up having two hundred sixty two pennies and 
heads side up having two hundred forty four. I draw from this conclusion that although people believe that 
heads side up will bring them better fortune, there are simply too many pennies to be found that are not 
filtered through this system. 
9 From this investigation, the formation of a public installation, Wishing You Well (2009), would begin. The 
discussion into this installation and the conclusions I found are summarized in Chapter IV. 
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to collect is intimately related to the method of collection. The only pennies that I was 

interested in were the ones I found on my journeys; I was not interested in the coins for 

their financial value or for any other collectable reason. To me, the coins served their 

purpose through the rare situations in which I would find them. The pennies then 

functioned on a personal level as a symbol of movement and inspection rather than as 

objects of financial worth. 

 My method of collecting also pertained to the immediate area where I find 

pennies. In order to collect, I had to be out circulating in my environment. The longer I 

moved through my area, the probability I would find a penny increased; in addition, I 

also developed a more intimate knowledge of my environment. Therefore, the quest to 

find pennies can also be seen as a method of learning about the environment that the 

penny and I share. The majority of the pennies I had collected came from my immediate 

environment, a distance that could be walked from my apartment. Since these pennies 

arrived at their locations through the actions of individuals, I see my collection as a 

method of symbolizing the area and the people around me. The pennies that I have 

collected might have traveled to a wide variety of locations, but eventually they all found 

their way to Lubbock, Texas, and eventually into my hands. My collection therefore is 

site-specific to the location of the town from which the material was generated. 

 The process of collecting lends itself to the concept of displaying the object. The 

method used to exhibit a collection is often informative and can serve as a lens into the 

collector, just as the object chosen and method collected can in turn reveal aspects of the 

collector, as well. In the case of the penny, the display of my collection turned into an 

evolution of thinking quite separate from the ideas previously mentioned in this chapter. 
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Throughout the year of 2009, while I was in the process of collecting, I paid very little 

attention to the actual coins I was acquiring. As I collected my coins, I would, at the end 

of each day, write in a tiny journal the date along with my finds for the day, using “+” to 

indicate heads and “–” in order to indicate tails.10

 As 2009 ended and the project came to a close, I began assessing the information 

I had developed during the record-keeping aspect of the art piece. Looking at the coins 

from a historical perspective, the anniversary of the coin and the discontinuation of the 

Lincoln Memorial version of the penny prompted me to examine the dates of the pennies 

collected. I then decided that the pennies I observed to be unique because of their 

particular environmental wear warranted an individual investigation. It was from this 

juncture that I began to formulate an artistic piece where I examined the surface of these 

unique coins in conjunction with the concepts I had already developed regarding the 

penny. These ideas evolved into new art pieces that will be discussed in Chapter V. 

 By recording and eventually tallying 

heads or tails in my journal, I felt I was completing my day’s task for the art piece. The 

pennies, after they were collected, resided in a common glass jar for most of the year. 

Although certain individual coins generated interest due to their unique qualities, they for 

the time being were left to reside in the same glass jar as all of the pennies I had 

collected. 

                                                 
10 The use of positive and negative signs can be viewed as another concept of duality I find symbolized in 
the coin.  
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Chapter IV 
Wishing you Well (2009) 

 
Installation Announcement 
After meeting with the Texas Tech University Grounds and Solicitations 
committee I have received approval for my installation between the dates of 
4/22/09–4/29/09. I will be installing 1000 pennies on the brick area located 
directly in front of the art building on April 22. The pennies can be moved or 
removed by members of the public. I will collect any remaining pennies on April 
29.  
 
Thank you for your help and support in making this project happen, 
Christian Conrad 
 
 

Developing an Installation 

 The decision to develop a second art piece devoted to the U.S. penny, Wishing 

you Well (2009), came from my desire to further explore the diversity of the object. To 

complement It Makes Good Cents (2009), I decided to create an installation intended to 

disperse instead of acquire the penny, therefore utilizing a method opposite to what I had 

previously done. By investigating the action opposite to my previous method of 

collecting, I was able to explore a wider diversity of concepts associated with the object. 

For Wishing you Well, I installed 1,000 pennies in front of the TTU School of Art 

building and monitored them from April 22nd to April 29th. The piece developed several 

new concepts that became categories I focused upon, including artistic involvement, time 

frame of the art piece, plurality of the actual item, and how the penny affects the site 

specificity of the location.  

 Using installation art to illuminate a location has a rich theoretical tradition, with 

the current use of the term site-specific art having a diversity of meanings dependent 

upon context. According to Kwon (2002), the contemporary idea of site-specific art has 
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evolved significantly from its initial principle, which was that a work of art created at a 

site reflected the physical geometry of the location; this principle can be demonstrated, 

for example, by a 1960s minimalist sculpture. Site-specific art has changed into work that 

often exposes the political, social, and cultural contexts of a location, and today’s idea of 

space is changing to incorporate new concepts of site involving contemporary definitions 

reflecting modern states of technology and the flexibility of modern society (Kwon, 

2002). 

 My interest in the concepts associated with site-specific art stem from my 

nomadic background. For me, the fluidity and transitions that occur at a particular 

location can highlight aspects of site that might be hidden otherwise. The concept of a 

functional site, as introduced earlier, examines the idea of a changing site in greater 

detail. In a functional site, the idea of a space is examined for its impermanent and fluid 

nature; in this the concept of site can become a shifting place of meaning rather than an 

embodiment of specific geography (Meyer, 2000). 

 I see the concept of a functional site to be a particularly relevant to discussion of 

my work with the penny. In making the installation Wishing you Well, I attempted to 

create a functional site that utilized the mobility and impermanent nature of the location. 

In addition, through my work with Wishing you Well, certain questions manifested about 

the role of site in my previous work, It Makes Good Cents. With the coin representing 

exchange and circulation, how it behaved at a location created a situation where fluidity 

became the dominant thematic.  

 By selecting a location that I was intimate with, I was also examining a further 

aspect of my existence. My choice of location was predicated on my experiences at the 
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school over the inherent aspects of the site.  My role as an artist can therefore be seen as 

connected to the site-specific aspects of the location in a first hand manner. 

 

Intention 

 The amount of intentional involvement generated by an artist over his or her 

activities and work can vary greatly depending on the individual. In some instances, 

artists are as directly involved in their pieces as possible, resulting in work that is directly 

mapped out from their ideas. In other instances, artists play a more relaxed part in the 

outcome of their pieces: an example of this relaxed involvement can include situations 

where chance plays a significant role in the artistic work. As part of my studio practice, I 

frequently allow chance to play a major role in the outcome of my work. Whether the 

aspect of chance emerges from the visual aesthetics or from the decision-making process 

can vary depending on the work, but this type of thinking is present in any artistic process 

I conduct.  

 In It Makes Good Cents, the ideas of randomness and chance played a particular 

role in the functioning of the art piece. In Wishing you Well, seeking the reverse, I strove 

to create an ordered interaction with the penny. Rather than searching for an object, this 

installation would be centered through the idea of giving away the penny. In comparison 

to the previous piece involving collecting, the preoccupation of Wishing you Well moves 

from observation to a thematic of preparation and accuracy of concept. The aim was to 

design a situation and then observe the activity; I also planned to maintain the site that 

was selected for the duration of the installation. I wanted the concept of care and 
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maintenance to extend beyond the initial planning of the art piece and make it an 

ongoing, personal feature of the work.  

 

Time 

 I wanted to develop an installation for Wishing you Well that was much shorter in 

duration than the year-long project of collecting pennies in which I was still engaged for 

It Makes Good Cents. The difference between these concepts of duration is furthered 

when the consideration of personal activity is examined. In It Makes Good Cents, I began 

looking for a penny as soon as I left my house, so the artistic activity was a permanent 

part of my daily life. With Wishing you Well, I wanted my role as an artist to be limited to 

a specific geographic area, rather than the perpetual landscape of It Makes Good Cents. I 

wanted to generate a select area in public and limit the piece to a set length of time and 

space. 

 My activity at the site would also be very minimal in comparison to the collecting 

that was present from the previous art piece. The only moments of personal activity that 

were present in Wishing you Well were the initial placing of the pennies in the space and 

then the replenishing of the pennies at certain points to maintain the piece’s density. At 

all other moments, I was an observer of the site and those individuals that occupied it. 

This represented a complete reversal of the function of observation: where previously my 

perception was an active part of collecting and facilitated my finding of a penny, here the 

act of looking would lead to no direct action, only observation. 
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Numbers 

 Rather than using an unknown number of coins as I did in It Makes Good Cents, I 

decided to use a set number of coins for Wishing you Well: 1,000 pennies. This number of 

coins installed in a space would offer a high density of coverage as compared to the 

relatively small number of coins usually found in a public space, where the pennies found 

might average one or two. This number of coins would also create a field of sculpture as 

opposed to presenting a singular item. In a field, the objects extend beyond a focus of 

vision, creating an all-over space that continues beyond the viewer’s immediate sight 

(Morris, 1969). By using the same object in a repeated fashion, the viewer has no one 

point to focus on. If a person chooses one coin out of the many, he or she is focusing on 

only a single aspect of the piece rather than the whole piece. With the pennies covering a 

large square footage, the viewer would have extreme difficulty looking at all of the coins 

at once. Instead viewers are submerged in an area of coins that extends beyond their field 

of vision. 

 I wanted the pennies used in this project to be obtained from a method different 

from the collecting that I used in It Makes Good Cents. Though the audience would not 

have access to this insight, I felt it essential to use coins obtained from a bank, one of the 

centers of economy in the United States. Obtaining rolled pennies from an economic 

institution helped highlight the bank as a holder of the penny given the thousands of coins 

present at that site on any given day. Banks are transaction centers due to the steady flow 

of individuals both depositing and removing currency.1

                                                 
1 Although this fluidity is present at the bank from this form of transaction, it should be noted that the bank 
is also in ultimate control over this situation, being an institution based on this concept of ordered, 
monitored, and acceptable transactions. 

 Maintaining the number of 
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pennies, and reinstalling if necessary, arose out of the needs of the situation presented at 

the site and the nature of the object.  

 It was my aim to maintain approximately 1,000 coins at the site in order to move 

the objects beyond the idea of abandonment to a point of clearly intended, installed coins. 

The amount of additional coins used would be decided by the number taken from the site. 

By attempting to control the coins present, I was subjected to an aspect of chance that 

was generated by the public interaction with the object. In this, the aspect of chance that I 

would normally associate with collecting coins was instead placed upon the individuals 

participating with the site. Rather than being dependent upon other individuals to 

abandon their coins, leaving me an opportunity to find them as I did in It Makes Good 

Cents, I was now dependent upon the public to interact with and remove coins from the 

site. 

 

Location 

 I wanted to approach the idea of site from both a multiple and singular 

perspective. Since my preoccupation had previously been with gathering coins from 

random, diverse locations, I wanted the space in which I deposited coins for Wishing you 

Well to be a single, deliberately chosen site. In addition, I wanted to incorporate the idea 

of site as it related to my private and public roles as an individual. While collecting coins, 

I am in a public space, but my activities are considered private ones. My agenda is based 

on my private decisions that are driven by personal choices. The idea of the collection is 

a reflection of a person engaged with their own preoccupations.  
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 My role as a teacher and student at Texas Tech University can be viewed as the 

opposite of the private role I have when collecting. At the university, my schedule is 

dictated by the times I must teach, be in a class, or be present at a meeting at a precise 

time on a particular day of the week. In this role, everything relating to time is organized 

around a schedule. There are due dates, reading lists, and semester grades to turn in, to 

name only a few of the structured aspects of this existence that I experience in 

conjunction with the university. The concept of teaching in itself consists of sharing ideas 

and time with a wide diversity of people. This role involves lecturing and other forms of 

communication that remove any private moment of contemplation. 

 The primary location at Texas Tech University that I occupy would be the School 

of Art. The inclusion of this building seemed natural for the installation, and by choosing 

this site, I would reinforce the concept of viewing the coins’ placement as intentional. 

This same installation if placed in front of a different building could invoke a different 

meaning. I wanted individuals to question the presence of such a large number of coins, 

prompting the viewer to evaluate their view of the object. Choosing a site in front of the 

School of Art strengthened the concept of reevaluating the coin through it being 

presented as art (see Figure 4.1). 
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Figure 4.1: Entrance to the School of Art at Texas Tech University  
and the location of Wishing you Well. 

 
 This concept of framing used the School of Art as a part of the precondition for 

the piece. Although my work was directly outside the building, as Kaye (2000) suggests 

the use of such a structure prompts additional questions into the nature of the object in 

reference to the location. Beyond the idea of viewing the object as art, questions 

developed regarding the possession of the pennies. If the coins were considered a piece of 

art, was it wrong to take them? Was it acceptable to take a few and not all? Did I as the 

artist continue to possess the coins after I have placed them in the installation site? Such 

questions have no answer, but formed part of the intellectual dialogue created by placing 

the object of the penny in conjunction with the location of the School of Art. 

 The entrance to the building was chosen for reasons that centered on the 

transitional aspect of the site. The transition at this location is the movement of 

individuals between the interior and exterior of the building. Every weekday during 

periods of academic session, the front of this building is host to the movement of various 
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individuals. This represents the movement of the university with people entering and 

exiting the structure. People in this area of transition are the students, faculty, and staff of 

the university, in addition to the visitors to the galleries present in the building.  

 The idea of transition at the site can also be seen from a historical perspective. 

While the majority of individuals that are faculty and staff usually traverse through this 

location at different frequencies, the students will do so for only a limited period of their 

lives. Universities are designed to provide an education over a course of classes with a 

finite time structure. A student is meant to enter a university and, as an aspect of the site, 

also leave the location after a set period of time. The university is a center of economic 

transaction; each student is a paying consumer of education. Using the penny in this 

installation highlighted this aspect of financial transaction present at the site.  

 Observing the university schedule was also of importance in the creation of the 

installation. I wanted to pick a time that coincided with the students’ schedules in a 

meaningful way. Using a common association in finding a penny heads up, I decided to 

plan my installation for a moment when the need for luck would be most appropriate. I 

selected a time frame at the end of an academic semester when the students are finishing 

their classes, when projects or papers are due, and when students are preparing for their 

final exams.  

 I wanted to create a site where the students were “guaranteed” to have good luck 

if they chose to embrace the cultural association. I could achieve this by creating a 

situation where it was close to impossible not to find a penny that was heads up given 

that there were close to 1,000 pennies on the ground. I furthered this idea by titling the 

installation Wishing you Well as a method of extending good luck to the individuals 
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present at the site. In addition the end of the week I had selected featured an event at the 

School of Art2

Giving Away Money 

; this meant that a larger number of individuals would be able to interact 

with the site than normally present on a Friday.  

 

 After developing the parameters of the piece, I began the task of securing 

permission for the site of the installation. By setting the location at the entrance to the 

School of Art, I was subjecting myself to the rules governing that space as instituted by 

the university. In order to stage the installation, it would become necessary to involve the 

university as an entity in conjunction with the space. This inclusion assisted in 

highlighting the university’s role in the transaction process, as mentioned previously.  

 In order to use this site, a particular process was necessary to obtain permission 

through the Texas Tech University’s Grounds and Solicitations committee. The start of 

the process involved submitting an application, which described the proposed activities 

(see Appendix B). I was then required to appear before a committee to defend the ideas in 

my application; this committee was made up of various members of the university who 

could potentially be affected, including representatives of the campus police and grounds 

maintenance personnel. In addition to myself, several student organizations were there to 

obtain permission for their group’s activities.  

 Presenting my ideas in front of the university panel highlighted the different 

manners of thinking on this installation. Although approval of the project was granted, 
                                                 
2 Friday, the 24th of April 2009 featured an event at the School of Art entitled Lowrider Dream Bike 
Parade and Sculpture Art Bike Project Display, where in conjunction with members of the art department 
staff, local middle school students created and displayed their own bikes. This event involved the students, 
staff, and many additional family members. 
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relating my artistic concepts to individuals not immediately familiar with ideas associated 

with installation art proved quite challenging. The panel could see no reason why 

someone would want to engage in the activity of depositing money in front of a building. 

It was difficult to relate to them my desire to create a situation of transaction and explain 

my ideas of how the penny is a symbolic object. In the end, my simple explanation that I 

wanted to provide an opportunity for students to engage in the ritual of finding a heads-

up penny was the idea most understandable to the committee members.  

 The only concern of the committee was that I might block the accessibility ramp 

located at the right-hand side of the entrance. This, along with other issues of access, was 

considered prior to my presentation to the committee. My biggest concern involved how 

many pennies an individual would have to move through and whether this might present 

a risk of slipping. A single coin could provide little risk of such an occurrence, but 

depending on the shoe type and the amount of pennies underfoot, it was conceivable 

(however unlikely) that an individual might slip on loose coins underfoot. By looking at 

the total square footage of the location—roughly 418 square feet—with a distribution of 

1,000 pennies, each square foot would only contain two to three pennies per foot (see 

Figure 4.2). With this number being quite low, I knew that as long as the pennies were 

widely dispersed throughout the site, there would be little danger of anyone being 

injured.  
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Figure 4.2: Diagram of the installation area located in front of the TTU School of Art. 

 

 With the knowledge that I would be causing no incident where someone might 

become injured and after receiving committee approval, I began sending out notification 

for the installation. I wanted to keep the announcement and artist statement short to 

ensure the greatest diversity of interpretations through minimal artistic framing. The 

announcement, which began this chapter, stated the action I would be taking, the time 

that it would occur, and that I would remove the pennies at the end of the time period.  

 The artist statement below was posted on the interior of the School of Art, 

meaning that in order to read the statement, one had to be disconnected from the actual 

site. By displacing the statement from the site of the pennies, the viewer could either first 

experience the pennies or the artist statement, creating two possible ways of experiencing 

the installation. If viewers saw the statement first, then their experience of the pennies 
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would be affected by my thoughts before they came to the space. The artist’s statement 

read: 

Christian Conrad 
Wishing you Well 
 
I consider pennies to be a commonality in the American culture. No matter the 
differences between people, everyone has owned at least one penny. They are so 
common that people dispose of them without ever thinking it wrong. Pennies 
travel from hand to hand creating a link that we all share. Every penny has within 
it a history of everyone who has owned it, an anonymous connection that moves 
backward in time as far as the date that each are labeled with. I find this 
connection in each penny, a way everyone can share in a single piece of art. 

 

 This description provided as an artist statement reflected my feelings toward the 

penny as discovered from It Makes Good Cents.3

 The day prior to the installation (Tuesday, April 21st), I went to my local bank and 

withdrew ten dollars worth of pennies. This action presented two different viewpoints: 

while I felt odd to withdraw that large a number of a single coin, from the bank’s 

perspective, it was a normal transaction that they would make regularly. Taking the coins 

home, I removed them from the individual rolls of fifty and deposited them in a 

 The artist statement featured revelations 

into the object that I discovered through my work with both art pieces. It was the 

culmination of the art pieces that led to my realizations involving the ideas of transaction 

and the coin’s nation of origin. The concepts uncovered during the process of Wishing 

you Well forced a reexamination of what I was doing with collecting the penny in It 

Makes Good Cents. Was there a difference between how I interacted with the penny as 

opposed to how other individuals interacted with the object?  

                                                 
3 It should be noted that the installation occurred during the same time period that I was actively collecting 
pennies. 
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container. After normal business hours I, along with my wife Joanna, arrived at the site 

and spread 1,000 pennies at evenly as possible across the designated area (see Figure 

4.3). 

 

Figure 4.3: The artist distributing pennies at the location for Wishing you Well (2009) on 
4/21. 

 

 On Wednesday, April 22nd, the first morning of the installation, the site remained 

seemingly untouched. Any interaction with the site that might have been experienced by 

individuals was minimal at this point. It occurred to me that unless someone affected the 
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installation in a significant fashion, the majority of the interactions would remain hidden. 

This aspect is similar to that mentioned in It Makes Good Cents, where the history of the 

penny remains a mystery. My interaction with the site would depend upon what I would 

directly observe and indirectly hear through other people’s stories of the site. As I 

watched the site, I noticed several individuals either ignoring the pennies or pausing to 

observe the situation before moving on.  

 Upon reflection, the idea that every person would have some profound interaction 

with the site was very implausible. This type of installation, where objects can be missed 

unless the individual is paying particular attention, creates a situation where any deep 

interaction will be very seldom and most likely not during a time I would be present. 

Seeing someone do something unique with the site was likely to be more difficult than 

finding a penny on one of my nomadic expeditions through town. 

 I had considered using various methods of recording the location, beyond the 

documentary photos taken. I rejected the notion of additional recording because I felt it 

moved away from the mysterious nature of the coin. I wanted many aspects of the site 

and my experience with the site to mirror the essential nature of the penny as I perceived 

it: for this reason, I didn’t want to observe the site constantly. Instead I would stop by for 

periods ranging from a half an hour to an hour to observe the interactions of people with 

the coins. Although my direct experiences with the site might not have been constant, this 

opened up the possibility of other individuals recounting their own thoughts regarding the 

site, which I would incorporate as part of my total perception of the art work.  

 Hearing secondhand about the site from other individuals became therefore a 

significant aspect of the installation. With my decision not to have a constant presence at 
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the site, the personal reflections and observations of other individuals provided a vital 

source of information. In particular, David Mondt, Assistant Curator of Landmark Arts at 

Texas Tech University, proved instrumental in the evolution and understanding of the 

site. This reflected one of the key purposes behind this installation: the creation of a 

situational space for others to interact with. David’s recounting of his experiences with 

the site demonstrated this aspect of the installation.  

 

Figure 4.4: View of the installation area that had its coins removed on 4/22. 
 
 For example, later on the first day of the installation, I returned to the site only to 

discover that approximately half of the pennies were missing (see Figure 4.4). At the 

moment that I made the discovery, I began to contemplate the possibilities of what had 

occurred. How was it possible that so many of the coins had disappeared so quickly? Had 

I underestimated people’s response to the site? Was it feasible that individuals had 

collected these coins over a space of just a few hours? There was no way of answering 
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any of these questions unless someone else had witnessed what had occurred at the site in 

my absence. 

 David Mondt arrived shortly after to explain what had transpired at the site. He 

informed me that a member of the grounds crew of the university had started sweeping 

up the pennies and had deposited roughly half the coins in his pockets before David 

asked him to stop. David’s divulging the mystery of the missing coins disappointed me 

for two reasons. First, knowing what had happened to the pennies shattered the mystery 

of their disappearance. The multitude of explanations was erased in favor of one single 

occurrence. Secondly, the fact that a member of the grounds crew was responsible meant 

that the individual from the committee who had approved my project on behalf of the 

grounds maintenance department of the university had done little to inform his staff of 

my installation. 

 My frustration with the situation melted away over time as I began to contemplate 

what had transpired at the site. Although the installation had not gone as I had 

envisioned, what had resulted was positive for two distinct reasons: first, for the situation 

that developed through the vantage point of the grounds employee and his relationship to 

the site and the objects present, and second, for David’s response to the actions of the 

employee.  

 Both individuals’ reactions demonstrate the type of behavior that is a feature of 

the space in conjunction with the objects present. Both David and the individual from the 

grounds crew were performing certain roles due to the location of the installation. 

Although both individuals might not have been immediately aware of their roles, their 

performance was indicative of the type of behavior that the site elicits. This ability of 
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space to create performance is observed by Judith Rugg (2010): “[s]pace can be regarded 

as a site in which forms of identification and alienation are performed and where the 

production of social and power relations are revealed, reproduced, and maintained” (p. 

53). 

 The grounds employee’s reaction can be thought of as outside the scope of seeing 

the installation as a piece of art. The grounds employee instead saw a situation where he 

could obtain financial gain despite the oddity of the large number of coins present. The 

question then arose: why would every individual not react in a similar fashion? The 

answer might come from both the pennies’ location along with the individual’s personal 

economic outlook and background. 

 There are a few situations where individuals would encounter a large number of 

coins at a single location. These instances usually imply a moral behavior dictated by the 

general public that would prohibit individuals from taking the coins. A classic example of 

this sort of taboo removal comes from the origin of the title of my piece: a wishing well. 

There is a distinctly negative stigma associated with taking coins from a wishing well. A 

more common facsimile can be found in any public fountain where a large amount of 

coins are present, some with much higher value than the penny. Collecting coins from 

this site would cause some public controversy: people would feel it an inappropriate 

action although it is perfectly legal. The coins at these sites are rendered as economically 

useless as the pennies I placed in front of the art building. These coins sit lifeless in many 

public sites, examples of currency that has been uncirculated only because of an 

assumption of public morality.  
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 This concept can be extended to my piece by its placement in front of the School 

of Art. The large amount of the object along with its location created a sense of respect 

for the pennies present at the site. The coins the viewers came in contact with at the 

installation were no different than the coins they might have had in their pockets, but a 

difference developed through the context of the objects’ site. For example, one individual 

who interacted with the site claimed that he started collecting the coins before realizing 

the amount that was there. After seeing the number of coins present, this individual 

stopped because of the greater context developed through their number. By contrast, the 

grounds employee saw the coins only in an economic sense, and the act of sweeping and 

pocketing the coins showed a lack of respect for the installation as art.  

 A second factor to address is the economic perspective of the individual viewing 

the installation. Given that the penny is abandoned in public with such high frequency, it 

should come as no surprise that many individuals ignored the coins for that reason. Other 

individuals who might be described as more thrifty did pick up pennies. The individual I 

previously mentioned who returned the coins because of the large number installed at the 

site suggested that the reason he had started picking up the pennies most likely stemmed 

from his blue-collar background. This idea of coming from a lower economic class and 

being interested in the coin for financial reasons was also reinforced by other individuals 

at the site with whom I communicated. In this, the penny functioned as an indicator of 

economics as well as serving as an art object.  

 David’s interaction with the grounds crew worker can be perceived as an 

institutional response to the installation as a piece of art. His representation of the 

institution extends beyond the concept of this particular university; rather, I feel David 
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representative of the institutional concept of art. For David, the coins were definitely a 

piece of art; this fact was furthered by the many conversations I had with David in 

reference to the site before it was created. As a member of the university faculty, David’s 

responsibilities are to the gallery, which extends metaphorically beyond the physical 

walls of the gallery itself. Although the installation I created existed outside the space of 

the gallery, David felt compelled to guard the site as an institutional piece of art. After 

all, there was nothing inherently wrong with the action of the grounds keeper—anyone 

could have picked up the pennies at any point in the installation. David himself could 

have picked up and pocketed all of the pennies, but instead his response was markedly 

different from that of the grounds crew employee.  

 To see David as only a representation of the gallery and the university is to 

diminish the individual role that he played in the piece. David’s role must also be 

inspected from a personal perspective of what he felt the site should be. David and I are 

friends; also, David had advance knowledge of the project and my intentions for it prior 

to the creation of the site. He knew what I wanted the piece to be, which undoubtedly 

influenced his opinion. No other member of the School of Art stopped the sweeping of 

the coins, although many members of the staff could have found themselves in the 

position to do so. For David, the employee was violating the space by his action of 

sweeping the site, removing the concept of art from the location as much as removing the 

pennies. David was not only defending my site but also the concept that the installation 

could exist as a piece of art.  

 David would also relate two other stories of significance over the course of the 

installation. The first of these incidents involved two individuals who were going through 
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the pennies for an extended period of time, inspecting them individually and, in some 

cases, flipping them over. The behavior exhibited by these individuals was by no means 

unique; I saw a few other individuals interacting with the coins in a similar manner but 

with a less lengthy inspection time. The individuals I witnessed picked up a single penny, 

often returning it, and then moved on. This type of inspection seemed to relate to the idea 

that the pennies could be something other than what they appeared to be. Perhaps the 

individuals thought I might have altered the coins, or they wanted to be sure what they 

were seeing was actually a penny. 

 After losing half of my coins to the grounds crew employee on the first day, I 

returned to the bank on Thursday, April 23rd, taking out an additional five dollars’ worth 

of pennies to replenish the number of coins removed. On this occasion I preserved the 

pennies in their fifty-cent rolls until I reached the site. Upon arriving, I carefully unrolled 

the pennies one by one placing them in specific areas where I felt coins were needed. 

This differed from the method I used to place coins in the beginning of the installation 

where I distributed the pennies en masse after first unrolling them at home. On Thursday, 

I tried to focus on each penny before I added it to the larger sum, while before I had 

treated the coins only as a group without inspecting them as a singular object. I inspected 

the date and general condition of each coin. By doing this, I became aware of the coins in 

a fashion similar to It Makes Good Cents: my focus was on individual coins  

 To my amazement, all of the coins that I opened were in very new condition and 

relatively recent in date. Later, I realized that this occurrence was generated by the fact 

that banks remove any deteriorated coins from circulation. In this fashion, banks 

effectively police the currency of the United States, ensuring that newer money is 
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circulated back out into the public. I was only able to obtain currency that was in newer 

condition because of the origin of the coins. 

 

Figure 4.5: View of the installation Wishing you Well as seen on the third day of the 
piece. Image shows site before the addition of more pennies. 

 

 On the third day of the installation (Friday, April 24th), I returned to the site in the 

afternoon to find that the majority of the pennies were still in the same location from the 

day before (see Figure 4.5). Not knowing what to expect, I had withdrawn from the bank 

an additional five dollars worth of pennies to replenish the site if needed. Seeing that 

there was no great absence of coins, I decided to distribute only two dollars’ worth of 

pennies. Instead of placing the coins, I asked two students who were standing near the 

location if they would enjoy the opportunity to put the coins in the space. Giving each an 

equal number of coins far less than the total two hundred they proceeded to distribute 

coins in two distinct manners. 
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 The first individual searched for places that needed coins, areas that were devoid 

of the magnitude she felt appropriate. In doing so, this individual was filling in the gaps 

of the installation, spreading the coins in such a manner to create a sense of balance 

throughout. This action treated the pennies as a whole entity or single object rather than 

focusing on any particular coin over the others present. To this individual, the coins’ 

responsibility was to the larger whole; the coins were meant to be seen as a large sum. 

 The second individual engaged in the perplexing behavior of closing her eyes 

with each penny and spending just a few moments with each one before placing it on the 

ground. In my mind, I wondered if perhaps each one had been imbued with a particular 

wish or idea that needed to be spread through her personal association with the object. 

Whatever might have transpired in the moments that she had her eyes closed will remain 

unknown, but what is of importance is the individual care she took with each coin. To 

this person, each coin was treated uniquely despite the over-arching anonymity of the 

coin. This can be seen in the fact that at no point did she ever closely inspect the coins 

she was depositing. To her the significance was in her interaction with the coin instead of 

any special aspect of the object itself.  
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Figure 4.6: View of the installation on the fourth day of the art piece. The site has 
experienced a larger event, image taken prior to administering additional coins. 

 

 The final narrative of the site as seen through the perspective of David Mondt 

involved an event held at the School of Art on Friday, April 24th. During this event, in 

addition to the regular members of the university, a large number of families and middle 

school students were present at the site. At this time, David witnessed a group of children 

interacting with the site by picking up the pennies and amassing them. Unfortunately, 

their parents or some other adult made them return all of the pennies they had collected. 

This situation is reminiscent of the prior event involving David and the grounds crew 

worker, but with a different relationship being present. The aspect of respecting the coins 

that was initially displayed by David was now transferred to the adults. The children 
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displayed behavior that seemed quite normal in the circumstances, and I can only imagine 

their confusion at being told to return the pennies. 

 The fourth day I went to the site was on Saturday, April 25th—this meant that the 

campus was for the most part empty (see Figure 6). It was a time for me to reflect on 

what had transpired at the site so far. I was partially amazed at the number of coins that 

were still present at the site and that no one had returned to remove the coins entirely. I 

decided to put out an additional three dollars and then leave the site to its own devices. I 

saw the piece coming to an end: fewer students would be present the following week 

since they would be finished with their semester’s work. The number of people 

diminished until, on the final day with very few visitors, I collected the remaining coins 

and returned home with the future of the surviving pennies uncertain. 

 

Again, Circulation 

 On June 17, 2009, I made a discovery on the grounds of the School of Art that 

illuminated the installation in a touching way. Located in a ceramic art object in the 

building’s center courtyard, quite a distance away from the original site, someone had 

collected and deposited some of the pennies (see Figure 4.7). Of course, I am making an 

assumption by thinking that these coins came from my site and not from some other 

source either prior to or after my installation; however, in my mind, the probability is 

high that these coins traveled through my hands on their way to this location. I find it 

beautiful that these coins might have continued on their path through some person’s 

hands as they reinvented my installation into one of their own. For one person, some 

event occurred that made him or her create a site unique from mine. I wonder if in the 
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future some individual might take one of those coins from the ceramic art object as a 

personal memento, never knowing, but perhaps wondering, where the coin they were 

taking originated from. 

 

Figure 4.7: Photographs of an art object with detail located in the courtyard of the TTU 
School of Art. 
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Chapter V 
towards the end of Time… (2009–2010) 

 

 Introduction 

“O.K. we’ll begin with entropy. That’s a subject that’s preoccupied me for some time. On 
the whole I would say entropy contradicts the usual notion of a mechanical world view. 
In other words, it’s a condition that’s irreversible, it’s a condition that’s moving towards 
a grand equilibrium…” (Robert Smithson, 1973) 
 
 It was after working with the penny in It Makes Good Cents and Wishing You 

Well that I realized that I wanted to focus on the visual aesthetics of the object I was 

using. Over a series of works focusing on the pennies’ visual aesthetics, I began to notice 

characteristics of the object that were symbolic of entropy, a conceptual notion that 

reflects the patterns of the universe progressing through time and continuing the process 

of universal thermodynamics1

 As I continued to work with the penny as my object of choice, I began expanding 

what media I wanted to investigate. Given that my studio background has been focused 

primarily on two-dimensional art, this aspect seemed a natural if not crucial avenue of 

investigation. I wanted to focus on different forms of creation than what I had covered in 

It Makes Good Cents and Wishing you Well while still continuing the idea of circulation 

that is naturally associated with the object. In my previous work, I had concentrated on 

aspects of the coin that showcased location and time, placing the work in a fourth-

dimensional situation. I simultaneously began two separate art pieces focusing on two-

. 

                                                 
1 Entropy can be described as the process of energy exchange between two bodies where an eventual 
uniformity exists. It is believed that as the universe expands and more bodies interact, the eventual outcome 
will be a uniform temperature across the universe, with an even energy spread throughout. This basic 
transfer of energy between two bodies is considered an irreversible process (Cohen, 2007).  
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dimensional art and three-dimensional art respectively, both areas being aspects of the 

coin I had not previously researched.  

 For the first of the pieces I chose to create digital scans of several unique coins 

from the It Makes Good Cents art piece as the method of displaying the two-dimensional 

quality of the penny. Although the penny is a three-dimensional object, the fact that the 

side of the coin has such a relatively small height lends itself to being viewed two-

dimensionally. In addition, the relief present on the surface is often overlooked because 

of the size of the coin and the shallowness of the relief. For these reasons I decided to 

make the surface of the coin the focus of my two-dimensional work in an effort to 

punctuate this often overlooked area of the coin.  

 The final result of this process was to be a visual reproduction of the object rather 

than a product using the object itself. By working with a reproduction, I was able to 

manipulate the size of the object to a point where the intricacies of the surface became 

visible to the naked eye. While the physical penny is a mere .75 inches in diameter, the 

digital scans that I produced were sized to an average diameter of 7 inches and had the 

ability to be expanded even farther if I wished to print it at a larger size; thus the 

dimensions of the digital image became a variable. 

 In using a visual reproduction of the object over the actual object, I engaged in a 

highly repeatable process similar to the process of minting where multiple coins are 

created from a single mold. Both objects, a minted coin along with a digital print, can be 

created in an open-ended fashion since the number of copies produced is dictated by the 

amount of materials present and the desire of the creator to produce the object. Both the 
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coin and the print, because of the materials and methods employed, reflect a concept of 

mass production.  

 For the second visual piece, I wanted to create a three-dimensional form 

incorporating the coins that I had accumulated from the previous art pieces It Makes 

Good Cents and Wishing you Well. Using these coins, I created a three-dimensional form 

as opposed to examining the flat two-dimensional surface as I did in the digital scans. 

With the three-dimensional form, I wanted to create an object that functioned in an 

unrepeatable fashion, where the art piece represented the end of the coins’ circulation, 

constituting the final act of the object. I also wanted the piece to focus on the unification 

of the coins rather than presenting the coins as individuals. Rather than focusing on single 

coins as I had in both the digital scans and through my act of collecting, I wanted to take 

multiple pennies and create a single object from them, resulting in a single, unified 

sculpture.  

 In addition to arriving at these preliminary decisions, I also wanted the two new 

pieces to function as a reflection of the basic qualities found in the penny. Amongst other 

ideas, I wanted to investigate the interactive aspect of the coin’s passage through time 

and multiple environments. I understand circulation as evidenced through the penny to be 

a finite process with a beginning and end to the coins’ existence. This additional aspect of 

time, the objects’ finite circulation, reflects concepts only glimpsed in my earlier work 

with pennies. I see this idea of time as a fundamental aspect of the penny, especially since 

each object bears the date of its creation. This aspect of the coin became the primary 

focus in my two-dimensional and three-dimensional art pieces. 
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fourteen pictures from the end of Time (2009–2010) 

 Yve-Alain Bois (1996), in discussing the ideas of Bataille (1929-1930), relates the 

concept of overproduction as a form of entropy. In this, the concept of a universally 

neutral end comes not from dissipation but rather through the surplus of materials. In his 

Critical Dictionary (1929-1930), Bataille focuses on the idea of dust and the power it has 

to spread and accumulate over time. With dust, despite the removal of today’s 

accumulation the area cleaned will eventually be overcome, creating an inevitable 

situation where in the end the dust will overtake the location. For Yve-Alain Bois, this 

superfluous dust can be seen as a metaphor for different aspects of overproduction, 

namely abandoned building and lots that have no use within the confines of a city. These 

locations are dead zones that may be reused but usually are forgotten. Such real estate 

opportunities show the excess of the system and the process of entropy through the 

irreversible aspects of the uselessness of the site.  

 I see this same overproduction, a form of entropy, in the United States penny. 

Rather than focusing on larger structures like empty lots as a representation of Bataille’s 

(1929-1930) entropic dust, I instead see the penny as the perfect example of this concept. 

The penny is the smallest denomination of currency in the economic system of this 

country; its overabundance is a clear sign of the unnecessary economic surplus of our 

culture. In addition, I find the penny in every location I travel, abandoned and 

accumulating like the actual dust that can often be found in the same locations. When 

viewed through this perspective, the penny becomes a symbol of entropy, a manifestation 

of accumulating dust.  
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 With these conceptual underpinnings considered, the decision to create high-

resolution digital scans of fourteen of my pennies from It Makes Good Cents arose from 

two distinct motivations. Firstly, I wanted to explore further the life span of the penny as 

associated through the idea of entropy. Secondly, I was drawn to scanning the pennies 

because of the entropic decay and buildup that was present on the surface of the objects. 

Although these two topics, life span and decay, originated from separate areas of 

thinking, they converged in the actual image of the coin and the idea of entropy. By 

presenting particular coins, I was able to reference not only the penny and the previous 

ideas associated with the object, but also make readily visible the concepts of lifespan, 

decay, and entropic time. 

 After completing It Makes Good Cents, where for the period of the year 2009 I 

collected pennies, it occurred to me that I had also generated an additional statistical 

element, the year of the coin’s mint. Not only had I collected coins over a year period, I 

had also collected a sampling of what years of coins were still in circulation for that 

particular year of 2009. This aspect of the penny became particularly important given the 

year I had chosen to collect.  

 In 2009, the penny changed forever—the previous design of the Lincoln 

Memorial as the tail or reverse of the coin would be replaced by a new design. The year I 

had chosen to collect was the first year that a new type of penny would be introduced into 

circulation. The coin that I was familiar with since my childhood would no longer be 

minted. Every penny has a fixed number generated by the amount of mint, it will 
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eventually become less and less common until it becomes a rarity and eventually, given 

enough time, disappears2

 The date of mint of each coin I had collected was a record of the entropy of the 

Lincoln Memorial penny. If I were to compare this information with other year long 

collections that I might pursue in the future, I would notice the eventual disappearance of 

this type of penny. While the number of pennies collected from a given year increases 

slightly following the year of mint (for example, with the most pennies found in 2009 

coming from 2008), the eventual outcome is a gradual decrease of the coins’ frequency in 

terms of circulation. What became a point of interest was the uneven number of coins 

from particular years of mint found, creating an uneven flow of history as perceived 

through this aspect of the coin

.  

3

 I see this as a symbol of the non-uniform movement of entropy. Events in 

existence hardly ever move in a uniform fashion; instead, life is full of peaks and valleys, 

and yet, at other times, a natural order or pattern seems to exist. If the concepts of 

. Prior to my counting the actual number of each year of 

mint, I had expected to find a predictable decline in the frequency of each year. Instead, 

the flux of numbers ranged greatly, ebbing and flowing in a gradual decline that was 

visible by viewing the numbers in their entirety, from the years most recently collected to 

some of the earliest coins minted with the Lincoln Memorial reverse.  

                                                 
2 An example of this type of circulation disappearance can be seen in the previous design for the penny that 
was discontinued in 1959. This penny, commonly called the wheat-back penny due to the sheaths of wheat 
visible on the reverse, has all but disappeared from common usage. On a rare occasion one will be found in 
circulation; however, such an occurrence is very unlikely, and I found that over my one-year collecting 
period, out of a total 506 pennies, I found only one wheat-back from the year 1946. It should be noted that 
this coin was only discontinued fifty years ago and already it has practically disappeared from circulation. 
In a similar fashion, the Lincoln Memorial reverse will in a matter of years disappear completely from use 
as it is replaced by the most recent design introduced in 2010. 
 
3 See Appendix A. 
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universal entropy are true and the universe as we know it is moving gradually toward a 

uniform timeless, undefined environment, it must be doing so in an unordered way. Of 

particular interest to me are the fluctuations that occur on the path towards the entropic 

end. I see this same type of movement in the analysis of the years of the pennies I have 

found. Although the universe may be moving towards a definitive end, the movement is 

punctuated with interesting moments that far outweigh my interest in the finality of 

things. 

 Possible explanations behind the uneven decline in the number of coins I found in 

It Makes Good Cents are myriad. The primary cause for the great number of variations in 

the years of the coin may originate from the fact that the United States Mint varies their 

total coin production from year to year. The number of coins produced is determined by 

the amount of coins estimated in circulation as determined by the number of damaged 

coins returned and the total thought needed for the following year. According to the 

United States Mint’s web site the number of coins minted can vary in extreme fashions, 

with one year having twice as many produced as the previous year; for example, in 2008, 

5.41920 billion pennies were produced, while in 2009, 2.354 billion pennies were made. 

This fluctuation might be one of the causes for my finding a significant amount of 2008 

pennies over those from 20094

 The first digital scans I created were done independently, in a purely experimental 

fashion having nothing in particular to do with the concepts investigated in It Makes 

Good Cents. What first attracted me to the digital scanning was that during the 

.  

                                                 
4 A smaller variable can be found in commemorative years where the year itself is significant, such as 2000, 
or more recently in 2009, where four distinct reverses were created. Most individuals interested in this type 
of collecting do so through commemorative sets available through the United States Mint. These coins are 
not counted in the recorded mint number available from the government and are considered non-circulated. 
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magnification process certain pennies displayed unique qualities due to their interaction 

with their environment. These coins were distinct from the average penny found in It 

Makes Good Cents. They were warped and altered by being driven over by cars on the 

pavement or acted upon by similarly destructive agents. In addition, certain coins had 

developed debris that covered the surface of the coin, or a foreign chemical had reacted 

with the coin’s copper coating, creating a unique appearance. The myriad of reasons why 

these coins were separated from the others also detailed part of the history of the coin as 

perceived through the evidence found on the object. This part of the history of each 

penny created a sense of uniqueness in each object despite the uniformity of the billions 

of pennies made each year. Each one of these pennies scanned had made visible its own 

story as it had passed from one location to the other, creating a sign of the object’s history 

unlike the non-altered penny normally found. 

 The visual characteristics that distinguished these coins from other pennies were 

proof of their interaction with individuals, environments, or other objects. This type of 

interaction can be thought of as a form of entropic decay, where most of the coins were 

damaged in a way that was nonreversible in process. This damage was manifested in two 

different ways, the first of which was a reducing of the surface of the coin. This form of 

interaction permanently changed the surface of the image in an irreversible fashion with 

the metal being withdrawn or warped (see Figure 5.1). 
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Figure 5.1: fourteen pictures from the end of Time #06. An example of the reductive 
effects of entropy on a penny. 

 
 

 The second set of external factors that affected the coins permanently was the 

building up of materials on the object’s surface in a fashion that the removal of the 

foreign substance would result in a damaging of the coin (see Figure 5.2). In both of these 

cases the coin became representative of a form of entropic interaction that irreversibly 

moved the surface towards an unrecognizable state that can be seen as a progression 

towards uniformity.  
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Figure 5.2: fourteen pictures from the end of Time #07. An example of the building up of 
materials as a form of entropy on the surface of the penny. 

 
 

 In presenting near uniform images of the fourteen coins that were damaged to the 

point of interest, I chose a method by which the easiest form of comparison could be 

made5

                                                 
5See Appendix C for the fourteen images that compose fourteen pictures from the end of Time (2009).  

. The penny, being a coin created in the modern age, represents a method of 

construction where uniformity is the key. This follows the ideas presented by Benjamin 

(1936a) in his concepts of reproducible art. Each coin is created through a mechanical 

process that makes the object devoid of any individual artistic mark; the resulting coin is 

a cold, analytical creation with no human hand interacting directly with it. Mirroring this 

production process, I created a series of images that were closely uniform in composition. 

In presenting the coins as digital scans, I am freeing the process from artistic deviations 

that might arise from other process. Once I have chosen to create an image that is seen 

two-dimensionally, each coin is scanned at a uniform length, furthering the uniform 

aspects of minting. 
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 A point of significance comes from the comparison between my images and the 

perception associated with the penny held by the majority of individuals. The billions of 

pennies present in the world ensure that almost every United States citizen will have an 

internal image of the object. When viewers look at a digital scan of the distressed penny, 

they compare what they are seeing to their preconceived notion of the object as formed 

through their history with the coin.  

 Beyond the visual interest I had developed in this process, a second purpose 

developed when I began to tabulate the years of the coins I had collected during 2009 in 

the piece It Makes Good Cents. There were certain pennies whose dates were unreadable 

because of the visual decay that was present on the surface. Although I could examine the 

object and know for certain that it was a penny, I had no way of knowing the year of 

mint. In these pennies the concept of time normally associated with the object is brought 

into question by the absence of the coin’s date.  

 These specific coins therefore symbolize the entropic process through the surface 

decay present and the absence of a particular year of mint. Instead they are set adrift in 

the flow of decaying time not showing a beginning or an end. They are an interesting 

point frozen along the way, where something remarkable has occurred out of the 

randomness of their situation. Of the 506 coins found, only fourteen were damaged to this 

point of their date being unreadable. Other coins found were also highly damaged; 

however, the aspect of the missing date became of particular relevance to me because of 

the developing thematic of timeless entropic interaction. 
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Entropy Column (A year’s worth of collecting pennies arranged chronologically)     
(2009–2010) 
 

 The formulating of my Entropic Columns originated from a surplus of material 

from my previous work with pennies. I had collected over 500 coins from It Makes Good 

Cents (2009); in addition, I had recovered over one hundred pennies upon the closing of 

Wishing You Well (2009). As I inspected these now inert objects sitting in plastic bags, it 

occurred to me that I should continue the circulation of the object in some fashion. The 

specific idea of what to do with the coins at first remained a mystery, but by evaluating 

the formation of a sculpture I began focusing on aspects of the penny I had previously not 

used.  

 Before deciding on a sculpture, I contemplated a myriad of possible fates for the 

coins collected. I first considered spending the money, perhaps by purchasing an item 

that would represent my work over the year of 2009 as a collector in It Makes Good 

Cents. I realized whatever I bought would only be a representation of the act of collecting 

and the pennies themselves. This idea seemed counterproductive to what I wanted the 

collected pennies to become. While it did approach the coins as a single entity, it failed to 

accent the individuality of each penny.  

 I also decided against using the pennies for a purchase because the coins I had 

collected were never part of an economic system while in my possession. None of the 

coins I had collected were received by way of a personal economic transaction. Rather I 

found them in a way exterior to that system altogether. Even though many of the coins 

were found in places of economic transaction, they were abandoned, cast out of the very 
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system of which they were meant to be a part. By collecting the pennies in the manner I 

had, I was further removing them from the intended monetary system. 

 A second possible fate I was debating for the pennies was to deposit the money 

into either a new or preexisting account at a bank. This was to be the final act in the 

performance of collecting the coins throughout the year of 2009; it would mark a 

definitive end to the time period of the action I had undertaken, by returning the objects 

to a potential location of their first arrival in Lubbock, Texas. There were issues with this 

concept, the first of which was mentioned earlier, that I viewed the coins as being outside 

the national monetary system. The second issue was that a good number of coins I had 

collected, specifically the ones that I viewed as aesthetically interesting, specifically the 

coins used in fourteen pictures from the end of Time, would be destroyed by the bank. 

Banks, as a regular policy, remove currency from circulation and send it to the mints to 

be melted down for their material to be reused in future coins. Although this does signify 

circulation, the actual object would be destroyed and the process would only occur to the 

worst of the damaged coins. The fate of the individual coins would be varied significantly 

depending on their condition. This seemed counter to the idea of viewing the pennies as a 

group.  

 The final issue came from the fact that I hadn’t stopped collecting pennies. As I 

went into January of 2010, I started a new collection that I was journaling in a fashion 

similar to my work in 2009. By depositing the coins, I would be ignoring the continuation 

of my work as a penny collector and the coins I had begun collecting for the year of 

2010. It was at this point due to my desire to continue collecting pennies that I began to 

formulate a way to encapsulate each year in a fashion that was repeatable. When I would 
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finish each year of collecting, I could create an entropic column that would be 

comparable from an annual standard.  

 Robert Smithson’s (1966) concept of visual entropy played a particular role in my 

formation of the concept of an entropic column. Particularly relevant were his ideas on 

minimalist sculpture and the concept of entropy. Non-objective minimalist sculptures 

display nothing that could tie them to a particular historic period other than their 

association to the time of their creation. Unlike sculpture from other times and 

movements, (which displays aspects that can be directly interpreted through the subject 

matter present), minimalism highlights the comparative qualities inherent in the work. 

Smithson sees this as being similar to the universe’s final entropic stage where a neutral 

space exists that is uniform and timeless. In creating entropic columns, one of the 

concepts I engaged with was a method of displaying the process of entropy rather than 

focusing upon only the final act. By adhering the coins face-to-face and stacking them to 

create a column, I created a sculpture with aesthetics reflecting many of the concepts 

discussed by Smithson in regard to minimalist sculpture. 

 For the first entropic column I decided to take the coins that remained from my 

public installation, Wishing you Well, from which I had collected a remaining 149 coins 

(see Figure 5.3). The tonality of the coins was very uniform because of their shared origin 

of the bank. The column I constructed was arranged randomly, with a general emphasis 

on shinier coins towards the top of the column to indicate a different tonality from the 

duller coins present. The final coin placed on the top of the column, a wheat-back penny, 

did not come from the installation.. In addition, I used a foreign element at the base—a 

large washer—as a method of counteracting the instability of the column. These two 
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foreign factors diminished the concept of the piece as a representation of the remaining 

coins from the installation. Instead, this column worked more as an agent of discovery; 

although I did not place a significant amount of attention into the planning of the first 

column, it greatly informed my later artistic choices in the creation of other columns. 

 

Figure 5.3: Entropic column #1, composed of the remaining pennies  
from the public installation Wishing you Well. 

 
 

 The first consideration generated from my model was the importance of an aspect 

I had not previously investigated: the side of the coin. In my previous work with the 

penny, I had concentrated on pieces that had highlighted the surface of the coin, first 

specifically in the documentation of the face of the coin in It Makes Good Cents, and 

secondly when I was scanning the obverse side of the coin in fourteen pictures from the 

end of Time. With the natural placement of any coin being on either the head or tails side, 

the thin edge measuring only 1.55 millimeters is a feature that is easily ignorable. This 

thin edge is often an index to the total condition of the coin; thus the side can be seen to 

represent the conditional state of the entire object.  
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Figure 5.4: Tonality difference present in the side of Entropic column #1 (2009). 

 

 The top of the first column readily displayed the coins’ condition; by grouping the 

shinier coins in close proximity, this feature was highlighted (see Figure 5.4). It then 

occurred to me that tonality would be something naturally occurring in the pennies I had 

collected in It Makes Good Cents. The older the coin, the less shine would be present as a 

part of the coin’s exposure to the environmental conditions. Newer coins minted would 

have a high amount of shine due to their limited life in circulation. Granted, this pattern 

was not absolute since I found coins that contradicted this assumption, but these instances 

were exceptions to the tendency. I discovered that if I were to arrange coins in a 

chronological fashion, there would be an automatic range of tonality that would occur, 

and the more coins present, the more noticeable this shift would be. 
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Figure 5.5: Entropic column #2 (2009), one hundred pennies arranged by tonality. 

 

 The second column I constructed should be viewed as an additional study of this 

tonality shift (see Figure 5.5). Using precisely one hundred coins, I arranged the pennies 

according to the tonality in each penny. In addition, by using an exact number of coins, I 

could stipulate the size of future columns based on this standard. This piece created a 

comparison of the tonality shift as seen over a relatively small number of coins, and I 

found that the shift was not as pronounced due to the smaller amount of pennies used.  

 This observation prompted me to readdress the coins I had collected from It 

Makes Good Cents. If I were to create a similar column out of those coins, would a 

natural tonality shift occur simply due to the age of the coins, and would this shift be 

more pronounced than the earlier models? With these questions in mind, I began the next 

step in this process: attaching the coins from each individual year together to form 

smaller columns (see Figure 5.6). These smaller columns also featured the tonal 

arrangement from shiny to dull that would be present in the completed work. What 

emerged was a decreasing tonality present in each individual year collected. This became 

more apparent with the larger numbers of coins found from recent years and less apparent 
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in years farther from the year collected that had fewer coins. The farther back in time the 

less variation seemed to be present, which I assume to be due to the coins’ increased 

frequency of circulation.  

 The column, when assembled, will have packets of tonal decay present in each 

year of the column, with additional tonal decay present through the entirety of the piece. 

By arranging the coins in this manner, I am allowing occurrences that do not fit into the 

overall pattern of the tonal shift present in the whole column. Rather than the tonal decay 

being absolute, anomalies occur where the tonality is not within the overall schematic of 

the piece. Certain coins from recent years of mint have a sharp degree of tonal decay, 

while some older coins look very new.  

 
 

Figure 5.6: Coins from It Makes Good Cents arranged in columns representing  
the years 2009 through 2000, as seen left to right. 

 
 

 This column reflects how I view the system of entropy as mentioned earlier in this 

chapter, particularly the underlying concept of a non-uniform movement toward a 

uniform end. I am furthering the concept of entropy present by removing the individual 

identity of the coins used in the process. The specific aspects of the coin that are the 

dominant features are hidden, including the surface image and the year of mint, rendering 
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the coins timeless when adhered; once assembled, the only revealing details are the 

minimal edges of the objects used.  

 When examining the column in conjunction with years of the coins collected in It 

Makes Good Cents, I see the entire lifespan of a certain type of penny: the Lincoln 

Memorial reverse version. This penny type was created in 1959 and ended in 2009 with 

the last coin being minted in 2008. The completed entropic column from It Makes Good 

Cents consists of one penny at its base that extends before the Memorial version: a 

wheat-back penny from 1946 (see Figure 5.7). By placing this penny at the base, I am 

showing what occurred prior to the redesign of the coin in 1959. 

 

 

Figure 5.7: Entropic column #3 (2010), all pennies from It Makes Good Cents (2009). 

 

 At the column’s top is the newly redesigned 2009 penny, which represents the 

changing to a different back with the four commemorative reverses being used. The 

completed lifespan of the Memorial reverse version of the penny is reinforced through 

the tonality shift of the entire piece (see Figure 5.8). With each passing year, fewer and 

fewer of the Lincoln Memorial penny will be in circulation—a phenomenon similar to 

how earlier versions of the coin are now harder and harder to find. Eventually the coin 

will all but disappear much like the wheat-back penny that forms the base of the column. 
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 Figure 5.8: Detail from Entropic column #3 (2010). 

 

 I see the column as a reflection of the unstable non-uniform push to entropic 

uniformity. This symbolism is present in the pennies in the column, but also in the 

construction of the column itself. By making the column free of any external device to 

support or level the piece, it is free to reflect the imperfections present in its creation. 

Pennies by their very design create a situation where they are difficult to stack. The 

penny has a reverse design with a building, the Lincoln Memorial, and obverse portrait of 

Abraham Lincoln6. If one stacks pennies head to tail, what occurs is a swaying central 

mass that builds up due to the images. This pushes the column in a direction because the 

two sides do not rest flush against each other. If this process is continued, the column will 

start moving in an arch rather than ascending in a straight vertical column, making it 

difficult to balance. The best method found is to use the same side of the coin when 

bonding two coins together and to put the heads side at a 90 angle and the tails at a 

180 angle relative to the face. Even with this system and a fair amount of delicacy and 

                                                 
6 This stacking difficulty was one of the primary reasons for choosing to bond the coins first by year and 
then assemble them into a larger column, which lead to the discovery of the individual tonal packets 
present in the years. 
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patience, the column still shifts dramatically around a central axis rather than 

representing a straight line. 

 

In Combination  

 The more methods I employ to study the penny, the more information I began to 

generate on this single object. I see my use of multiple methods to engage the penny as a 

reflection of Marcel Broodthaers’ work with the eagle, most notably his Museum of 

Modern Art, Eagles Department (1972). Through his use of the eagle in various found 

objects and print, Broodthaers searched for different aspects of this one visual symbol. 

His effort of taking multiple objects whatever their media alludes to a post-medium 

condition and the dissolving of independent forms of art (Krauss, 2000). 

 I see my work as being the reverse of the method of Broodthaers, I am taking a 

single object and creating as many separate art pieces as a form of investigation. My aim 

is to create a situation where the comparison of the different ideas can be seen as a 

reflection of a single object. 

 When the two pieces Entropy Column (A year’s worth of collecting pennies 

arranged chronologically) and fourteen pictures from the end of Time are viewed in 

conjunction, one piece illuminates the other. Ideally the digital images should be shown 

surrounding the column, with the sculpture being presented in the center of the room and 

the images flanking it on the wall. In addition the statistical information should also be 

presented to the audience in the form of a removable fact sheet. By placing these separate 

art pieces together, there is a forced relationship between the pieces that is highlighted by 

the use of the common object. This association is automatically in place considering that 
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the coins have originated from the same source as highlighted in the removable fact 

sheet. 

 A separation occurs when the realization is made that the coins featured in the 

digital scans are not in fact found in the column present in the space. The coins featured 

in the digital images have been removed due to their decayed surface and unreadable 

date. The coins are instead removed from a direct point in any time line unlike the 

established dates found in the rest of the pennies. The coins used in Entropy Column (A 

year’s worth of collecting pennies arranged chronologically) still have a specific date 

associated with their placement despite covering the stamped year of mint. A situation is 

then generated where the coin surfaces found in the column are unreadable despite 

having a date; conversely, the digital scans show the obverse but without a discernable 

date. In both cases the idea of a specific reference to time has been eliminated with the 

exception of the top of the column, which bears the date 2009, the year the coins were 

collected. 

 By creating this relationship between the two sets of visual pieces I am extending 

the concepts of the pennies as I have examined them through my various artistic projects. 

In this exhibition scenario, the penny is presented as both a real object, a reproduction, 

and also as conceptual information presented through statistical reports generated from It 

Makes Good Cents. I am also presenting the coin in both two- and three-dimensional 

fashions; additionally, the coins are generated through a performance or four-dimensional 

activity. These art pieces reveal a personal study of the penny as much as a collection of 

individual objects presented in an exhibition format. In addition, the presentation 

highlights the underlying entropic decay evident in the visual material. 
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 The creation of art from the pennies that I have collected is an attempt to continue 

the circulation of the coin, but in a different mode than the object’s intended use. I see the 

creation of the digital scans as a way of glorifying an object that would otherwise be 

destroyed. Rather than sending the coins to their terminal fate at a bank or other financial 

institution, I have elevated the object to a point that the viewer reconsiders the object. 

Now instead of simply viewing the object in a singular fashion, as money, the coin has 

been shown to also represent the idea of entropy. The image of the penny has now been 

re-circulated into the mind of the viewer through the comparison they must make with a 

preconceived notion of the coin. The object has returned to the viewers’ minds, but in a 

different form. Its circulation continues through the number of viewers who bear witness 

to the object; here, the art piece becomes about the movement of information from one 

person to another, circulating the ideas present.  

 The recirculation of the pennies into art objects does indeed represent the end of 

their use within an economic system. This action is really an extension of the 

environment in which the coin was found, where each penny was already separated from 

a direct economic situation. The coins in my art pieces were abandoned by their previous 

holders. I see their treatment of the penny as if it contained no value to be an end to the 

circulation of the coin’s previous identity. The existence of the penny was 

inconsequential to many and, as a result, my collecting and using this object is an act of 

recirculation—the penny is put back into the viewer’s consideration through my artistic 

use. 
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Chapter VI 
Conclusion and Analysis 

 

The Nomad and Collecting 

 As I reexamine the art pieces that constitute the body of work for this dissertation, 

certain theoretical questions arise in reference to Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari’s 

(1987) concept of nomadic aesthetics and the nomadic subject in contemporary society. I 

feel that my work, when viewed through this theoretical lens, both confirms and 

contradicts many of the concepts found in their discussion. From my experience, and as 

made evident in my work with the penny, my nomadic mind very much works with an 

analytical system established through previous events.  

 The primary difference between my system of analysis versus that of someone 

who comes from a non-nomadic background is the frequency and nature by which the 

comparison occurs. For a person of a non-nomadic background, his or her personal 

experience is based on a discrete set of information that is often generated through a 

larger system such as specific geography, cultural location, and often a lack of exposure 

to the diversity that exists beyond one’s place of origin. As a nomadic thinker, I see my 

system of analysis to be rooted in the same concept of being based upon sets of 

information, but free of the underpinnings of cultural or geographic ties. Instead, my 

conceptual lexicon is filled with examples that are built on comparisons that are 

internally territorialized within the larger schematics of the comparison generated through 

my personal experience. In this way I can react in the fluid manner described by Deleuze 

and Guattari (2007); however, that fluidity of thought is still based on the demarcation of 

previous experience. 
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 My use of the penny is an illustration of nomadic thinking based on the concept of 

analytical comparison. By investigating my act of collecting over a one-year period, the 

idea of the analytic system manifests itself clearly. As I wander, I collect a very specific 

object rather than any object I see. The penny can be seen as a symbol of perceived 

history: I know what a penny looks like because of the qualities of the coin that I can 

recognize from previous encounters. Every penny I picked up was individual: it had its 

own year and location of mint, it had a unique set of environmental conditions pushing it 

further into individuality, and the location in which I find the penny has its own unique 

characteristics. But in the end, all of the coins are similar because, ultimately, they are all 

pennies. Each coin represents a different set of variables, and those circumstances are 

aesthetically interesting because of the vast number of previous coins I can remember. 

My nomadic experience points to the concept of diversity found through the analytic 

comparison of a common object. 

 My system of thinking and analysis is self-directed rather than fixed to a 

particular cultural community. This removal is paralleled by how the object was removed 

from the system it originally stemmed from. My interest in the coin came not from its 

monetary value (economic system) or the coin’s rarity (a second economic system 

imposed through frequency and desire for the object) but from my personal system of 

recording whether the coin was heads or tails and later documenting the entropic qualities 

of the coins. Through this investigation, I created not only a unique system of value and 

analysis, but also a personal value system with inherent meaning to me as a nomadic 

thinker. 
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 This argument, when extended forward to the nomadic thinking present in 

contemporary society, as described by Deleuze and Guattari (1987) and commented on 

by Braidotti (2006), can have interesting repercussions. First, the idea that many 

individuals in modern culture are facing a crisis of identity might be incorrect. The 

concept that a person from a nomadic background or who exhibits nomadic subjectivity 

has a shifting identity should be reexamined: perhaps the nomad has an identity that is 

actually concrete, though based upon a system of personal comparison instead of an 

identity established through cultural manifestations. An interesting aspect of thought 

evolves when one considers the possibility of multiple independently working systems 

instead of a larger system that established concepts of territorialization for a large mass of 

individuals. As society moves more into the isolated world of technology and virtual 

interactions, the development of similar personal systems of nomadic analysis by the 

majority of the populace seems inevitable.  

 The concepts inherent in collecting find their way into the discussion as a remedy 

to (or symptom of) this personal system of analysis present in the nomadic mind. 

Collecting is by its very nature a nomadic activity and demonstrates analytic thinking 

based on a personal system of territorialization. It is impossible to collect without 

engaging in some type of hunting for the object desired. In the modern age, this hunting 

can occur in a virtual world with the object often being found by searching the Internet. It 

can also be associated with the physical movements of traveling in search of the object 

and shopping for reasons superfluous to the basic needs of an individual.  

 Ideas of collecting are also based on internal analytical systems constructed 

through an individual’s desire for an object. Through this action, a system is developed 
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that is personal and outside the systems established by the society governing the 

individual. Each collector has a unique system, which can be informed by larger ideas of 

collecting as generated through society, collecting culture, and family association. 

Individuals choose amongst the variety of systems in order to create their own versions of 

what collecting that object means, the focus remains on the individual’s system. 

 When examining one of the more famous essays on collecting, Walter Benjamin’s 

(1931) Unpacking my Library, from an analytic nomadic perspective, one passage 

becomes very telling: 

Collectors are people with a tactical instinct; their experience teaches them that 
when they capture a strange city, the smallest antique shop can be a fortress, the 
most remote stationary store a key position. How many cities have revealed 
themselves to me in the marches I undertook in the pursuit of books! (p.63) 
 

 In addition to the literal references to travel apparent in the passage, several 

aspects of this passage reveal the nomadic nature of the collector. First is Benjamin’s lack 

of naming any specific location where these books are found other then the word city 

and, later, cities. What cities have been revealed to Benjamin? He doesn’t even mention a 

continent to identify, for example, European cities; instead, the precise location has been 

deterritorialized into one location, an all-encompassing city. Second, it is quite clear that 

the importance of these locations is directed through Benjamin’s personal system of 

orientation, that of collecting books, rather than through any larger systematic apparatus 

imposed by society or a dominant culture. In fact aspects of these cities are “revealed” by 

way of this personal system constructed by the author. Finally, it should be noted that this 

analytic system is generated from the collector’s experiences in similar situations. Here it 

is clear that the inside knowledge that gives the collector a “tactical instinct” is based 
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upon previous experiences as perceived through their personal analytic system of 

thinking. Hence, through this famous passage on collecting, we can construct a nomadic 

system of thinking based on personal experience that is used as a method of exploration 

in subjective situations. 

 This idea of nomadicism in collecting can be refocused through the idea of an 

individual’s lack of control of the space in which they exist as generated either through 

society or through the gender modeling still present in domestic situations (Martin, 1999). 

Here the concept of analytical nomadic thinking can be generated through a need for 

control internalized by the individual rather than by his or her choice. This exploration is 

a quest to find a personal system though which to develop a means of perceiving 

existence, with the focus being on the development of a personal viewpoint as generated 

through collecting objects.  

 The question then arises: how are nomadic systems created in opposition to the 

concept of an analytic system developed through non-nomadic societal constraints? I feel 

that my personal system as a nomadic individual can be seen through the process of 

entropy as it pertains to cultural thinking. When considering entropy as a combination of 

two or more systems of order that results in the formation of an excess, the analytical 

nomadic mind can be understood. Considering the number of systems of order, both 

conceptual and physical, that are normally present around a non-nomadic individual, it 

follows that this number must be proportionally higher for an individual who constantly 

travels. Using each of these systems, the nomadic mind takes aspects that fit into the 

individual’s developing idea of analysis. As each system collides, the aspects interact, 

confirming old concepts, challenging others, and disregarding some concepts entirely.  
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Objects as Conceptual Maps 

And I wondered if I could make something that would provide the deep 
experience one can have with a painting, but provide this in such a way as to 
simultaneously reveal the steps toward this deepness and unknowingness, 
consciously. To take what we have and what we know, maybe separate out and 
clarify these things, and provoke a new kind of consciousness, maybe based on 
not knowing as much as knowing, rooting all this in different, contradictory 
sensory modes, thus maybe providing a revelation of what we don’t know that we 
know. (Hiller, p. 183)1

 My work with the penny has never really ended: instead, each point where I have 

traveled with the object has itself opened up to further paths of thought and artistic 

expression. I continue to collect and record the pennies that I find, developing a new 

collection for 2010. I also have continued to create high-resolution digital scans of the 

more interesting specimens. The entropy columns, as is their nature, break down under 

the weight of gravity, separating themselves into discrete units; even the pennies from the 

public installation have transformed into a new art piece for someone else. With each of 

 
 

 As I consider my work with the United States penny, I offer the idea of an object 

as a conceptual map. An object can be explored in a variety of manners, each of which 

leads the artist and viewer in a diverse direction, sometimes connected to and sometimes 

disconnected from other points on the map. I see each point as a representation of a 

different piece of art generated from the object with each yielding a set of conceptual 

discoveries while being centered on a single object or idea that is being investigated. The 

map remains open to new points that I have yet to travel and many points that I am 

presently heading towards.  

                                                 
1 This quote is taken from Susan Hiller’s discussion of her own piece Monument, 1980-1981, which I see as 
a great influence over my thinking on my piece. In Hiller’s artwork, the use of a common but hidden aspect 
of the cultural landscape was used in addition to the idea of an open interpretation of the artwork. 
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these art pieces, the initial dynamic has changed, but the conceptual map has continued to 

evolve and reveal new paths.2

Collecting 

  

 

 The first piece of art discussed, It Makes Good Cents (2009), is deeply rooted in 

the concepts of nomadicism as projected through my personal experience. The object 

collected is itself nomadic in nature. Pennies can circulate for years with their histories 

being removed with the exception of their date. I have often wondered how many of the 

pennies collected in my travels have been to more locations than even I have gone. By 

being the smallest form of currency, the penny is particularly apt for circulation and also 

depositing in random locations, making it consistently available for collecting despite the 

variety of areas to which I travel.  

 From its origin, the art piece of collecting the penny was designed to be a method 

of personal examination directed towards my nomadic behavior of compulsively walking 

and traveling. 3

                                                 
2 Many of these ideas are reflected in the post-medium condition as described by Rosalind Krauss (2000) 
and in the famous piece by Joseph Kosuth, One and Three Chairs, (1965). 
3 This type of personal artistic examination has its roots in the thinking of Alan Kaprow and his various 
activities that heighten individuals’ awareness of their own actions (Kaprow & Kelly, 2003). 

 By creating this task for myself, I was able to find an aspect of existence 

that I was not previously aware of: the existence of this superfluous object in my 

environment. Only by engaging in a nomadic activity was I able to recognize and 

accumulate the information about the object at hand. In this situation, my being nomadic 

was the primary generator of the artistic thought: without this quality, there would be no 

piece of art.  
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 By collecting objects from the public culture, I feel I am performing an act where 

I am reflecting an aspect of society back towards the society that created it, unlocking a 

hidden part of the world around us. This type of performance is similar to the actions 

artists undertake in the New Genre Public Art, but without the interaction with the public 

in favor of promoting social change. Other artists have engaged in this type of interaction 

with site in a way that promotes a different inspection of the idea of location, but without 

a direct political agenda. These works are more based on concepts of observation by an 

individual and his or her interaction with a site and can often be very private in nature4

 A nomadic usage of the coin is demonstrated by the removal of the object from 

the economic system from which it was generated in favor of personal system. Here the 

. 

 The performance aspect of my work can also be seen as a reflection of nomadic 

thinking through the personal systems that I developed through the art. The original 

purpose behind my collecting of pennies was a personal determination of how many 

heads or tails pennies I could find in a single year. A second concept that developed was 

recording the years of each specimen in order to create an entropic picture of the decay of 

the Lincoln Memorial obverse penny. In both these actions, the information gathered is 

predicated upon my own system rather than upon any larger social or political system that 

I am subject to. The patterns that I have observed are beneficial only to me instead of 

being beneficial to any larger group. My actions are directed towards my analytical 

thinking and my structuring of the world around me rather than serving as an attempt to 

understand personal interactions by other individuals in relation to the coin.  

                                                 
4 Examples of this type of interaction can be seen in Christian Phillipp Müller’s (1993) series of border 
crossings or Mark Dion’s On Tropical Nature, (1991), (Kwon, 2002).  
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coins’ value is directed through my personal experience rather than retaining a pre-

established value. The importance of the coin derives from my collecting it, an act 

governed by a set of interpersonal rules. I began making digital scans of the coins, a set 

of parameters emerged to govern value with the more attractive coins being those most 

disfigured from their initial condition of mint. This system of value, again self-generated, 

must be seen as a form of analytic thinking with the comparative aspects of the coin 

being the revelatory component. This method of evaluating the aesthetic value of the coin 

is based on the history of other pennies I have discovered, and only by using a system of 

analytical comparison could I determine which coins to scan.  

 This analytic thinking can also be seen in the territorial relationship I developed 

with my environment as a penny hunter. Although it was possible that I might find 

pennies in almost any situation or location has been mentioned, there existed places (such 

as behind my local car wash) where the pennies’ probability of being found was much 

greater. Although I might freely walk through my environment, I knew that when I 

passed by that location, I would most likely leave with an ample supply of free coins.  

 Although I have continued to collect pennies in 2010, I have established different 

collecting parameters for this year. The most significant of these changes is that I make a 

digital scan of a coin the day I find it, rather than scanning several as a group for only the 

total year. Now when I find a coin, I use the date found as the title of the digital scan, 

reflecting a brief moment in time that has passed in my life as a collector5

                                                 
5 This decision can be seen as being influenced by the artist On Kawara who uses the date of creation in a 
similar fashion (Godfrey, 1998). 

.  
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 At the end of 2010, I will tabulate the years of the pennies I have collected and the 

number of heads and tails found in order to create a comparative model based on years 

(i.e., 2009 versus 2010) rather than months. As I continue this process I will doubtless 

observe the Lincoln Memorial penny slowly fade as I find it less frequently in favor of 

new coins. In addition, I will monitor how interactive I am with my environment through 

of the number of coins I am able to collect. Throughout my life, I will continue to 

develop a means of subjective investigation through the penny and my personal 

interaction as its collector.  

 

Location  

 For Wishing you Well, (2009), the idea of location became the focus of the work. 

As an artist, I wanted to create a situation that investigated many of the opposites of the 

previous art piece. The location I chose, an entryway into a public building, was a focal 

point of transition rather than a place known for its stability. My decision to pick this site 

reflected elements of nomadicism even in my idea of a specific location. The concept of 

circulation present in the object was then reflected through the location selected, showing 

how the fluidity could be found even in a single location. 

 The events that arose as a result of my choosing the entryway as the location 

reflected the territorialization of the site by the members who interacted with it. The most 

notable of these territorialized interactions was that of the grounds crew employee and 

that of David, the museum staff member. The penny acted as a reflection of the 

individuals’ perceptions of the coin, presented in context with its placement near the art 

building. The idea of establishing the pennies as a work of art can be seen as a 
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territoralizing of the object, and the specific artistic identity that I had generated around 

the object was questioned by the interactions of others. The art territory I had established 

was both confirmed and placed in jeopardy by the participants in the work. Participants 

could choose to interact with my territory or establish their own, ignoring the parameters 

I had made by choosing the location of the front of the art building. I therefore used a part 

of the location’s existing dynamics in the process of securing my own definition of the 

site.  

 By creating a location where the concepts of territorialization were questioned, I 

was reflecting and creating a situation bound by nomadic thinking. This constant 

territorialization/reterritorialization is reminiscent of interactions that the nomadic 

individual deals with when encountering new locations and situations. Here the idea of 

nomadic incorporation is found by using aspects of found systems (the art building) as 

aspects of my personal system (using the penny at the art building). My creation of an 

artistic territory by way of the location chosen shows how my use of a preexisting system 

was then modified to meet my idea of what the site should be. When the grounds crew 

employee removed the pennies, that individual was working against my system and 

adhering more to the political and cultural territories established by the university and 

also to economic systems at play in this country. My shock at the action of removing the 

coins showed my disconnection from the total territorial systems at work at that location 

in favor of the one I had established.  
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Objects 

 In addition to observing the inherent nomadic aspects of the penny mentioned 

above, my aesthetic uses of the penny reflected my analytic nomadic thinking. By 

looking at the two types of objects created, digital scans and entropic columns, aspects of 

analytic nomadic thinking as well as nomadic aesthetics become apparent. Additionally, 

the concept of entropy present throughout the pieces show aspects of nomadic thought 

through the interaction of independent systems.  

 My construction of entropic columns reflected a further preference for my own 

system of territorialization. Obscuring any aspect of the coin other than the rim showed a 

disregard for the information that helps make the object identifiable from the perspective 

of circulation. Here I was choosing a single aspect relating to the territorialization of the 

coin (the year of mint) to construct my own version of what the object’s territory should 

be. Although the year-of-mint system formed the basis of the entropy column, the visual 

evidence of the year was hidden from view and revealed instead by the placement of the 

coin within the column. The only way a viewer could determine a coin’s year of mint 

would be to inspect the side of the coin in comparison to the others in the column, 

thereby placing it in a loose chronological system. By viewing the coins as a continuum, 

the viewer is relying on my interpretation of one of the coins’ inherent societal systems 

(the year of mint). The viewer must trust that I actually put the coin in an accurate 

chronological order rather than just randomly gluing them together; however, the viewer 

would never actually know if the coins were chronologically assembled or if I, as the 

artist, were simply claiming them to be.  
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 A second system emerged from the entropic columns by way of the tonal shift 

present in the coins as they descend back in time. In the third entropy column where I 

used the pennies from It Makes Good Cents (2009), I arranged the coins that were minted 

in the same year in a manner that reflected the total entropic tonal shift present in the 

entire column. By arranging the coins in this fashion, I created my own system (a tonal 

system) within the dynamics of the larger cultural system represented by the year of the 

coin. In this, I created a system of thought within a larger system using aspects of the 

economic system as I perceive them to fit into my designs for the work. This creation of a 

tonal system reflected the nomadic idea of incorporating aspects of other systems into a 

personal system developed as an individual moving between multiple cultural groups and 

ideas. The breaking down of the columns over time reflected the need for new ideas as 

my personal concepts divide in favor of incorporating new systems of thinking. 

 Ultimately, I see a summation of the ideas present in this dissertation in the the 

digital scans presented in .fourteen pictures from the end of Time (2009). This artistic 

piece incorporated the majority of the concepts presented in my work with the penny over 

2009: the art I am presently doing with the penny can be seen as a continuation of the 

thinking presented through this piece in addition to further investigating the concepts of 

nomadic aesthetics and nomadic identity as described by Deleuze and Guattari (1987).  

 The artistic choices I made in reproducing the images of the pennies through 

digital scans reflect the nomadic aesthetic as described by the authors. It should be noted 

that the images were created prior to my learning of the nomadic aesthetic as dictated by 

Deleuze and Guattari (1987), meaning that the definition was found to fit the images 

rather than the images being retroactively created with the definition in mind. As I 
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inspected the images, I found certain aspects to reflect the idea of nomadic aesthetics in 

an almost ideal fashion.  

 First, the concept that in two-dimensional art the nomadic aesthetic is found in a 

haptical–close viewpoint is easily demonstrated through the digital penny scans. My 

enlargement of the coin to display texture shows a haptical presentation of an object not 

normally known for its tactile nature. The enlargement of the coin reflects the idea of a 

close space and also demonstrates why that close space is found in nomadic art. This 

closeness is a reflection of the object over any environment the object may be found in. 

This idea of a removal of spatial reference to indicate a location is furthered in my 

method of presentation where the coin is removed from any inferred location. The 

pennies were presented on a solid white background, a void of location, rather than 

containing any visual marker placing the coin in a physical space. Although each coin 

was collected from a specific location, the scans remove the presence of that site from the 

presentation of the coin; instead, the pennies are presented with my nomadic internal 

space as their only location. 

 Secondly, the comparative presentation of the coins reflects aspects of nomadic 

analytic thinking. Although I am removing the coins from several systems of which they 

are naturally a part, I am reestablishing my own analytic system by way of the 

comparative nature of their recording. Each coin is almost identical in its placement on 

the page, absorbing the focus of the image plane. This fosters an easy method of 

comparison between images as well as removing any compositional decisions that might 

affect the interpretation of the work. This comparison is furthered by my choice of an 

object with which the vast majority of viewers are familiar: most individuals know what a 
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penny should look like, forming an immediate analytical comparison between the image 

present and one’s own preconceived notions of the object. When viewing the penny, the 

comparison is made from a system based on memory and previous associations with the 

penny.  

 Here the analytic comparative nature of the penny is a reflection of the 

comparative mind of nomadic thinking. No matter where I travel in the United States 

(and in some cases beyond), I have a chance at finding this object. I know potential 

locations of the coin from other similar places where I found the object before. I am able 

to recognize a penny from several feet away because of the inherent characteristics of the 

coin, including its size and color. I don’t know precisely what the penny will look like 

until I inspect it, but the analytical aspects of my nomadic thinking tell me that, in the 

majority of situations from my previous locations from which I have retrieved a coin, 

these have been the conditions. I could be wrong about whether the object is indeed a 

penny or what location might offer a productive site of collection, but my reasoning is 

developed through an analytical process based on my previous experiences. 

 The images presented in fourteen pictures from the end of Time (2009) show the 

effects of entropy on the surface of the heads side of the pennies collected from It Makes 

Good Cents (2009). These pennies show the interaction of the object with its 

surroundings in a fashion that must be thought of as irreversible. This interactive process 

is linked to the idea of a nomadic mind creating systems of order from parts of different 

systems. This creation of a new system can be viewed as an entropic process: the nomad 

selects aspects of systems to incorporate, changing forever their personal system, but also 

leaving aspects behind as entropic waste. With each circulation, the coin is exposed to 
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different systems by way of its placement in that environment. If the penny is thought of 

as a nomadic object, this process is exemplified through the entropic images that the coin 

can produce. A system of entropic order is established through presenting the many 

variations and interactions with systems through which the coin must travel in order to 

reach my hands. 

 The entropic images also represent the breaking down of an established system 

through the removal or obscuring of their faces. By displaying the coins whose years 

were removed or hidden, I am challenging one of the basic systems known to humanity: 

that of time. Without a specific date, the scanned pennies become chronological nomads 

moving from one location to another in the mind, freed from the constraints of specificity 

that would be implied through the presence of a year. If the year was visible, the viewer 

would couple a nostalgic relation to the year as part of the object (ideas such as birth 

years are seen here); instead, the scanned pennies upon inspection are free from this 

constraint, allowing a personal flexibility of interpretation.  

 When the image is viewed, an additional aspect is notable: the removal of the 

identity on the coin’s face, former president Abraham Lincoln. This act of removal can 

also be viewed as a symbolic gesture, reestablishing the identity of the coin as if it were 

an individual. Here the concept of identity loss as a part of nomadic subjectivity can be 

observed. With each system the coin moves through, the identity of Lincoln becomes 

further blurred. Instead, what becomes visible are the effects of the systems through 

which the coin has traveled in addition to what remains of the figurative image. When 

viewed as a nomadic device, the penny shows symbolically that the systems present in 
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nomadic thinking are generated from the environments travelled through rather than from 

the systems that initially created the coin.  

 I see this visual imprint of the systems so crucial to nomadic subjectivity to be the 

most significant, most conceptually beautiful aspect I discovered through this entropic 

process. What I see displayed through my work with the fourteen pennies scanned is the 

tremendous variation present in this type of entropic thinking. Each of the coins reflects a 

different way the object has been changed through the process of incorporating new 

systems; each of the coins is its own individual object, reflecting the systems that have 

made it possible over the history the object has experienced. I believe that the same can 

be said of the contemporary nomad. 
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Appendix A: Patterns Observed from It Makes Good Cents (2009) 

Table A1: 
Pennies found heads up from It Makes Good Cents (2009) 
 

 Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.  
1 0 0 0 4 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 1  
2 0 0 1 1 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 1  
3 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1  
4 0 0 0 0 4 0 1 6 0 0 0 0  
5 0 0 0 1 1 0 3 1 2 1 1 0  
6 1 3 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0  
7 0 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1  
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 1 0  
9 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 1  

10 0 0 2 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 2 2  
11 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 0 0 1 2 0  
12 0 0 1 0 1 3 4 0 2 1 0 0  
13 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0  
14 1 1 0 3 0 0 2 1 0 0 1 0  
15 1 0 3 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0  
16 1 0 2 0 0 4 1 2 0 1 2 1  
17 4 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
18 0 1 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0  
19 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0  
20 0 1 0 4 3 0 0 0 1 1 1 0  
21 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 2 0 2 0  
22 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 3 1 0  
23 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 3  
24 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  
25 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 1 1 0 1 0  
26 0 0 3 0 2 0 0 0 1 1 1 2  
27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 6 0  
28 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 3 2 0 2  
29 1  0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0  
30 0  1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0  
31 2  0  3  0 1  1  0  

              
Yellow = 0 coin    Green = 3 coins 
Red = 1 coin         Orange = 4 coins 
Blue = 2 coins       Purple = 5 or more coins 
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Table A2: 
Pennies found tails up from It Makes Good Cents (2009) 
 
 Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.  

1 2 0 4 4 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0  
2 4 0 0 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  
3 0 0 2 0 0 1 3 2 0 0 0 0  
4 0 0 3 0 2 0 1 2 1 2 3 1  
5 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0  
6 4 1 0 2 2 1 0 1 0 0 1 0  
7 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 6 1  
8 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0  
9 1 0 0 3 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0  

10 0 0 1 1 0 2 1 0 0 0 3 2  
11 0 1 0 0 2 0 2 0 1 0 2 1  
12 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 4 2 2 0  
13 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 1  
14 0 0 3 3 0 5 1 1 0 0 2 1  
15 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
16 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 2 0 0 0 1  
17 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0  
18 1 0 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0  
19 0 0 1 1 0 1 3 0 0 1 0 0  
20 1 1 1 1 2 2 0 1 2 1 2 0  
21 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0  
22 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
23 1 1 0 1 3 0 0 2 1 0 0 1  
24 0 2 0 1 0 0 2 0 4 0 0 0  
25 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0  
26 0 0 1 0 4 1 2 2 0 2 1 2  
27 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1  
28 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 2  
29 0  2 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0  
30 0  1 0 0 1 0 1 7 0 2 0  
31 0  0  2  1 1 1 0  0  

              
Yellow = 0 coin    Green = 3 coins 
Red = 1 coin         Orange = 4 coins 
Blue = 2 coins       Purple = 5 or more coins 
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Table A3: 
Total pennies found from It Makes Good Cents (2009) 
 
 Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 

1 2 0 4 8 2 2 1 2 0 2 0 1 
2 4 0 1 2 5 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 
3 0 0 3 0 0 1 4 3 0 0 0 1 
4 0 0 3 0 6 0 2 8 1 2 3 1 
5 2 0 0 2 1 0 4 2 2 1 2 0 
6 4 4 0 3 2 1 1 2 0 0 2 2 
7 1 2 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 8 0 
8 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 3 0 1 1 1 
9 0 1 0 3 3 0 0 0 1 1 2 4 

10 1 0 3 2 1 2 2 0 1 1 5 1 
11 0 2 1 2 3 2 4 0 1 1 4 0 
12 0 0 1 0 1 4 4 0 6 3 2 1 
13 1 2 1 1 0 0 2 3 0 0 1 1 
14 2 1 3 6 0 5 3 2 0 0 3 0 
15 1 1 4 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 
16 6 1 2 0 0 5 2 3 0 1 2 0 
17 1 1 1 3 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 
18 0 1 4 3 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 
19 1 0 1 1 0 1 5 0 0 3 0 0 
20 1 2 1 5 5 2 0 1 3 2 3 0 
21 1 0 1 2 0 0 2 0 2 0 3 0 
22 1 1 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 3 1 0 
23 1 2 0 2 4 1 0 3 2 1 1 4 
24 0 2 0 1 3 0 2 0 4 0 1 0 
25 0 0 1 1 2 0 3 1 1 0 1 0 
26 0 0 4 0 6 1 2 2 1 3 2 4 
27 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 2 7 1 
28 0 1 0 1 0 3 0 0 3 3 0 4 
29 1  2 2 0 1 0 0 9 1 1 0 
30 0  2 0 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 0 
31 2  0  5  1 2  1  0 

             
Yellow = 0 coin    Green = 3 coins 
Red = 1 coin         Orange = 4 coins 
Blue = 2 coins       Purple = 5 or more coins 
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Table A4: Coins by Date from It Makes Good Cents (2009) 

January + heads  - tails 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 
   1 

-- 
 

2 
---- 

3 4 
- 

5 6 
+- 

7 
---- 

8 
- 

9 
- 

10 11 
+ 

12 13 14 
+ 

15 
+- 

16 
+ 

17 
-++++- 

18 
- 

19 20 
- 

21 
+ 

22 
+ 

23 
- 

24 
- 

25 

26 27 28 29 
+ 

30 31 
++ 

 

0 heads 
0 tails 
0 total 

1 heads 
2 tails 
3 total 

2 heads 
4 tails 
6 total 

3heads 
4 tails 
7 total 

1 heads 
6 tails 
7 total 

6 heads 
3tails 
9 total 

1 heads 
2 tails 
3 total 

Heads: 14   Tails: 21   Total: 35 
 
Sun.Jan. 18 – March 8 No heads found 
Mon. Jan. 5 - Feb. 2 No coins found 
Tues. Jan. 13 - Feb. 24 No heads found 
 
Heads from Jan. 9-13 read 0-0-1-0-0-1 
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February + heads  - tails 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 
      1 

 

2 3 4 5 6 
+-++ 

7 
++ 

8 

9 
+ 

10 11 
+- 

12 13 
-+ 

14 
+ 

15 
- 

16 
- 

17 
- 

18 
+ 

19 20 
+- 

21 22 
- 

23 
+- 

24 
-- 

25 26 27 
- 

28 
- 

 

2 heads 
2 tails 
4 total 

0 heads 
3 tails 
3 total 

2 heads 
1 tails 
3 total 

0 head 
0 tails 
0 total 

5 heads 
4tails 
9 total 

3 heads 
1 tails 
4 total 

0 heads 
2 tails 
2 total 

Heads: 12   Tails: 13   Total: 25 
 
Thurs. Feb. 5- March 5 No coins found 
Fri. Feb. 27- April 3 No heads found 
 
Heads from Feb. 8-13 read 0-1-0-1-0-1 
 
Sun.-Thurs Total number of heads read 0-2-0-2-0 
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March + heads  - tails 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 
      1 

---- 
 

2 
+ 

3 
-+- 

4 
--- 

5 6 
 

7 
+ 

8 

9 
 

10 
-++ 

11 
+ 

12 
+ 

13 
- 

14 
--- 

15 
-+++ 

16 
+-+ 

17 
- 

18 
++-+ 

19 
- 

20 
- 

21 
+ 

22 
 

23 
 

24 
 

25 
- 

26 
-+++ 

27 
 

28 
 

29 
-- 

30 
-+ 

31      

4heads 
2 tails 
6 total 

3 heads 
4 tails 
7 total 

4 heads 
5 tails 
9 total 

4 head 
2tails 
6 total 

0 heads 
2tails 
2total 

2 heads 
3 tails 
5 total 

3 heads 
7 tails 
10 total 

Heads: 21   Tails: 25   Total: 46 
 
 
Sun.-Wed. Total number of heads reads 3-4-3-4 
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April + heads  - tails 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 
  1 

-+++---+ 
2 
-+ 

3 4 5 
-+ 
 

6 
--+ 

7 
+ 

8 
- 

9 
--- 

10 
+- 
 

11 
++ 

12 

13 
- 
 

14 
--+++- 

15 
- 

16 17 
-++ 

18 
+-- 

19 
- 

20 
+++-+ 

21 
+- 

22 
-+ 

23 
+- 

24 
- 

25 
- 

26 
 
 

27 
 

28 
+ 
 

29 
++ 

30    

5heads 
4tails 
9 total 

6 heads 
4 tails 
10 total 

7 heads 
7 tails 
14 total 

2head 
5tails 
7 total 

3 heads 
3tails 
6 total 

3 heads 
3 tails 
6 total 

1 heads 
2 tails 
3 total 

Heads: 26   Tails: 28   Total: 54 
 
Sun. April 12  May 3 No coins found 
Tues. April 21 - May12 One head found 
Thurs. April 30  – June 4 No coins found 
Thurs. April 30 – July 2 No tails found 
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May + heads  - tails 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 
    1 

-- 
2 
++-+- 

3 

4 
++-+-+ 

5 
+ 

6 
-- 

7 8 9 
++- 

10 
+ 

11 
+-- 

12 
+ 

13 14 15 
+ 

16 17 
- 

18 
+ 

19 20 
++--+ 

21 22 23 
+--- 

24 
+++ 

25 
+- 

26 
++---- 

27 
- 

28 29 30 
+ 

31 
+-+-+ 

7 heads 
5 tails 
12 total 

4 heads 
4 tails 
8total 

3 heads 
5 tails 
11 total 

0heads 
0 tails 
0 total 

1 heads 
2 tails 
3 total 

7 heads 
6tails 
13 total 

7 heads 
3 tails 
10 total 

Heads: 29   Tails: 25   Total: 54 
 
Mon. May 11- June 1 One head found 
Wed. May 27- July 1 No heads found 
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June + heads  - tails 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 
1 
+- 

2 
-- 

3 
- 

4 5 6 
- 

7 
- 

8 
 

9 10 
-- 

11 
++ 

12 
+++- 

13 14 
----- 

15 
 

16 
-++++ 

17 
- 

18 19 
- 

20 
-- 

21 

22 
+ 

23 
+ 

24 25 
 

26 
- 

27 28 
-+- 
 

29 
- 
 

30 
- 
 

     

2heads 
2 tails 
4 total 

5 heads 
4 tails 
9 total 

0 heads 
4 tails 
4 total 

2 head 
0tails 
2 total 

3 heads 
3tails 
6total 

0 heads 
3 tails 
3 total 

1 heads 
8 tails 
9 total 

Heads: 13   Tails: 24   Total: 37 
 
Sat. June 6- June 27 No heads found 
 
 
Thurs.  June 25 – July 30 reads 0-1-0-1-0-1 
 
 
Sun.-Wed. Total number of coins reads 9-4-9-4 
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July + heads  - tails 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 
  1 

- 
2 
+ 

3 
--+- 

4 
-+ 

5 
++-+ 
 

6 
+ 

7 
 

8 
+ 

9 
- 

10 
+- 
 

11 
-+-+ 

12 
++++ 

13 
+- 
 

14 
+-+ 

15 
+ 

16 
-+ 

17 
 

18 
- 

19 
-+--+ 

20 
 

21 
-+ 

22 
 

23 
 

24 
-- 

25 
+-+ 

26 
-- 
 

27 
 
 

28 
 
 

29 
 

30 
+ 

31 
- 

  

2heads 
1tails 
3 total 

3 heads 
2 tails 
5 total 

2 heads 
1 tails 
3 total 

3head 
2tails 
5 total 

2heads 
7tails 
9 total 

5 heads 
5 tails 
10 total 

9 heads 
6 tails 
15 total 

Heads: 26   Tails: 24   Total: 50 
 
Fri. July 17-Aug. 7 No heads found 
 
 
Mon. –Fri. total heads reads 2-3-2-3-2 
Mon. –Thurs. total tails reads 1-2-1-2 
Mon. –Thurs. total coins reads 3-5-3-5 
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August + heads  - tails 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 
     1 

-+ 
2 

3 
--+ 

4 
--++++ 
++ 

5 
-+ 

6 
-+ 

7 8 
+++ 

9 

10 11 12 13 
-+- 

14 
-+ 

15 16 
-++ 

17 
- 

18 19 20 
- 

21 22 23 
+-- 

24 
 
 

25 
+ 

26 
-- 

27 28 29 30 
- 

31 
+- 

      

2 heads 
4 tails 
6total 

7heads 
2 tails 
9total 

1 heads 
3 tails 
4 total 

2heads 
4 tails 
6 total 

1 heads 
1 tails 
2 total 

4 heads 
1tails 
5 total 

3 heads 
4 tails 
7 total 

Heads: 20   Tails: 19   Total: 39 
 
Tues. Aug.11 - Sept.22 No tails found 
Wed. Aug.12 - Sept.16 No heads found 
Fri.  Aug.21 - Sept.11 No heads found 
Sat. Aug.8 - Sep.5 No tails found 
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September + heads  - tails 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 
 1 2 3 4 

- 
5 
++ 

6 

7 
 

8 9 
- 

10 
+ 

11 
- 

12 
-++--- 

13 

14 
 

15 16 17 
- 

18 
+ 

19 20 
--+ 

21 
++ 

22 
 

23 
+- 

24 
---- 
 

25 
+ 

26 
+ 

27 
+- 
 

28 
+++ 
 

29 
-+---- 
-+- 
 

30 
+- 

    

       

5heads 
0 tails 
5 total 

2 heads 
7 tails 
9 total 

2 heads 
3 tails 
5 total 

1 head 
5tails 
6 total 

2 heads 
2tails 
4total 

5 heads 
4 tails 
9 total 

2 heads 
3 tails 
5 total 

Heads: 19   Tails: 24   Total: 43 
 
Mon. Sept. 7 – Oct. 5 No tails found 
Tues. Sept.1 – Sept. 22 No Coins found 
Fri. Sept.4 – Sept. 25 One coin found 
 
 
Fri -Tues.  Total heads reads 2-5-2-5-2 
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October + heads  - tails 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 
   1 

++ 
 

2 
 

3 4 
-- 

5 
+ 

6 
 

7 
 

8 
- 

9 
- 

10 
+ 

11 
+ 

12 
--+ 

13 14 
 

15 
 

16 
+ 

17 
- 

18 
- 

19 
++- 

20 
+ 

21 
 

22 
+++ 

23 
+ 

24 
 

25 

26 
+-- 

27 
++ 

28 
--+ 

29 
- 

30 
+ 

31 
+ 

 

5 heads 
5 tails 
10 total 

3 heads 
0 tails 
3 total 

1heads 
2 tails 
3 total 

5heads 
2 tails 
7 total 

3 heads 
1 tails 
4 total 

2 heads 
1 tails 
3 total 

1 heads 
3 tails 
4total 

Heads: 20   Tails: 14   Total: 34 
 
Sun. Oct. 25 – Dec. 6 No tails found 
Fri. Oct.9 – Oct.30 One coin found 
 
 
Sun. – Thurs. reads 1-5-3-1-5-3 
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November + heads  - tails 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 
      1 

 

2 3 4 
--- 

5 
-+ 

6 
+- 

7 
+----- 
--+ 

8 
+ 

9 
+- 

10 
++--- 

11 
+--+ 

12 
-- 

13 
- 

14 
--+ 

15 
 

16 
++ 

17 
- 

18 
 

19 20 
+-- 

21 
+-- 

22 
+ 

23 
+ 

24 
+ 

25 
+ 

26 
-+ 

27 
++-++ 
++ 

28 
 

29 
+ 

30 
--+ 

      

5 heads 
3 tails 
8 total 

3 heads 
4 tails 
7 total 

3 heads 
5 tails 
8 total 

2 head 
4 tails 
6 total 

8 heads 
5tails 
13 total 

5 heads 
10 tails 
15 total 

3heads 
0 tails 
3 total 

Heads: 29   Tails: 31   Total: 60 
 
Tues. Nov. 24 – Dec. 29 No tails found 
Wed. Nov. 25 – Dec. 16 One head found 
Sat. Nov. 28 – Dec. 19 No coins found 
 
 
Sun. Nov. 29 –Dec. 27 reads 1-0-1-0-1 
 
 
Sat. – Tues Total heads reads 5-3-5-3 
Tues. – Fri. Total tails reads 4-5-4-5 
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December + heads  - tails 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 
 1 

+ 
2 
+ 

3 
+ 

4 
- 

5 
 

6 

7 
-+ 
 

8 9 
+ 

10 
+--+ 

11 
- 

12 
 

13 
- 

14 
- 

15 16 
-+ 

17 
 

18 
 

19 20 
 

21 
 

22 
 

23 
+++- 

24 
 

25 
 

26 
-+-+ 

27 
- 
 

28 
+-+- 
 

29 
 

30 
 

31    

3heads 
4 tails 
7 total 

1 heads 
0 tails 
1 total 

6 heads 
2 tails 
8 total 

3 head 
2tails 
5 total 

0 heads 
2tails 
2total 

2 heads 
2 tails 
4 total 

0 heads 
2 tails 
2 total 

Heads: 15   Tails: 14   Total: 29 
 
Sun. Dec. 6- Dec. 27 No heads found 
Tues. Dec. 8 – Dec. 29 No coins found 
Fri.  Dec. 4 – Dec. 25 No heads found 
 
 
Wed. – Sun. Total Tails 2 
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Table A5: 
Pennies by year from It Makes Good Cents (2009) 
 
2009: 14 
2008: 34 
2007: 21 
2006: 29 
2005: 13 
2004: 19 
2003: 15 
2002: 10 
2001: 16 
2000: 26 
1999: 20 
1998: 18 
1997: 10 
1996: 9 
1995: 12 
1994: 12 
1993: 15 
1992: 8 
1991: 9 
1990: 11 
1989: 7 
1988: 8 
1987: 9 
1986: 8 
1985: 8 
1984: 14 
1983: 19 
1982: 12 
1981: 7 
1980: 5 
1979: 9 
1978: 9 
1977: 4 
1976: 8 
1975: 6 
1974: 7 
1973: 5 
1972: 4 
1971: 3 
1970: 6 
1969: 3 
1968: 2 
1967: 2 
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1966: 1 
1965: 0 
1964: 1 
1963: 1 
1962: 3 
1961: 2 
1960: 0 
1959: 1 
 
1946: 1 
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Appendix B: Wishing you Well (2009), Additional Information 
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This request is for the use of the area located directly in front of the School of Art 

building (18th Street at Flint Avenue) from the period of 4/22/09-4/29/09. 

 

 As a part of my dissertation project I am constructing a series of installations 

based on the penny. I would like to take an area (diagram 1) located in front of the School 

of Art and place ten dollars worth of pennies in that given area. This should create a 

situation where in the specified area that will be approximately 2-3 pennies per square 

foot. This space will at no point be blocked from regular traffic. The public is encouraged 

to transverse the area and to take as many pennies as they wish as part of the installation. 

 

This project falls under Part VII Section F (Freedom of Expression Activities and 

Forum Areas) of the student handbook. I am submitting this form because of the non-

forum nature of the space. It is my belief that this installation will in no way conflict with 

any of the requirements mentioned in Section F part 2, with the idea that the placement of 

the pennies will in no way cause any conflict of movement, accessibility, or safety in and 

out of the art building. I will collect all pennies that have not been taken by members of 

the public on 4/29/09. 

 

Please contact me with any questions or concerns: 

Christian Conrad 

christian.conrad@ttu.edu 

 

 

mailto:christian.conrad@ttu.edu�
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Appendix C:  fourteen images from the end of Time (2009) 

 

Figure A1. fourteen pictures from the end of Time (2009), picture 1. 
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Figure A2. fourteen pictures from the end of Time (2009), picture 2. 
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Figure A3. fourteen pictures from the end of Time (2009), picture 3. 
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Figure A4. fourteen pictures from the end of Time (2009), picture 4. 
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Figure A5. fourteen pictures from the end of Time (2009), picture 5. 
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Figure 6. fourteen pictures from the end of Time 2009, picture 6 
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Figure A7. fourteen pictures from the end of Time (2009), picture 7. 
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Figure A8. fourteen pictures from the end of Time (2009), picture 8. 
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Figure A9. fourteen pictures from the end of Time (2009), picture 9. 
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Figure A10. fourteen pictures from the end of Time (2009), picture 10. 
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Figure A11. fourteen pictures from the end of Time (2009), picture 11. 
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Figure A12. fourteen pictures from the end of Time (2009), picture 12. 
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Figure A13. fourteen pictures from the end of Time (2009), picture 13. 
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Figure A14. fourteen pictures from the end of Time (2009), picture 14. 
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